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DuringVermont Restaurant Week,

97 participating locations (see opposite

page) offer inventive 3-course, prix-fixe

menus for $15, $25 or $35 per person.

Try lunch and breakfast specials

at select locations for $10 or less.

Tampopo

Tampopo, arguablythe finestfilm bythe late master di-

rector Juzo Itami, uses an unconventional storystruc-

ture to celebrate, question and marvel at all things

gustatory. Ifyou everwanted toknowhowtomake the

perfect bowl oframen, orwhat you should eatwhen
you're trapped in ayakuza shootout, Tampopo can
help. It is also guaranteed to make youhungry.

The prescreening cocktail hour features fljSSanese-inspired popcorn snacks, a ramen bar,

brews from Switchback Brewing Company, specialty cocktailsmadewithVermont Spirits

and anintroduction fromSeven Days arts writer Ethan de Seife.

Big Picture Cafe& Theater, 48 CarrollRoad, Waitsfield. Cocktail hour4p.m., movie 5p.m. $9.

Info, 496-8994.

Farm-to-Bottle
W WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30

Are cider apples more valuable than “eating" apples? Will Vermont brewers
everbe ableto relysolelyonlocal grains andhops? Justhowmany people

travel to Vermont to sip our drinks? Join atrio ofdrinkproducers —
well as UVM agronomist Heather Darby— as they discuss the chal-

lenges and opportunities ofVermont’s growingbeer, wine, cider

and spirits industries. Free samples from our sponsors and light

hors d’oeuvres available before the discussion.

• Sara Granstrom, Manager, LincolnPeak Vineyard
• Heather Darby, Agronomic and soils specialist.

UniversityofVermont Extension
• Joe Buswell, Whiskey distiller, Vermont Spirits

• Kris Nelson, Co-owner, Citizen Cider

South EndKitchen, 716PineStreet, Burlington, 5:30-7p.m.

RSVP required at vermontrestaurantweek.com. $5 donation. Info, 864-0505.

Help us double
our donation!

Lastyear, withyourhelp,we raised more than $6,000
forthe Vermont Foodbank. This year, the Vermont

Community Foundation’s Food andFarm Initiative will

match our total donation upto $5,000.

Please help us connect all Vermonters

withhealthy, local food. Donate today at:

vermontrestaurantweek.com

Ifood <farmV

The Bartender Brawl
m SATURDAY, MAY 3

Don’t throw in the towel yet! Finish your RestaurantWeek adyenture at this rowdy cocktail

Spirits’ Black Snake Whiskeymade by localbartenders. The winning recipe, determined

by your votes, will benamed the signature cocktail ofnext year’s Vermont Restaurant Week.

Come showyour support, taste some creative mixtures and sample cheese fromVermont

Creamery atthe festival’s final event. The bartenders are:

• Ross Meilleur, Red Square
• Megan McGinn, Hen oftheWood
• Ellington Wells, Pizzeria Verita

• Jayson Willett, Crop Bistro

• Kyala Schenck, Sotto Enoteca

RedSquare, 136 Church Street,

Burlington. 3-5p.m. $10 at the

door. Info, 864-5684.



97 PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS
Find all menus, hours and reservation contact info at vermontrestauranttveek.com

3 Squares Cafe

84 Main Sports Grill

A Single Pebble Restaurant

Antidote

Ariel's Restaurant

ArtsRiot Kitchen

Asiana House (Burlington

& Montpelier)

August First Bakery & Cafe

The Bagel Place

Barkeaters Restaurant

The Bearded Frog

Big Picture Theater and Cafe

Black Krim Tavern

Black Sheep Bistro

Blue Cat Steak & Wine Bar

Blue Paddle Bistro

Bluebird Barbecue

Bluebird Coffee Stop

Bluebird Tavern

The Bobcat Cafe & Brewery

Cafe Mediterano

Cafe Provence (Brandon)

Cafe Provence on Blush Hill

(Waterbury)

Capitol Grounds Cafe

Church & Main

City Market/Onion River Co-op

Cornerstone Pub & Kitchen

The Daily Planet

Das Bierhaus

El Cortijo Cantina & Taqueria

The Elusive Moose

Farmhouse Tap & Grill

Fire and Ice

Guild Fine Meats

Guild Tavern

Halvorson's Upstreet Cafe

Healthy Living Cafe

Hen of the Wood (Burlington

& Waterbury)

Hunger Mountain Coop Deli

and Cafe

J. Morgan's Steakhouse

Junior's Italian

Juniper

Kismet

The Kitchen Table Bistro

LAmante Ristorante

La Brioche Bakery

La Villa Bistro & Pizzeria

The Lake-View House

Leunig's Bistro & Cafe

The Lobby

The Mad Taco (Waitsfield &
Montpelier)

Maple City Diner

Michael's on the Hill

The Mule Bar

NECI on Main

New Moon Cafe

One Federal Restaurant

& Lounge

Pauline's Cafe

Piecasso Pizzeria & Lounge

Pizza Barrio

Pizzeria Verita

Positive Pie (Hardwick &
Montpelier)

Positive Pie Tap & Grill

Prohibition Pig

Pulcinella's

The Red Clover Inn & Restaurant

The Reservoir Restaurant

and Tap Room
Revolution Kitchen

Roots the Restaurant

Salt

San Sai Japanese Restaurant

Sarducci's Restaurant & Bar

The Scuffer Steak & Ale House

Shanty on the Shore

Sherpa Kitchen

Silver Palace

Simon Pearce Restaurant

The Skinny Pancake

(Burlington & Montpelier)

Sonoma Station

THE FUN STARTS FRIDAY
MAKE ARESERVATION TODAY!

South End Kitchen

The Spot

Sweetwaters

Three Brothers Pizza & Grill

Three Penny Taproom

Timbers Restaurant

Toscano Cafe & Bistro

Tourterelle

Two Brothers Tavern

Vermont Tap House

The WhiskeyRoom at Rf Ra Irish Pub

The Windjammer Restaurant &
Upper Deck Pub

Wooden Spoon Bistro

CulinaryPub Quiz
"T TUESDAY,APRIL 29

Play seven rounds ofdelicious trivia— including

questions about food in music and movies. The top team
will win an epic bowling party at Champlain Lanes on

Shelburne Road. Hosted by ArtsRiot and emceed by
Top Hat Entertainment, the evening promises

pi 1 onzi .i:::! ; iva!.s.

Parents’ Night Out

childcare providers a

an enjoy a Fridayor £

fun at theY.

Vthe MM*r FRIDAY,APRIL 25& SATURDAY,APRIL 26

Even foodies with kids have no reason to miss out onRestaurant

Week. Thanks to the expert childcare providers atthe Greater

Burlington YMCA, p
fietownwhile f

Childcare is available Friday, April 25, from 6 to 8:30 p.m., and Saturday, April 26,
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. Food and beverage are included in the reduced fee: $12 (members),

$20 (nonmembers) per child; ages 2 through 12. Participation is

1 limitedto 42 childrenper night. Preregistration is required.

y Call 862-9622 to sign up your kids, and don'tforget to moke your dinner
reservationsASAP. Weekend tablesfill upfast!

find all events and menus at: vermontrestaurantweek.com

VERMONT

SPIRITS
jump-nit
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DanformShoesVT.com QQ
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pr.uce Peak
Join us for Peak <Hi>

Experiences PERFORMING
ARTS CENTER

VT Artists

Community

PJQ 2013 -Iron Clwl Wlnne,

* LIBATIOHS* BREWERY *

"BEST BEER TOWN IN NEW ENCL4ND." • Boston Globt

Saturday, May 3rd
1
3-7PM

Derby Day
Come on down for the afternoon and

sip on The Best Hint Julep in Vermont

and feast on some Hot Brown Sandwiches.

Witness The Derby coverage in our pub

leading up to the 6pm-ish start time. Bonus

points for big hats and southern drawls.

$4 Fernet draughts everyday

23 South Main Street, Waterbury, Vermont • prohibitionpig.com

IN FARMHOUSE COM
160 Bank Street

Burlington, VT
802.859.0888

ETHAN WOOD
LIVE AT FARMHOUSE
Wednesday April 30th 5pm to late

Celebrity Fishmonger Ethan Wood delivers
Gloucester bait to Vermont’s plate. An evening
dedicated to efforts

of keepin’ it fresh. Scallops, whelks,
clams/quahogs, mussels, oysters, monkfish . .

.

FARMH0USETG.COM



southend*** II

NEW SEASON,

FRESH CLASSES
Spring into Vegetables • Fri. Apr. 25th 6-7:30pm

Learn to cook the spring vegetables popping up in markets and C&A baskets

Whole Animal Butchering • Sat. Apr. 26th 3-4:30pm
Watch the breakdown ofa pig and learn about each cut from a local butcher

Charcuterie and Cured Meats • Sun. Apr. 27th 5-7pm
Slow Food Vermont presents a nightoflearning and tasting with local experts

REGISTER AT SOUTHENDKITCHENVT.COM/GLASSES/

HE SAID WHAT?
For breaking local news
and political commentary,
go straight to the source:

off
message

VERMONT'S POLITICS & NEWS BLOG

sevendaysvt.com/blogs

FREE STAND UP PADDLE BOARD
That’s right! We’re raffling off a free paddle board this month from WND&WVS.
Spend $50 or more for dinner between now and the end of April to be eligible.

Enter as many times as you like. Contact your server for details.

Dinner service Wed-Sunday 5:00 to 9:00. Drawing will be held on April 30. IT1

210 SHELBURNE ROAD, BURLINGTON thespotvt.com 802.540. 1778
3*
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Is theMusicMakerMoving On?

facing
facts

m
HIGHWAY, HOI

RUNWAY

A small plane crashed
on 1-89 last Friday.

be his last.

LABOR LITE

Vermont’s

unemployment

rate dropped to 3.4

percent, the second

lowest in the nation

— after North Dakota.

Betternews:We
didn'thave to get

tracked for it.

STILL RUSTY

Almosta year after

he started mulling it,

Vermontcomic Rusty

DeWees decided

againstarun for

Congress. Nothing

lunny about that

place — exceptmaybe
Sen. AlFranken.

•
FRAT SPLAT

Badweek to be

Greek: more national

stories about

abusive behavior at

Dartmouth College,

and aVermont bill

wouldmakeUVM
flatspay property

taxes. Man.

$657
That’sthe costofa birdincubator that police

sayLisa Pedttzzipurchasedfrom Florida

withtaxpayermoney—oneofnumerous

such purchasesshe allegedlymade totaling

upwardof$60,000.Peduzzihas resigned

fromherjob at theVermont OfficeofRisk

Management; shepleadednot guiltyto

embezzlement charges onMonday.

TOPFIVE
MOST POPULAR ITEMSON SEVENOAYSVT.COM

1. To Prevent FurtherTragedy, Burlington Tries

Dispatchinga Clinician Instead ofa Cop" by

Mark Davis.The Burlington Police Departments

new first responder isJustinVerette.amental

health professional from the HowardCenter

2. “A Young Burlington Couple Enters the

Antiques Trade" by Xian Chiang-Waren. Brian

andJenny Bittner are addingyoung blood to

a profession devoted to buying and selling old

3. ’Deconstructing the Queen CityS

Development Boom" by Alicia Freese.Seven

Days examines the new building projects

cropping up all over Burlington.

4. ‘Burlington BakeryAugust First Goes

Screen Free" by Ethande Seife. Owners ofthe

establishment say their no-screen policy has

beenaboon for business.

5. "Embattled Luthier Selling Burlington

Shop and House" byAlicia Freese.A musical

instrumentmaker is selling his Hill Section

home after prolonged zoningand legal battles.

tweet of
the week:

®>VTFakeHeadiines

;n
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER #SEVEN_DAYS

OURTWEEPLE: SEVENDAYSVT.COM/TWITTER

CHAMPLAIN COLLEGE

n TO BE CUTTING EDGE,
YOU NEED TO STAY SHARP

Sharpen your skill set with more than 60 online

undergraduate and graduate programs and certificates.

Champlain.edu/OnlineLearning
LET US DARE



OUTLETS
"
1“ puma'H
Arbor Day
TREE SALE!

April 15- May 8

ONLY $188 for 10' Crabapple

ONLY $288 for 12' Shade tree

Horsford
Nursery
425.2811

Route 7, Charlotte

www.horsfordnursery.com

SEVEN DAYS

feedback
Ethan de Seife. Katliryn Flagg.

DUMB LAW
A very low level of science literacy is

reflected in the strong legislative sup-

port for GMO labeling reported by Paul

Heintz [Fair Game: “Label to Table,”

April 16]. In fact, every living thing,

including you and me, is a genetically

modified organism (GMO). Evolution

has taken place because the genetic

code shared by all life on Earth is con-

stantly being rearranged in all of us.

These insertions, deletions and trans-

positions in the code result from natural

mutagens in the environment as well as

from the inevitable errors in transcrip-

tion and translation in our complex

cellular machinery that processes mil-

lions of three-unit DNA “bytes” of code

per second. Many of these mutations

are corrected by the cells’ proofreading

apparatus, but some are not, and a small

percentage of these modifications are

incorporated into the organism's own
structure or its offspring. Unfortunately,

nature’s random genetic modifications,

while sometimes improving a spe-

cies’ survival probability, more often

produce cancer or one of hundreds of

genetic diseases. Our mailboxes are

full of requests for donations to fight

some of the more widespread of these

diseases. Thankfully, scientists have

recently learned how to improve and

correct some of nature’s random prod-

ucts through genetic engineering. GMO
technology has already saved millions of

people from starvation, blindness and

disease. Its promise for the future is im-

mensely greater. I opposeGMO labeling

because it will frighten poorly informed

people — that’s most of us — away from

perfectly safe foods and, more impor-

tantly, it could have a dampening effect

on further development of this revolu-

tionary, life-giving technology.

Andy Leader

MIDDLESEX

MEASURING MOMENTUM
I really appreciate the comprehensive

nature of your article about current

and future development in Burlington

[“Building Momentum,” April 16]. As
an architect, I'm biased, but it would be

nice if your paper identified the design

firms for projects when possible. I think

some firms are doing better work than

others; unit counts and gross square

footage aren’t the only ways to measure

these projects against one another.

Sam Beall

BURLINGTON

CHOCOLATE OP
In therecentSevenDays roundup ofnew
local chocolates [“Spring Melt,” April 9],

your staff missed one of the best: Soul

Food and Confections of Jeffersonville

at facebook.com/soulfoodandconfec

tions. My wife and I are devoted fans.

Amid the crowded chocolate field in



WEEK IN REVIEW

Vermont, former Burlington resident

Hailey Cohn’s chocolates definitely

stand out, both for their intoxicating

flavor and their quality, all-organic in-

gredients. This Easter, her take on the

Cadbury cream egg, with its "no weird

stuff” white chocolate filling, and her

vegan dark chocolate bunny filled with

ganache both blew us away. Though
Cohn's chocolates are a well-kept

secret, we wouldn't want others to miss

out. You can sample some ofher stuff at

Dobra Tea.

Jesse Wiens
JEFFERSONVILLE

BLAME GORE, NOT NADER
[Re “Bemie’s Big Dilemma: A Dem or

an Indie Run?” April 16]: It’s hard to

imagine Bernie having much ofan effect

on the outcome of the presidential race

beyond bitching and banking some
bucks. Kevin Kelley says “analysts argue

that Democrat Al Gore would have

defeated Republican George W. Bush if

Nader had not insisted on running as an

alternative to two candidates whom he

depicted as essentially interchangeable

in their politics.” It doesn't take much
analysis to note that Gore was such a

poor candidate he couldn’t even win his

home state. Had he done so, he would
have been president. That would have

prevented the 2000 election from being

stolen, a fact that’s sadly been forgotten

by analysts, the press and apparently

Ross Laffan

ROCHESTER

NOTHING GREEN ABOUT IT

Why, oh why, is there ns

of the environmental

Keurig technology' [“Will the Keurig

Green Mountain Cold-Cup Project

Heat Up the Local Economy?” April 2]?

more headed in that direction with the

new cold-cup project. Given KGM’s
new pairing with the brand leader-

ship and global footprint of Coca-Cola,

I’d prefer that the company no longer

misrepresent the idyllic imagery of our

beautiful Vermont Green Mountains

while simultaneously contributing to

the degradation of the environment.

How about Keurig Coca-Cola instead?

Please reject this continuing assault on

the environment by not participating:

Don’t buy Keurig cups, and contact the

company to tell them how you feel!

Suzie DeBrosse
COLCHESTER

BURLINGTON'S
PARKING PROBLEM
[Re “Building Momentum,” April 16]:

Miro Weinberger's claim that allow-

ing developers to build more buildings

downtown without providing for ad-

equate parking will make Burlington a

“more walkable city” is ridiculous. One
need only look at his Packard Lofts de-

velopment and the traffic and parking

problems created by the city’s gener-

ous waiver of its parking requirements.

The lack of adequate parking does not

cause fewer people to own vehicles or

cars to magically disappear when they

arrive at a development. Instead, when
people drive to a location that does not

have adequate parking, they park in

improper, illegal and dangerous places:

across driveways and handicap ramps,

in front of fire hydrants, obstructing

views at intersections, and, yes, even

double parking in the middle of the

road. Burlington police have issued

more parking tickets around Packard

Lofts in the last 10 months since it was

built than in all the 20 years before.

People in Vermont drive cars because

it is one of the most rural states in the

country, and without one you can’t

get there from here. Unless and until

Vermonters change their car-centric

culture, allowing development with-

out adequate parking is nothing more
than a financial bonus for the mayor’s

developer buddies from the pockets of

residents, visitors and local businesses.

Alan Bjerke

BURLINGTON

This Little Piggy...

Indulge your inner hog with

Truffle Pig delectable, gourmet

chocolate bars. Regularly $3.99,

NOW JUST $1.49!

And Now Class,

Liquid Geography is a light,

bright rose that carries plenty

of rich fruit. 100% Monastrell

from Spain, this is delicious

and now just $8.99.

Celebrity Baby Swiss

Forget about Brangelina and

the Biebs, the only celebrity you

need is this great baby swiss,

now on sale for just $5.99/lb.

Can(ola) We Do That?

Wacky Deal on Hain Canola

Oil! 1 for $4.99 or get

3 for $3.99.

ClilEESE TRADERS
WINE SELLERS

1186 Williston Rd., So. Burlington \T 05403

(Next to the Alpine Slop)

802.863.0143

Open 7 days 10am-7piu

Web & Mobile site:

www.chee8etraders.com

=

Endless Sizes.

Endless Styles.

Only at Sam’s.

vSAM’S

gEP Square

THU HI2H STARLINE RHYTHM BOYS 7PM

D JAY BARON / DJ TYTANIUM 10PM

FRI fl/25 QUESTIONABLE COMPANY 5PM

ijc church Sfrecf, Burlington

Having a party? Rent tne blue room/

info<SYeds<ip3revt.co**i • *sa-*TO9
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SATURDAY LINEUP SUNDAY LINEUP

GRACE POTTER
& THE NOCTURNALS
TRAMPLED BY TURTLES
THE DEVIL HAKES THREE
DR. JOHN » DEBO BAND
LOWELL THOMPSON ANDERS PARKER

GOLD TOWN THE HIGH BREAKS

GRACE POTTER
& THE NOCTURNALS
LAKE STREET DIVE

THE WAR ON DRUGS
LUCIUS i RAYLAND BAXTER

CAROLINE ROSE SWALE
VILLAHELLES

Buy Tickets online at highergroundmusic.com, toll-free 888-512-SHOW, Higher Ground Box Office

No glass, pets, alcohol, blankets or coolers. Rain or Shine

GracePotter.com

.All Rights I
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dear^/lucy.

Hu-Ke/uttHJi

TrunAy S/uHir

Join us

Stlhin/fU// /Urif26&
FOR A ONE-DAY

BlRKENSTOCKTRUNKSHOW1
.

Enjoy great on

SELECT ITEMS AND RECEIVE A

FREE /iji'N'CTH PURCHASE 1
.

BIRKENSTOCK®

38 church street

862.5126
|
dearlucy.com

mon-thurs 10-7,

fri-sat 10-8, sun 11-6



NORTHFIELD
SAVINGS BANK

TICKETS & INFO

802-86-FLYNN

OR DISCOVERJAZZ.COM

AND THE CONGO SQUARE NATION

AFRO-NEW ORLEANS CULTURAL GROUP

JERRY BERGONZI

FLYNNSPACE

SUNDAY. JUNE 8. 6 PM

EDDIE PALMIERI

LATIN JAZZ BAND

FLYNN MAINSTAGE

SUNDAY. JUNE 8. 8 PM

BCA
NEWSR9
CHANNEL

A Ma
Lake Champlain nJnflKgLl %

SEVEN DAYS

\fmity

DISCOVE

FLYNN MAINSTAGE

FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 8 PM

CECILE MCLORIN

SALVANT

FLYNNSPACE

SATURDAY, JUNE 7, 8 & 10 PM

BIG CHIEF

DONALD HARRISON

Burlington,

meet your neighbors.

Introducing 100% Neighbor-Made.

For several years, Goodwill Industries of Northern New England

has looked for a way to showcase locally crafted,

domestic products in our retail stores.

Now, we are teaming up with artisans of such treasures as

small wooden furniture, jewelry, pet supplies, crafts and gifts.

We are investing in our regional workforce by partnering with

manufacturers of high-quality, sustainable products.

And, we are helping build businesses and grow workforces -

while reinforcing our commitment to social,

economic and environmental values.

So come to our launch party, enjoy prizes, see some neat,

new products and meet your neighbors.

Goodwill|

UIFFH
100% WM IWI
NEIGHBOR MADE

South Burlington Retail Store

1080 Shelburne Road

Saturday, April 26
|

9 AM - 1 1 AM

See Puffy G
|
Win a Raffle Prize

Handmade Wooden Toys for the First 1 00 Customers



LOOKING FORWARD

SUNDAY 27

SATURDAY 26 & SUNDAY 27

Animal Kingdom

FRIDAY 25

SATURDAY 26

PERFECTLY PAIRED
Describing Matt and Shannon Heaton (pictured), the Boston

Globe writes, "Their playing is masterful and inventive, their

arrangements city-smart and spacious.
1
’ Anchored by

captivating vocal harmonies, the husband-and-wife duo
' channel the best of Ireland’s musical traditions with a

varied program featuring the Irish flute, accordion, ,

guitar and bouzouki.

SEE CALENDAR USTING ON PAGE S4

ONGOING

Pitter Pattern
Polly Apfelbaums install

3dy 1960s,



matthew taylor

IE
THE FINEST ARTISAN JEWELRY

WEDDING BANDS
INDIVIDUALWORKS OF ART
PERSONALITY LOVE & BEAUTY

102 Harbor Rd, Shelburne
|
985-3190

matthewtaylordesigns.net F3

N SEASON ON VERMONT POLITICS B1

Smokin’ Mirrors

A
mong the few new taxes to win
the Vermont House’s seal of ap-

proval last month was a pair tar-

getingpopulartobaccoproducts.

One would raise roughly $700,000 by

taxing snuff and smokeless tobacco at a

rate comparable to cigarettes. Another

would raise $500,000 by creating a new,

92 percent tax on electronic cigarettes, a

nicotine-based product used to simulate

Gov. peter shumun doesn't think much
of the proposals — and he’s hoping the

Senate will, in its infinite wisdom, plot a

different course as it finalizes its own tax

bill in the comingweeks.
The gov's stance isn't surprising, be-

cause he has consistently opposed most
new sales and excise taxes. What is sur-

prising is that, in explaining his position,

Shumlin argues that there are potential

health benefits to e-cigarettes — a claim

not widely accepted by the public health

community.

“Myownviewon e-cigarettes isthatwe
should be cautious about taxing a product

that we think might be gettin’ some folks

off of tobacco," he said at a recent press

conference. “So, you know, I’m willing to

listen, but my own nonscientific research

has found folks who are able to finally get

offtobacco products becausethey’re using

e-cigarettes. I think the verdict's still out

The verdict may still be out, but plenty

of jurors seem to think e-cigarettes are

guilty.

The World Health Organization, for

one, said last year that “consumers should

be stronglyadvised not to use" e-cigarettes.

The Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention, meanwhile, found that e-cig

use by middle and high school students

doubled from 2011 to 2012, and calls to

poison control centers — often involving

young children — have skyrocketed.

Closer to home, Shumlin’s own
Vermont Department ofHealth appears to

disagree with the conclusions ofthe gover-

nor’s “nonscientific research.”

“The health departmentsupports using

proven [smoking] cessation methods,

which e-cigarettes are not," says rhonoa

williams, acting director of the depart-

ment's Division of Health Promotion and

Disease Prevention.

According to Williams, the state be-

lieves e-cigarettes contribute to youths

taking up tobacco, and she says higher

excise taxes have been shown to reduce

traditional cigarette use among adults and

young people.

“While it’s still early to say whether

levying taxes on e-cigarettes will decrease

their use, there is acknowledgment that

it will likely discourage use, especially

among price-sensitive youth,” she says.

But asked about the body of research

contradicting his opinion, Shumlin said

at the presser, “All I can tell you is that,

anecdotally, I’ve spoken to folks who don’t

feel that way. This is a new product, a

relatively new product I’m not sure that

the first thingwe should do is tax it out of

existence."

“Even though it comes in flavors that

appeal to children, like strawberry?"

VTDigger’s anne galloway asked.

“So does candy,” Shumlin responded.

Which, um, was an interesting thing to

Asked ifhe'd discussed the matter with

any lobbyists, the gov said, “No. Not that I

Then he stopped himself and clari-

fied: “I have not met with any lobbyists

in Vermont on this subject. We did have

an education presentation on e-cigarettes

at something I was at about how they’re

made, what’s in ’em, who sells ’em. But I

have not met with any lobbyists on this tax

question in Vermont”
Pressed on the nature ofthe “education

presentation,” Shumlin said he believed

it took place at a meeting of the National

Governors Association or the Democratic

GovernorsAssociation.

“I’ll get back to you on who it was,” he

said. “I just don’t remember it that well.

It was the last couple of years. I’ll find

out. It’s the only education I’ve got about

who's making them, what they do, what’s

Sure enough, Shumlin’s staff got

back to us. Turns out the presentation

went down just six weeks earlier, during

a Washington, D.C., breakfast meet-

ing hosted by the DGA. Shumlin, you
might recall, serves as chairman of the

organization.

And who presented all that e-cigarette

educatin'? Reynolds American, Inc., the

second-largest tobacco company in the

U.S. — and a major player in the $2 billion-

and-growing industry.

How did Reynolds get an audience

with the nation’s Democratic governors?

A DGA spokesman didn’t respond to a
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request for comment, but here’s one pos-

sibility: cash money.

According to the DGA’s latest tax filing,

Reynolds ponied up $15,000 to the orga-

nization just two days after that February

“education presentation.” In total,

Reynolds gave the DGA nearly $116,000

in the first quarter of the year. Rival e-cig

purveyor Altria Client Services — the

company formerly known as Philip Morris

— dropped $25,000. Last year, during

Shumlin’s first term as chairman, Reynolds

and Altriagave the DGA $125,000 apiece.

The industry has also given generously

to Vermont politicians directly — and

to political action committees run by

Democratic and Republican legislative

leaders. Last election cycle, Philip Morris

gave $5,850 to 11 Vermont candidates, ac-

cording to VTDigger’s campaign finance

database, including a $3,000 donation to

Shumlin. RAI gave the gov $2,000.

It’s not exactly breaking news that the

DGA relies upon unlimited contributions

from its corporate and union members to

support Democratic candidates for gover-

nor. Nor is it news that many of the DGA's
donors have plenty of business before the

State ofVermont
In the past three months, for instance,

the state’s prison contractor, CCA of

Tennessee, gave $50,000 to the DGA. CGI
Technologies and Solutions, which de-

signed Vermont's much-maligned health

insurance exchange, gave $5,000 in March.

(Last year, it gave $110,000.) The American
Chemistry Council, which is currently

fighting new toxic chemical regulations

approved by the Vermont Senate, gave

$25,000 late last month.

When asked about his frequent trips to

the DGA's far-flung conferences, Shumlin

typically argues that the connections he

makes and the policy he discusses there

benefit Vermonters. But if he’s really just

hob-knobbing with tobacco company
execs and digestingjunk science at indus-

try-sponsored "education presentations,”

that doesn’t quite seem like a win.

Will Shumlin end up signing a tax bill

upping the price ofe-cigarettes?

$116,000 in tobacco cash says he won't.

AScheuerThing?
Should a new survey conducted by the

Castleton Polling Institute give Shumlin’s

political advisers pause — or ease their

anxieties?

Commissioned by VTDigger, the poll

found that 49 percent of the 682 people

queried “approve of the job Peter Shumlin

is doing as governor of Vermont," while

40 percent disapprove The remaining 11

percent said they weren’t sure or wouldn't

say. (The poll’s margin oferror was plus or

minus 4 percent.)
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That’s a dramatic departure from the

last time Castieton polled the question,

nearlytwo years ago.

Then, a full 65 percent approved of

the gov’s job performance, while only 23

percent disapproved (12 percent said they

weren’t sure). Of course, that May 2012

poll came just 17 months into Shumlin’s

gubernatorial tenure, when he was still

riding high from a remarkable perfor-

mance responding to the devastation of

Tropical Storm Irene.

Since publicly released polling is so

rare in Vermont, it’s hard to know how
Shumlin’s approval rating has fluctuated

in the interim — and why.
What is clear from the poll

is that much ofthe movement
can be attributed to indepen-

dents, who backed Shumlin’s

performance 70 to 15 percent two years

ago. These days, they’re essentially split, at

44 to 42 percent.

Castieton Polling Institute director

rich clark says that's not necessarily cause

for concern, since independents are more
likely to end up swinging Democratic

in Vermont Then again, in an off-year

election featuring no presidential or U.S.

Senate races, Vermont’s turnout will be

low and unpredictable.

Clark's takeaway?

“He’s at a spot where he certainly

doesn't look invincible, but he’s not

somebody who looks like he’ll be limping

toward November,” he says.

That’s not the way Rep. heioi

Scheuermann (R-Stowe) sees it

“His approval rating is below 50 per-

cent, so that showsthatpeople are looking

for something different or are open to

something different,” says the four-term

rep, who has been publicly mulling a run

against Shumlin for weeks. “That alone

shows what I’ve said all along; that the gov-

ernor is vulnerable, he is beatable and that

Vermonters want a different direction."

Scheuermann says she’ll make a final

decision when the legislature adjourns

early next month. She’s not the only one
with that timeline.

The GOPs 2012 nominee, former state

auditor and senator randy brock, says he'll

reveal his electoral plans “on or close to

the first week of May.” But in a sign that

he may end up givingthe governor’s race a

pass, Brock’s de facto 2012 campaign man-
ager, darcie johnston, recently relocated

to Arizona to work on Republican guber-

natorial candidate frank riggs' campaign.

She’s continuing to lead Vermonters for

Health Care Freedom, which opposes

Shumlin's health policies.

Former Republican lieutenant gov-

ernor Brian dubie, who narrowly lost to

Shumlin in 2010, has also been flirting

with the possibility of a rematch. But it

looks like that’s not in the cards this year.

“I look forward to serving our state in

the future,” he says. “Right now, I am very

busy helpingmy family wrap up our 2014

sugaring season.”

Meanwhile, the on-again-off-again

buzz around Montpelier that retired

investment banker and Campaign for

Vermont founder bruce usman might ran

is definitely on again. Lisraan recently

handed over the CFV reins to former

Vermont Public Service Board chair-

woman louise mccarren, which could free

himup for a ran.

According to Brock, he and Lisman

have discussed die gubernatorial race “in

general terms” over the phone and over

coffee in recent months.

“He’s probably even more circumspect

than I am, so I don’t know what Brace

is going to do, if anything,” Brock says,

adding that Lisman might

even ran as an independent.

“He has said for a long time

that he was not going to ran,

but I don’t know if that was a

firm commitment.”

Lisman did not respond to a request for

comment
In a sign that Democrats might

have Lisman on the brain, the Vermont
Democratic Party last week issued an

unusual press release attackingCampaign
for Vermont, which calls itselfa nonparti-

san advocacy group.

The party's complaint? That CFV
used social media channels to circulate

an economic study conducted by die

American Legislative Exchange Council,

an industry-funded think tank that pushes

conservative, free-market principles on
state legislatures. Many cite ALEC’s advo-

cacy for Florida’s stand-your-ground gun
law as a contributing factor to the 2012

death oftrayvon martin.

In the Democrats' press release, party

spokesman ben sarle wrote that CFVs
promotion of the ALEC study shows that

the group’s “nonpartisan label is totally

“They call themselves nonpartisan, but

the veil is thin, as far as their Republican

agenda,” Sarle said in an interview, calling

the report “just total BS."

Guilt by association? If so, here’s

another connection for you; CFVs and

Lisman’s longtime spokeswoman and

consultant, Montpelier lobbyist shawn
shouldice, serves as ALEC's private-sector

state chairwoman.

She, too, couldn't be reached for com-
ment. cyrus patten, CFVs newly minted

executive director, says his group is not

affiliated with ALEC and was simply

sharing a report it had stumbled upon.

He doesn't think much of the Democratic

party’s release.

“It was partisan rhetoric meant to rile

people up,” Patten says.

Or, perhaps, it was a warning shot di-

rected at Lisman.®
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Why a State Obsessed With ‘Local’

Doesn’t Eat Vermont Fish

The

FOQO

R
ipe tomatoes, grass-fed beef,

hearty kale — they’re all com-

monplace on the Vermont lo-

cavore's plate. But what about

yellow perch, lake trout and bullhead?

Historically, Lake Champlain was an

important source of sustenance for the

people who lived on or near its shores. In

part, it still is: While the lake no longer has

any commercial fisheries, hobby anglers

are allowed to sell their catch to local fish

The irony, in a state obsessed with all

things local, is that most of it heads out of

state. Ray’s Seafood Market in Burlington

and Essex estimates that of all the lake

fish it buys from Vermont anglers — who
collectively sell about 400,000 pounds of

fish from the lake annually to Vermont fish

buyers — a whopping 70 percent of it goes

to wholesale markets in New York, Boston

and Canada.

Why aren’t more Vermonters lining

up for fried yellow perch, or a helping of

whitefish? The answer eludes many lake

advocates.

“We could farm the lake," said James
Ehlers, the director of Lake Champlain

International, the nonprofit that organizes

the annual fishing derby. “We used to."

One ofthe biggest deterrents is the per-

ception, fueledby news stories and current

legislative debate, that Lake Champlain is

dirty, and its fish are, too.

“I’m frankly shocked by the number
of people who say, ‘You eat fish from this

lake?’ with a sense of horror," said Ellen

Marsden, the chair of the wildlife and

fisheries biology program at the University

of Vermont. ‘“They’re way too polluted,

right?'"

Wrong.

For too long, Ehlers said, the local foods

movement in Vermont has been “terrestri-

ally” focused. Now, LCI and the Vermont

Fresh Network are in the early stages of

organizing a series of events in area res-

taurants that will feature lake fish. The
hope is twofold: that more chefs, and their

customers, will take the bait on local fish,

and that Vermont's enthusiasm for local

food channels into action to clean up Lake

Champlain.

“I think it’s somewhat humorous the

focus we have on beefand dairy herewhile

turning a blind eye to the salmon,” said

Ehlers. “I see this as a wonderful opportu-

nity to address water pollution, to address

habitat reclamation, to address land-use

planning — and oh, by the way, wouldn't

it be nice if we didn’t have to expend all

these fossil fuels getting wild salmon from

Alaska?”

The Ones That Got Away
Historically, Lake Champlain was brim-

ming — sometimes literally — with fish.

At times, Atlantic salmon was used as

currency among early settlers. Historical

accounts describe spawning salmon so

prolific in Lake Champlain’s tributaries

that the jumping fish occasionally spooked

horses as they crossed waterways.

From the earliest period of European

colonization in the region, fish were

harvested using commercial fishing tech-

niques, including shoreline seines, trap

nets, spears and grappling hooks. But with

development, especially the construction

ofdams and canals, came trouble for some
of Lake Champlain’s fish species. The last

native Atlantic salmon was seen in the

early 1800s, and by 1900 the lake trout

were gone, too. Today state fisheries stock

both species as part of a revitalization

effort that began in the 1960s. In 2014,

Vermont’s Fish & Wildlife Department

will stock Lake Champlain with more than

346,000 yearlinglandlocked salmon, steel-

head trout, brown trout and lake trout;

more than 128,000 landlocked salmon fry

and fingerlings; and more than 150,000

walleye fry and fingerlings.

Eels were so abundant that fisher-

men in Quebec harvested tons from the

Richelieu River, which takes its source

from Lake Champlain, as recently as the

1980s. But Lake Champlain’s populations

ofAmerican eels declined to almost noth-

ing in the 1990s and early 2000s after new

dams went up on the Richelieu. (Those

populations are reboundingnow, thanks in

part to “eel ladders" that let eelsbypass the

dams as they continue their long trip from

the Sargasso Sea to Lake Champlain.)

Before the State ofVermont decided to

stop issuing commercial fishing licenses

in 1912, anglers harvested whitefish in

abundance from Larrabees Point and in

Missisquoi Bay. But when Marsden and

another UVM researcher returned in

recent years to those spots, they found no

sign of the species. The historic spawning

grounds had become eutrophic — meaning
excess nutrients, such as phosphorous,

were depleting the amount of oxygen in

the water and fueling algae blooms.

Meanwhile, invasive species have en-

tered the lake. Some, such as the alewife,

are a result of unapproved stocking by

anglers; others arrive by swimming north

from the Hudson River. Some invasive

species outcompete native fish; others

alter the aquatic ecosystem to which

native species are accustomed. The sea

lamprey, which fish and wildlife biologists

have been trying to eliminate for years, is

parasitic. It attaches to and eventually kills

salmon, lake trout and other species.

It’s not all bad news. When Vermont
regulators decided to close the commercial

fisheries at the beginning of the 1900s, it

was in part because Lake Champlain was

attracting more and more tourists; the plan

was to manage the fisheries for recreational

angling. The efforts paid off, and today Lake

Champlain enjoys a good reputation among
fishermen. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service’s most recent survey ofhunting and

fishing found that resident and nonresident

anglers spent $147.2 million in 2011 on fish-

ing and related expenses inVermont
“Fisheries’ managers are doing a very

good job of monitoring what’s going on,”

said captain Mick Maynard, who runs

Lake Champlain Angler Fishing Charters

out of Plattsburgh, N.Y. When he heads out

with fishermen, he said, he relies on the

advisories and limits set by the experts.

“I leave it up to the fisheries’ managers

to decide. Give us the guidelines, tell us

where the limits are, and I’m always on the

conservative end of that."

Those limits, alongwith a strong “catch

and release” ethic among a lot of fisher-

men, mean there isn’t much concern about

overfishingthe lake today.

Ehlers agrees that Lake Champlain

makes for good fishing — and he suspects

the 20,000 anglers who participate in

LCI’s fishing derby would, too.

“The interesting aspect is that it could

be phenomenal," said Ehlers, “but we’re
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not doing the things necessary to make it

what it really could be, what it once was”
— when the lake supported so many fish

that settlers allegedly speared the spawn-

ing fish as they battled theirway upstream.

“Now we rely on farmed salmon,” said

Ehlers, or wild Alaskan salmon flown in

from halfway around the world. “The eco-

system here could have afforded us all of

those things, because it once did. But for

lack of foresight and good land-use plan-

ning, we have extirpated it, decimated it,

literally destroyed it.”

Working the Anglers
Even in its heyday, fishing in Vermont

was never more than a source of seasonal

employment and part-time income; many
of those who harvested whitefish in the

late 1800s, for instance, were farmers who
had time to spare between planting and

harvesting their crops. Today’s anglers

make even less. Selling what they don't

eat themselves is a way to make a little

I’M FRANKLY SHOCKED BY THE

NUMBER DF PEOPLE WHO SHY.

“YOU EAT FISH

FROM THIS LAKE?"

ELLEN MARSDEN

pocket money — perhaps to offset the

cost ofwhat's essentially recreation, not a

profession. Those who choose to sell their

catch can do so at various points around

the lake. But much of it makes its way
back to Ray’s Seafood on North Street in

Burlington, where Paul Dunklingoversees

the buying and selling.

“I think they’re looking to subsidize

their hobby," said Dunkling of the an-

glers who routinely sell their catch to

the family business. The market price

for fish fluctuates, but Ray’s usually pays

between 75 cents and $1.60 per pound

for whole fish. That means a typical

day's haul might only bring in $20 or

$30 — gas money. And even that income

is unpredictable, givenjust how variable

an angler’s catch can be.

Last week was as slow as it gets at

Ray’s, where taxidermied fish, including

an almost two-pound yellow perch, deco-

rate the walls ofthe small odiferous shop.

Ice fishinghad wrapped up for the year. In

a few weeks, Dunkling said, anglers would

head back out on the open water.

It’s tough these days, Dunkling said of

the business his family has operated since

1951. More and more customers buy their

fish at supermarkets instead of at fish mar-

kets, as they used to. At its retail market

in Essex Junction, the fish company sells

local fish alongside seafood trucked in

from Maine and Massachusetts — which
in turn is sometimes flown in from around

the world.

Like others, Dunkling is a little baffled

that local restaurants aren't more excited

about fish from Lake Champlain. He
recalled eating out recently for a friend's

birthday. The waitress touted local, or-

ganic chicken raised at a nearby farm.

Why is that so hard to do for local fish? he

wondered.

Why indeed? First, there’s a miscon-

ception among a lot of Vermonters that

fish from Lake Champlain is contami-

nated, or in some way dangerous to eat.

When Seven Days called City Market to

ask if the Burlington co-op stocked local

fish from the lake, the manager of the fish

department mentioned ageneral “concern

about pollutants.”

But Lake Champlain’s advisories

aren’t much different than those in

other lakes and water bodies around the

country. The Environmental Protection

Agency recommends that, when no

advice is available, women of childbear-

ing age and children eat no more than

one average meal of fish caught from

local waters per week.

The Vermont Department of Health

gets more specific. For example, women
of childbearing age and children under

the age of 6 should eat no more than five

meals of yellow perch from the lake per

month, while other groups can safely eat

an unlimited amount. (Detailed adviso-

ries for various species and locations are

available through the department.)

The state’s Fish & Wildlife

Department — on a web page titled

“Eat More Vermont Fish!" that touts

the health and environmental benefits

of eating local fish — explicitly says that

the types of pollution that affect water

quality and the aquatic ecosystem don’t

typically make properly cooked fish

unsafe or unpalatable. That includes

phosphorus, the nutrient at the heart of

an EPA-mandated plan to clean up the

lake. Concerns about mercury or other

pollutants are focused on fish at the top

ofthe food chain, such as stocked salmon

and lake trout, because contaminants are

biomagnified in fish flesh as they con-

sume animals lower on the chain.

Fish ofthe Day
Water-quality issues in Lake Champlain

don'tstop customers from orderingyellow

perch at the Wayside Restaurant& Bakery

in Berlin; most of them started eating it

long before local was trendy. According

to co-owner Brian Zecchinelli, they tend

to be old-time Vermonters who ice fished

themselves or had family members who’d

come home with perch fresh from the

lake's cold waters.
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Vermont’s Top Pot ChefBakes
‘Farm-to-Pharmacy’ Edibles
BY KEN PICARD

E
ach day, Bridget Conry takes on a

food challenge that rivals anything

you'll see on a TV cooking show.

Like a celebrity chef, she has to

incorporate an unusual ingredient into an

appealing and attractive dish. Buther tasty

edibles are also a powerful medicine for

terminal and chronically ill patients, many
of whom have severe dietary restrictions

and little to no appetites.

“And here’s the funny part," she says. '1

can’t even taste the final product.”

Conry, 43, works as the infused products

and wellness director at two of Vermont’s

four state-licensed medical marijuana

dispensaries: Champlain Valley Dispensary

in Burlington and Brattleboro’s Southern

Vermont Wellness. Herjob is to prepare the

foods sold to patients who prefer to ingest

their medicinal cannabis orally rather than

inhale it (Many, she says, choose to do

both.) Those products include concentrates,

tinctures, salves, oils and tea blends, as well

as the ever-popular pot-infused brownies

and chocolate chip cookies.

Conry, who’s spent more than a decade

studying traditional herbal medicine, is

also a 25-year veteran of the restaurant

and food industry in New York and New
England. As such, she’s fully embraced the

farm-to-plate ethos in her role as the two

affiliated dispensaries' edibles guru.

Whenever possible, Conry buys her

ingredients at farmers markets from local,

organic and/orsustainable food producers,

including flour from Nitty Gritty Grain

Company in Charlotte, butter from the

Vermont Creamery in Websterville and

maple syrup from Deep Mountain Maple

in West Glover. (The cannabis itself is

grown indoors by the dispensary's staff at

an undisclosed Vermont location.) It’s a

practice she describes as Vermont’s “farm-

to-pharmacy” movement.

“Where else,” she asks, “is there a

medicine that’s dispensed in the form of

food?”

As a cooking ingredient, cannabis

presents some unique challenges, she says.

It tends to have a spicy and even bitter

flavor profile, which needs to be masked

with sweeteners and flavor extracts in

order to make the resulting food palatable.

That explains why the medical

marijuana menu in markets such as in

Colorado has largely been “dominated

by sweets,” Conry notes, but she’s mixing

things up in Vermont. In addition to baking

pot into candy and other desserts, Conry

also cooks up savory foods with higher

nutritional

yields. Her
three-seed

cracker, which she

describes as “more like

an energy bar,” contains no gluten

or dairy and is good for patients who are

undergoing chemotherapy: The cannabis

in the cracker improves appetite and

reduces nausea, she explains, thus allowing

the patient to consume much-needed

nutrition to boost the immune system.

Conry also caters to patients who must

followstrictdietsfreeoffats.sugarandnuts.

Forexample, cancer patients are often told

to avoid processed sugar, as cancer thrives

in a sugar-rich environment. Likewise,

patientson a no-fat dietmustavoid infused

butter, which is a very common method
for ingesting cannabis. In its place, Conry

prepares marijuana-infused coconut oils,

olive oils and vinegars, which can be used

in salad dressings and marinades.

Only one thing is stopping Conry from

offering other savory foods such as pizza

dough, pizza sauce and pesto for patients

to take home and “have their medicine in

theirfood”: acommercialkitchen. The two
dispensaries are currently constructing

one at an undisclosed location.

Wherever it is, Conry has to operate

her kitchen under some of the strictest

legal guidelines of any medical marijuana

dispensaryinthecountry.Bylaw,Vermont's

legit pot providers aren't allowed to admit

anyone onto their premises who isn’t a

patient or caregiver — other than those

who have official business there, such

as food inspectors from the Vermont

Department

of Health and

registry officials

from the Vermont

Department of Public Safety. Both

make announced and unannounced visits.

As a result, Conry wasn’t at liberty to grant

a reporter a tour ofher kitchen or pantry.

How do those legal restrictions affect

her work? For one, she says, every gram

(HUH
CANNABIS PRESENTS

SOME UNIQUE CHALLENGES.

of plant material must be meticulously

weighed, tracked and documented, from

the time it’s harvested in the grow rooms

to its ultimate sale or disposal.

In fact, because food scraps generated

by the dispensaries' kitchen cannotsimply

be composted or discarded in dumpsters,

Conry worked closely with the DPS to

come up with rules, labels and procedures

for recycling itwith local farmers.

For a time, cannabis-laced food scraps

were being fed to pigs on a northern

Vermont farm. The pork producer — who
declined to be identified for this story

— agreed to label his products with a

disclaimer notifying consumers that his

animals had consumed medical marijuana

plant material. Nevertheless, Conrysays the

The

FOOD
Issue

effort backfired when a U.S. Department of

Agriculture meatinspectorrefused to certify

the meat as safe for human consumption

because the federal government has no

rules governingpot-eating pigs.

Conry says that one of the biggest

challenges in creating food that’s also a

Schedule I drug under the U.S. Controlled

Substances Act is to provide patients with

accurate, consistent and meaningful dosing

information. Cannabis is unlike other

pharmaceuticals, she explains, in that it’s

not a synthesized or isolated chemical.

Thus, the profile of cannabinoids, which

are the active compounds in the marijuana

plant, can differ from harvest to harvest, and

even from different parts ofthe same plant.

One part of Conry’s job is to advise

patients on how much pot-infused food

to eat. While national industry standards

may recommend that 10 milligrams

of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) — the

psychoactive chemical in marijuana that

produces a high — is an effective dose,

“Every patient is going to have a different

reaction to the same medicine.

“Sowe tell everyone who’s approaching

our products to go slowly, especially with

the infused products," she says. “We'll say,

‘Take a few drops of tincture, then wait

a while to see how you feel. Do not eat a

whole cookie!”’

Conry says such vague instructions can

be difficult for some patients to accept,

especially those with no prior experience

with marijuana. Most Americans are

accustomed to a doctor saying, “Take two
ofthese pills and callme in the morning."

Vermont’s strict rules governing

medical marijuana not only affect how
much cannabis patients can consume
but also how much they can buy and

possess. Currently, Vermont monitors the

possession of edibles by what’s called an

“ounce weight equivalent.” By law, every

patient can possess up to two ounces of

plant material in a 30-day cycle.

So, how do patients convert their legal

allowance of green buds to infused tea,

olive oil or chocolate chip cookies? Again,

that's Conry's job. Under the ounce weight

equivalent rule, if she uses 100 grams of

plant material to make 10 one-ounce bottles

of tincture, then she distributes those 100

grams equally over those 10 bottles. She

does the same thing with the butter she

puts into baked goods and candies.

While Vermont and several other states

still use the ounce weight equivalent

method, Conry notes that other states
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regulate the sale of their medicinal

cannabis by measuring the milligrams

of cannabinoids in each product. For

example, the label on a medical marijuana

chocolate bar from Colorado will indicate

how many milligrams of THC and

cannabidiol (CBD) it contains.

CBD, one ofthe 66 knowncannabinoids
in marijuana, differs from THC in that

it’s effective in treating various ailments,

such as epileptic seizures, without leaving

patients stoned. Conrysays thathigh-CBD

plants are especially useful for treating

patients, especially children, who don't

want the psychoactive effects. In recent

months, Conry has begun working with

four different Vermont families whose
kids are on the medical marijuana registry.

She’s been developing a non-psychoactive

oil product for them; it’s currently in the

trial phase.

Other groups are also interested.

Conry says she’s worked with patients

who cannot take opiate painkillers due to

addiction concerns.

“It’s amazing to hear all the stories

about how this medicine is changing

people’s lives, and them being able to get

off their prescription drugs," she says.

“They’re able to have pain relief and not

have that fear."

In fact, one ofthe most critical parts of

Corny’s job — in providing edibles to the

345 patients at the Burlington dispensary

and the 85 in Brattleboro — is getting

their feedback on her products. Both

dispensaries have a formal survey process

that includes questions about when the

patient ate the product, what they ate

beforehand, how much exercise they did,

what other meds they're taking, how long

it took to take effect and how long it lasted.

Patients are also asked to rate, on a 1

to 5 scale, how well the edibles worked to

relieve specific symptoms, such as pain,

insomnia and muscle spasms, as well as

negative side effects, including paranoia,

anxiety and dry mouth.

Since Conry can’t eat the foods she

prepares, does she also inquire if the

brownies were too crispy or too chewy?

“Yeah," she says, “we ask all that, too.”©

Contact: ken@sevendays\’t.com

Vormnnt rich Customer reactions? “They’re just a
K

'

little surprised sometimes that it comes

“We’re featuring it on today’s menu,” from Lake Champlain," said front-of-the-

Zecchinelli said last week, adding that house manager Natasha Sala, “given the

the silver lining to a “very cold and tough reputation the lake has right now.”

winter” has been a "wonderful” perch “Unfortunately, everyone perceives

season. Perch is also fished during the Lake Champlain to be a really dirty lake,”

summer, but the Wayside only

in the winter; that’s traditionally when
Vermonters have consumed

the fish, which has a reputa-

tion (unearned, contends

Dunkling) for being “wormy”

when harvested from warmer
water. The restaurant buys

directly from anglers and

serves yellow perch battered

and deep fried.

The fish features

prominently in the one "special meal’1

FARM THE LAKE.

JAMES EHLERS

lgreed Beede.

Why did he put perch on the menu?
“Originality,” Beede said.

“Nobody else is doing it”

Almost nobody. Doug
Paine, the executive chef

at the hip downtown spot

Juniper and the newly opened

Bleu Northeast Seafood,

conceded that fish from Lake

Champlain isn’t a regular

fixture on either restaurant’s

but he hasn’t ruled it out. In fact,

Zecchinelli whips up for himself every Juniper ran a local smelt special during

year. “What I call the Vermont surf and the ice-fishing season that just ended,

turf” he said. “It’s silly, but I absolutely “I think there is a market there for

love it. My ‘surf’ is the fried perch, and it,” said Paine, even if “people's initial

the ‘turf’ is fried tripe ... We’re toyingwith reaction is, ‘Ew. Lake fish?’” Paine thinks

offering that on the menu as a special a little customer education — and si

sometime, but it’s been a favorite ofm
for years.”

i planning with smaller

:r” fish like smelt, perch and

Tripe — made from the chambers of pumpkinseed — could help sell diners oi

cow’s stomach — might be a tough sell the prospect

n the Hinesburgh Public House ir
- • . .

Paine has done his ot

But customers there gobble up lakefish hundred years ago, he noted, practically

with gusto; head chef Shawn Beede first every restaurant in Burlington was serv-

started serving a perch fingers appetizer ing lake-caught, local fish. He noted,

nearly a year and a half ago. Beede re- rightly, “There was a lot more excitement,

cently redesigned his menu, but kept the especially hyper-locally, around fish.”©
perch — now lightly fried in corn tortilla

— because of its popularity. Contact: kathryn @sevendaysvt.cc
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localmatters

Small Coffee Roasters Look to Expand
in Keurig Green Mountain Country FOOD

W ith more than 10 roasters

within its borders, Vermont

is home to a robust local

coffee scene. But in a small

state, where obtaining certain wholesale

customers can make or break a coflee

company, thecompetition can be cutthroat.

Four years ago, brand new Waterbury-

based Brave Coffee & Tea landed what
one local coffee expert calls a “celebrity

account": the Trapp Family Lodge in

Stowe. Husband-and-wife team Chris

and Heidi Townsend spent thousands

of dollars on brewing equipment just to

seal the deal, but it was worth it. Trapp’s

weekly coffee orders — 100 pounds during

the busy season — helped stabilize their

business, which churns out up to 1,600

pounds a month.

Then early last month, someone from

the mountain resort called to inform

the Townsends it would no longer be

purchasing Brave coffee. Local-gone-

global Keurig Green Mountain, formerly

Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, had
commandeered the account.

“I tell people there are two types of

competition in the coffee world,” said Paul

Ralston, founder of the Vermont Coffee

Company in Middleburyback in the 1980s,

and an early apostle of roasting local.

“There's intramural— the small roasters —
and then there's varsity competition.”

Keurig Green Mountain is

unquestionably on the varsity squad, so

why was it playing small ball? And what

prompted Trapp to drop the neighborhood

roaster in favor of KGM, which racks up

more than $4 billion in annual sales?

KGM spokeswoman Sandy Yusen

said that even though the company has

outsourced some of its distribution to

companies such as Pine State Trading

and W.B. Mason, “Our relationships with

all our local customers are important to

us, even as the footprint of our business

is expanding across North America. We
couldn't have done that without the

support of local restaurants, and it’s part

and parcel ofhow our business grew.”

Jockeying for accounts is just part of

the game for small coffee companies in

Vermont, and Chris Townsend readily

admits that Brave has been an aggressor

in the past. “When I took over the Trapp’s

account, I onlytook itoverbecause Speeder

& Earl's gotkicked to the side.When I took

over my account at Mirabelles, I only took

over that account because Vermont Coffee

Company got kicked to the side.”

But the brush-up with Trapp left a

bitter taste in Townsend's mouth. “It's

financial and political,” he said, noting

that he asked the Trapp rep if something

was wrong with the quality of the beans

or the service he provided. “No," the rep

told him, offering this explanation instead:

“Essentially, we do a lot of business with

Green Mountain.”

To Townsend, the playing field didn’t

seem level. He could buy top-notch

equipment, source his beans ever so

carefully and tinker endlessly with his

blends, but he would never have been able

to bring a cadre of corporate execs to the

Trapp premises.

The fact that KGM occasionally holds

corporate events at the lodge did factor

into the decision to drop Brave, admits

Trapp food and beverage director Arnd

Sievers. But, he says, ithad more to do with

justwooing corporate business.

"It came everything together,” says

German-born Sievers. “The service; we do

a lot of business with Green Mountain, of

course, and the quality ofthe coffee.”

Sievers, who started his job at Trapp

in mid-February, said other employees

told him Brave’s service had been subpar.

The difference in price, however, was

negligible, according to Sievers, and,

at an earlier point in the interview, he

described Brave and KGM coffee as being

“equivalent” in quality.

Although it was not said unkindly, that

statement would have sounded scathing to

Chris Townsend, who prides himself on

roasting specialty beans and distributing

them at peak freshness. He and his wife

havebeen inthe coffeebusiness inVermont

since 2006. After several earlier ventures,

they created Brave Coffee & Tea as a cafe

and wholesalebusiness, roastingbeans in a

machine that Chris designed and built.

The Townsends, who have two kids,

ages 8 and 10, accumulated a handful of

accounts, but the seasonal ebb and flow of

business in the Waterbury-Stowe region

made things difficult. Chris Townsend
said he often encountered restaurants that

weren’tlookingfor thekind ofhigh-quality,

hyper-fresh coffee he was peddling.

Thecouple was inthe processofpassing

the reins to their friend and employee,

Scott Wiegand, and planning to move out

West when Townsend got the fateful call

from Trapp.

Weigand, 34, lives in Waterbury with

his wife and two children, ages 2 and 4.

Right now, he works part time cleaning

offices to supplement his coffee-roasting

income. Before coming to Brave, he spent

four years as a barista at the KGM cafe
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in Waterbury; before that he worked at

Starbucks. He says he left both places

because he disliked the corporate cultures

that revolved around checklists and

mandated matching uniforms.

A self-described optimist, Weigand
said he had only fleeting second thoughts

about taking over Brave right after it lost

its biggest customer. “Talk to me in a year,

but right now, I definitely think it’s worth

it I feel positive momentum."

Last month, the Townsends closed

their cafe, located in the Cabot Annex

plaza in Waterbury Center. Weigand, who
has set up shop — for roasting, not retail

— in a little red barn a few miles down the

road, plans to put his energy into selling

getting Bi

grocery

tried to push us really hard, and we
were fighting and fighting and fighting.”

When Green Mountain started opening

production lines outside of Vermont,

Sievers said Starbucks finally got the

Sheraton to switch, on the premise that

the company was no longer local.

Most local roasters in Vermont figured

KGM’s dueling days were over now
that the company is focused on Keurig

machines and cold beverages.

“We do live in Green Mountain

country,” said Renee Adams, general

manager at VermontArtisan Coffee & Tea,

which is also based in Waterbury. “But

we haven’t been in any uncomfortable

situations vying for business.” Vermont

outside the Waterbury- Artisan serves “a very different customer,”

expanding internet sales, and Adams said. “Our base tends to be chef-

owned restaurants who are changing

menus seasonally.”

Vermont Coffee Company’s Ralston,

who said he thinks KGM's presence in

Vermont has actually

beans into local co-ops and

Right now, Townsend is

teaching him the ropes of roasting. (While

Townsend sat for an interview, Weigand

would occasionally run

downstairs,interrupting

with questions such as,

“Can I combine those

Brazils?")

There was a time

when KGM was in

a position similar to

Dan Cox, owner

and president of the

Burlington-based coffee

advisory firm Coffee

Enterprises, was one

of Green Mountain's

original employees.

“We were the young

upstarts, fighting New
England [Coffee],” he

recalled. “I very much
remember what it’s like to be a street

salesman going up to restaurants.”

In feet, Cox said he actually secured

the Trapp account for KGM. “There was a

French guywho was the chef.Wehad

THEREARETWOTYPES

l-

PAUL RALSTON

helped cultivate avibrant

coffee industry, offered

a similar assessment.

‘In my mind, we do not

compete with Keurig

Green Mountain. They
are moving in a different

direction, and they offer

a completely different

product.”

Yusen declined to

comment on whether

KGM operates in a

different sphere from

local roasters, but

she did point out that

the company has the

advantage of being able

to offer equipment —
irewingmachines, as well

big-batch brewers, for example — that

local roasters cannot ‘We feel like we have

a unique offering for restaurants and hotel

propertybecause we have a large range of

:e testing after taste testing.” Roasters brewing options," she said. Another perk?

often hold "cuppings” — or involved

taste-test sessions — to convince chefs and

restaurateurs to switch to their beans.

“Now Green Mountain is the 900-

pound gorilla," according to Cox, who
theorized that Trapp is “oneofhalfa dozen

signature accounts” in Vermont thatKGM
s "because it’s in their backyard.''

“We also try to support our local resorts

that are our customers by choosing them

for in-company meetings.”

Chris Townsend hopes that specialty

coffee will go the way of craft beer

in Vermont. The beer business is

less exclusive, he said, since bars

nultiple brew brands, while

“Coffee — it’s a hot business,” said restaurants and cafes tend to stick with
Trapp’s Sievers, who mentioned that a single coffee. “Boutique coffee is

though he switched to KGM just last becoming big business, and you’ll find

month, other coffee companies continue

to approach him. He, too, remembers an

earlier era when KGM was an underdog.

Seven or so years ago, Sievers was
working at the Sheraton Burlington Hotel

& Conference Center when Starbucks

struck a deal with the chain. “Everyone ‘Oh, my gosh, you’

had to change to Starbucks, but we were Topper?’”©
allowed to stay with Green Mountain

because it was a local supplier. Starbucks Contact: alicia@sevendaysvt.i

coffee shops pulling multiple espressos

and having guest roasters on tap,”

Townsend said. “It’s happening. We’re

just not there yet.”

Budweiser, Townsend pointed out,

would not “come into a bar and be, like,

e carrying Heady

1 IN 2 SEXUALLY ACTIVE YOUNG PEOPLE
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MEET ME IN THE LOBBY MIDDLEBURY, VERMONT

A RESTAURANT & BAR 802-989.7463

Welcome to The Lobby— a fun, new restaurant & bar

on Bakery Lane in downtown Middlebury.Vt

Serving eclectic local fare from Vt artisans, including burgers

and many vegetarian options, too.

Lunch served at 1 1 a.m. Dinner will be available starting at 5 p.m..

and the bar will open at 4:30.join us!
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Wayne E. Beam
1960-2014, BURLINGTON

Wayne E. Beam, 54, died unexpectedly on

Saturday. April 12. 2014. at his home, fol-

lowing complications from diabetes. He
was bom on March

9,1960, in Bellows

Falls, the son of

Erwin and Barbara

(Lawrence) Beam.
Wayne worked for

Transition II as the

supported employ-

ment coordinator for

over16 years. He had

previously worked
for Champlain

Vocational Services

and had worked
part time for several

nightclubs in the greater Burlington area for

many years. Wayne was a sports fanatic; he
loved watching baseball and football and

even had tickets for this weekend's game
in Boston. Wayne had a passion for helping

mental ly challenged children, which he did

so well for so many years with Transition

II. Wayne is survived by his parents, Erwin

“Butch" and Barbara Beam ofJohnson; and

by his sister Ellen Hamel ofJohnson and his

brother Randy Beam ofNorth Hyde Park. He
is also survived by his niecesand nephews
Chad, Jessica, Derek, Camiella, Jeremy,

Kristin, Chantelle, Timothy, Dasia, Jaden,

Jenna, Jordan and Mika and several aunts,

uncles and cousins. He was predeceased by

his sister Delinda on March 5. 1988.

Visiting hours were held on Thursday, April

17, in the Minor Funeral Home and Cremation

Center in Milton. A funeral service was held

on Friday, April 18 atl p.m. in the Minor

Funeral Home. Burial followed at the Milton

Village Cemetery. Memorial contributions

may be made to the American Diabetes

Association, P.O. Box 14454, Alexandria, VA,

George R Nattress Jr.,

1926-2014, WINOOSKI

George R Nattress Jr.. 88. a longtime resi-

dent of Winooski. Vt., passed away April 12,

2014, at the Legacy House Hospice ofMarion

County, Ocala, Fla.

Bringing sunshine into all ofour lives,

George was born January 19,1926 in Winooski

to George and Mary (Lefebvre, aka LaFave)

Nattress. He attended Shelburne schools

and acquired his GED in the Marines. On
June 28, 1947, he married Jeannette Sylvia

Gaboriault at St. Francis Xavier Catholic

Church in Winooski, where he became a

longtime parishioner.

George proudly served his country during

World War II in the U.S. Marines. 2nd Marine

Division, serving in combat situations as a

17-year-old, He was employed as a manager
at A.D. Pease Grain Co. for32 years and ulti-

mately retired from General Electric in 1987.

He loved sharing time with family, friends

and coworkers, especially whenjokes added
lightness and joy to the situation. His keen

sense ofcamaraderie and loyalty enriched

relationships throughout his life. Always
active, and involving his whole family in his

interests, George enjoyed boating, fish-

ing, hunting, skiing, playing baseball and
horseshoes, card playing, cruising, square

dancing, and camping. He was never happier

than when sharing work; his sense ofhumor
always made thejob easier and the day

brighter.

George is survived by his five children:

Ann Jean Sorrell and her husband, James,

Peter George Nattress and his wife, Johanna,

Mary Jane Peters and her husband, Richard.

Joyce Nancy Letoumeau, and Thomas Paul

Nattress and his wife, Melanie; eight grand-

children: Justin Sorrell and his wife. Lauren.

Sabreena Sorrell, Bradford Kernan, Benjamin

Peters, Hilary Bayse and her husband. Craig,

Elizabeth Letourneau. and Amanda and
Lydia Nattress: and two great-grandchildren:

Maggie and Porter Bayse. His beloved wife,

Jeannette, predeceased George on February

8. 2011. His three older sisters, Mazie

Emmons, Margaret Linehan. and Grace Cole

also predeceased him. George has left his

family, as well as many extended family and

countless friends, with smiles on their faces

and a positive "can-do attitude."

A Mass of Christian Burial will be held at 11

a.m. on April 26 at St Francis Xavier Catholic

Church Winooski. Visiting hours will be held

on April 25. from 4 to7 p.m.. at LaVigne

Funeral Home and Cremation Service, 132

Main St.. Winooski. In lieu of flowers, dona-

tions in his name may be made to Saint

Theresa Catholic Church Soup Kitchen. 11528

SE US Highway 301. Belleview. FL. 33420, or

to Hospice ofMarion County Florida, 3231

SW 34th Avenue, Ocala, FL, 34474. Online

condolences may be shared with the family

at lavignefuneralhome.com.

Want to memorialize a
loved one in SevenDays?
Post your remembrance online and

print at lifelines.sevendaysvt.com.

Or, contact us at lifelines@

sevendaysvt.com, 865-1020 x37
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Total Package: Burlington’s Place
Creative Company Finds a Niche
With Vermont Food Brands

e yourself walking down
I the aisles of City Market,

Healthy Living, Hunger

Mountain Co-op or wherever

-30-year-old coffee-

roasting company (slogan:

“Coffee with friends”) when
Crafts was starting out as Place

Creative in the early aughts. “H
didn’t have

you go to buy your favorite Vermont savs . “He was working oi
r—i — ... r : .1— i„—l — ..

°
food products. Imagine the local i

you reach for.

Did you think of packages stuffed

with thick slabs of Vermont Smoke
and Cure bacon, the words “DAMN

Crafts remembers tl

and Ralston hit on the di

brown paper bag

separating Vermont Cofft
FINE” emblazoned on the nifty brown frora traditional foil-wrapped coffee
label? What about a brown paper bag of while also creating

aesthetic. The original black-ink

on the packaging Was made with

old-fashioned letterpress.

YOU NEED TO

CONVEY AND

CONNOTE, IN

JUSTABDlEF

GLIMPSE,

Vermont Coffee Company's bold dark

roast? Maybe you imagined waiting in

line for the cashier and malting a last-

minute addition to your cart: a Lake

Champlain Chocolates pistachio-

and-red-pepper bar called Grace

Under Fire. (You know, the one
with the illustration of Grace

Potter strumming an electric

instrument while being engulfed

in a flaming yellow fireball.)

The packaging for each of

those familiar Vermont food

items in your imaginary cart

was designed by place creative

company, a Burlington advertis-

ing, branding and design studio

located in the old Hood Plant on

South Winooski Avenue.

steve crafts founded Place

in 2000, and his partners keri

piatek (now Crafts’ wife) and
david speidel joined him soon

after. The company handles a

range of accounts, from Dakin

Farm to the Vermont arts council,

from CarShare Vermont to Darn Tough Has
Vermont socks. But Crafts developed

the local-foods niche early on — his

first account was the Vermont Coffee

Company — and his firm has become grs( anj only.” He
known for the bold-but-clean, folksy- acjds that the design
yet-modern graphic art associated with has translated well on
much Vermont food packaging.

“On one hand, ‘commercial’ art is a

very particular kind of art, but market-

ing art is really very special,” remarks

Vermont Coffee founder-owner paul

Ralston, who also

state rep from Middlebury. “You need

to convey and connote in just a brief

glimpse a whole bunch of emotions and

ideals and principles. And I think Steve

is very good at it.”

Ralston approached Crafts, an old

friend, with an idea for marketing

IIP!

The

FOOD

eally stood the

test of time,” Ralston

says. “[Place Creative

Company]

the web and

media.

“I just read a

piece in the [Burlington] Free Press

the other day, and someone described
Democratic die branding and design of [Vermont

Coffee Company] as ‘unsophisticated,’”

Crafts remarks. “And I thought, Perfect!

We nailed it! Because we really were

going for something down-to-earth and

approachable."

Crafts credits his intuitive aesthetic

sense to a combination of family history

packaging. It just kind ofsinks

into your DNA.”

The ranks of new Vermont

food businesses swell each

year, and a walk through a local

store reveals dozens

emphasizing their

Accordingly, their packaging often

the line between “down-

lome” and cleanly contemporary.

"We’ve seen a real resurgence in

brands,” Crafts notes,

we started doing it 10 years

nobody wanted to be doing

type of design, even though

:onsumers wanted it. Everybody was

into the cleanliness ofApple,

or the boldness ofNike. The
folksiness had sort of fallen

out of favor.”

Crafts shies away from

speculating about Place’s

role in fostering a certain

aesthetic in Vermont food

packaging. Based on the

success of some of its

major accounts, he does

admit there are themes or

even “cliches” in Vermont

marketing.

“Sometimes it’s a good

thing, and sometimes it’s

a bad thing,” Crafts says.

He thinks there’s a reason

why people respond to

cows, old-timey fonts and

cheerful flower designs: “It

triggers a positive emotion,

and that's not a bad thing.”

Clearly, though, some

brands are more effective at

tapping into this sensibility

than others. When
presented with a random
selection of Vermont food

labels that his company

didn't design, Crafts is

game to offer constructive

(his great-great-grandparents owned a criticism,

general store in western Massachusetts) For example, though he likes the

and his design training at Syracuse colorful illustrations on Aqua Vitea’s

University. squat glass kombucha bottles, he says

“When my great-aunt passed away the overall look of the bottle “feels like

and left herhouse tomyparents, thebam something I’ve seen before.” Same goes

was full of old packaging and posters for the plain, classic labels on bars by

from the Civil War,” he says. “That was Middlebury Chocolates: black type on

right around when I was in college, and white paper.

it was so cool to go through that almost- Crafts does get excited when

of vintage advertising and° ° TOTAI PAfKAfiF »P.P7
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‘Frida Kahlo’ Delivers Lecture on
the History and OngoingWork
ofthe Agit-Prop Guerrilla Girls

R
ussia's Pussy Riot may repre-

sent an explosive new form

of feminism, but the masked

punk-rock protestors have a

clear antecedent: New York’s Guerrilla

Girls.

‘‘Frida Kahlo," pseudonymous co-

founder ofthe group of art-world agita-

tors that first appeared nearly 30 years

ago, suggested such a lineage in a talk

at Middlebury College last Thursday.

Wearing a gorilla mask in a darkened

theater, Kahlo projected floor-

to-ceiling images of Guerrilla

Girls street actions and post-

ers intended to dramatize and

letters every week from females inside

and outside the art world who identify

with the Guerrilla Girls' provocations on

behalfofgender parity. Correspondents

range in age from 8 to 80, Kahlo said.

The group’s effectiveness and fame

stem largely from its mystique of

anonymity. Each Guerrilla Girl honors a

dead female artist by taking her name,

and members never break character

while in public. The gorilla heads are

the signature elements oftheir schtik.

More than 50 women — and

no men — have been members of

the group over the years, Kahlo

said. But she didn’t reveal much
else about

ured teaching

position”; and

“seeingyour ideas live

That poster is part of a portfolio of

80 works by the Guerrilla Girls that

the MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART

purchased in 2009. Students who took

part in a January-term art, performance

and activism course taught by museum
chief curator emmie oonadio chose 13 of

the posters for a Guerrilla Girls show,

which is on display at the museum
through May 25.

“I’m so lucky to be able to do this

work," Kahlo told a 100-member audi-

ence made up mostly of students. She

noted that the group continues to get

:mrr

'm
They mode women's rights
look good. Really good.

I film industry.

| “Even the

U.S. Senate

is more pro-

theworkof gressive than Hollywood,” proclaimed

a Guerrilla Girls billboard displayed

near the site of the Academy Awards

ceremony in 2003. ‘Female senators:

14 percent. Female film directors: 4

percent.”

The protests have spread geographi-

cally as well as thematically, Kahlo

noted, showing images of Guerrilla

Girl actions in Venice, Bilbao, Istanbul

and Montreal. She also denounced the

financial distortions oftheNew York art

market, where work by superstar male

artists can fetch $100 million or more
at auctions attended by “the 1 percent
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WHITE RIVER INDIE FESTIVAL FORGES AHEAD
WITH DUAL FOCUS ON FILM AND TRANSMEDIA'

fest

;t iconoclastic media festival

celebrating its 10th year in V\

River Junction with a longer

expanded scope and focus 01

"transmedia" artworks. Sure,

presents plenty of interesting films,

but it's known as the WRIF, not

the WRFF, for a reason.

In fact, the change is

nominal, not acronymic.

The organization used to be

known as "White River Indie

Films," but recently changed

its name in part to reflect

larger changes in how s

are using media. Some
members of the test's board

are interested in "the power

of the internet in creativity,"

says michael beahan, board

president. "We saw that

other festivals were

exploring multiplatform

ideas and thought we
should be exploring it, too."

Beahan adds that,

although some larger

independent films make
it to the Upper Valley, few

works that are truly local

and independent play in the

area. "We wanted to do that,"

he says. "That's how the

'indie' part of it was born, and

it continues to be a primary

focus of what we look for in

selecting films."

Burlington documentarian sam

mayfield, whose film Wisconsin Rising

will play in the festival, appreciates

the local focus and independent spirit

of the WRIF. In an email, she writes,

"I have learned thatwe independent

filmmakers sort of fund the larger

festivals. We pay submission fees, [yet]

indie films often do not get selected.

For example, I submitted Wisconsin

Rising to Sundance. They received

12,870 submissions, and ... selected

187 films." Mayfield adds, "I chose [the

WRIF] because I am happy to support

smaller/independent festivals."

matt dunne is the head of

community relations for Google in the

internet giant's White River Junction

office. In a festival presentation titled

"Pathbreaking YouTube," he'll discuss

how the web provides media makers

with new opportunities for exhibition

and distribution.

In a phone interview, Dunne points

to such works as Pharrell Williams'

“24 Hours of Happy" as media texts

that would be impossible in such

"unidirectional" media as film. The

WRIF, he says, is "on the vanguard"

of festivals for its incorporation of

transmedia texts.

their work and used photography as

a tool of social change. Immediately

following its screening, audience

members will be invited to submit

their own family

photos and narratives

to various social-

media outlets. The

idea behind the Digital

Diaspora Family

Reunion is to use

WE SAW THAT

OTHER FESTIVALS

WERE EXPLORING

It's also unusual for incorporating

festivalgoers in the media-making

process. Documentarian Thomas
Allen Harris' recent film Through a

Lens Darkly, which opens the festival

on April 25, explores how African

American photographers have

addressed images of blackness in

to reestablish

connections.

Dartmouth

College professor

of film and media

williams, a WRIF
board member
who will present

program, says that the

Digital Diaspora project

gives everyday people "an

opportunity to contribute

to the larger project of

representing these diasporic

histories through their

own family and their own
experiences." Williams is

particularly excited about

the ways the project

connects localities with

issues of global concern.

In fact, the theme of

this year's WRIF is "Crossing

Borders." a topic

that Beahan, 68,

says "kept coming

up in different

ways" during the

festival planning

stages. The theme is

literalized in Go for

Sisters : The latest

film from acclaimed

independent

filmmaker John

Sayles concerns

human trafficking

Mexico border.

But the theme also plays out in

subtler ways in such films as GMO
OMG. a ripped-from-the-headlines

documentary about genetically

modified crops; a key topic is the

wafting of pollen from field to field.

The festival expands this year from

three days to four, and one ofthem is

WE SHOULD BE

EXPLORING IT, TOO.

MICHAEL BEAHAN

dedicated to showcasing the work of

local and regional filmmakers, matt

bucy, a real estate developer and

filmmaker in White River Junction, was
behind the camera

for two of the festival

offerings: "Spooners,"

a short that he also

directed; and Before

I Sleep, a feature

directed by Cornish,

N.H., filmmakers Billy

and Aaron Sharff.

Bucy was director of

photography.

The WRIFs focus on

independent media

making was especially

appealing to Bucy. In

"I've worked on both

industry and indie

jobs. Both can be lots of fun, but more
often the industry work is a grind and I

feel like a mercenary ... [In indie films],

even if the production doesn't go well,

the close bonding on set due to the

suffering among cast and crew makes
up for it."

Capping the festival is a screening

of For the Love of the Music: The

Club 47 Folk Revival, a doc about

the legendary folk-music venue in

Cambridge, Mass., followed by a

concert by folk iconsTom Rush and

Vermonter jim rooney.

The diversity of programming is

impressive for a festival whose staff

numbersjust two paid employees and

about 20 volunteers. Beahan says the

modest size and wide scope of the

WRIF can present difficulties. 'We don't

have a steady revenue stream," he

notes. "Every year we’re writing grant

proposals to local foundations."

Beahan also mentions that the

increasingly lively White River-

Lebanon area offers a number of

cultural alternatives that vie with the

festival for patrons' time.

Against these odds, the White River

Indie Festival is pointing the way to

the future ofthe film fest.

ETHAN DE SEIFE
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Guerrilla Girls « PZ

of the 1 percent.”

Such sums attract

gangsters and

goons, Kahlo added,

citing an FBI esti-

mate that stolen or

forged art forms the

basis of the world's

fourth-largest black

market, after guns,

drugs and money
laundering.

Has anything

changed since the

Guerrilla Girls

pasted their first

posters to walls in

then-boho SoHo
and the East Village

in 1985?

Those neighbor-

hoods have become

unrecognizably af-

fluent, for one thing,

depriving Guerrilla

Girls of sympathetic

local audiences,

Kahlo noted in an in-

terview.A 1991 poster

decrying homeless-

ness highlights

another difference

between that era and

this one: Some artists

used to make visual

connections between

injustices in the gal-

leries and on the

New York muse-

ums have slightly im-

proved their record of

THE GROUP CONTINUES 10

GET LETTERS EVERYWEEK

FROM FEMALES INSIDE AND

OUTSIDE THEARTWORLD

WHO IDENTIFY WITH

TOE GUERRILLA GIRLS'

PROVOCATIONS ON BEHALF

OF GENDER PARITY.

gender balance, Kahlo

added in her talk

last week. One of the

group’s most famous

posters, made in 1985,

lists the number of

one-woman shows

at selected institu-

tions the previous

year: Guggenheim,

0; Metropolitan, 0;

Modern, 1; Whitney,

0. An updated version

shows the results for

2013: Guggenheim, 1;

Metropolitan, 2; Modern, 3; Whitney, 2.

How about the host venue for

"Guerrilla Girls: Art in Action”?

Middlebury College museum director

richard saunders said he doesn't know
the percentage or number of works by

women in the collection. “Statistically,

I know we’re no better offthan others,”

he conceded. “We’re very conscious of

that.”

INFO
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shown a Krin’s Bakery design, though

not because of the product’s simple

yellow label with tiny flower drawings,

which he considers forgettable. Rather,

“They make the best macaroons,” he

enthuses. And that, he says, is his biggest

tip for effective branding: Work with

companies that have a good product.

In addition, Crafts advises, once a

brand “owns” a category, it’s best to

avoid imitation. “Like Ben& Jerry’s, with

woody jackson's cow and lyn severance’s

font — it came to own an aesthetic,”

he says. “If you go there, you become a

Crafts allows that Place has found its

own niche in the Vermont food market.

Local food companies have sought out

the company for rebranding — Grafton

Village Cheese and Vermont Smoke and
Cure being prominent examples. Crafts

worked with those companies to make
their products stand out on crowded

grocery-store shelves.

Some local businesses have asked

Place to build their brands from the

ground up, such as darn tough Vermont,

with which Crafts has worked since

the sock company’s inception a decade

ago. (It’s an outgrowth of Cabot Hosiery

Mills, which launched in 1978.) Darn

Tough socks are currently sold at stores

around the country and to the U.S.

military; director of sales and market-

ing mark comcowich says the company’s

profits have been “comically huge” since

it launched.

Crafts says boosting sales for local

companies with good products is

rewarding work.

“A lot of my [Syracuse University]

classmates have gone on to become

lead creative directors for Apple and

Nike and all these huge global brands,”

he says. "And personally, I find helping

a company like Vermont Smoke and

Cure or Darn Tough Vermont ... more

rewarding than helping a big global

brand that’s probably going to be fine on

INFO
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Burlington Choral Society
to Perform Long-Forgotten
Gossec Requiem

A
s a musical form, the requiem

tends to inspire composers to

high drama. The occasion prac-

tically requires it: Requiems

are the Catholic Latin Mass for the dead,

usually sung by a choir and soloists with

full orchestra.Whyhold back whenyou're

setting to music, say, verses on the “Day of

Wrath” (“Dies Irae”)

— that is, Judgment
Day?

Verdi knew this,

as did Berlioz and

Mozart before him.

But all these compos-

ers’ requiems were in

some measure influ-

enced by an earlier

one by the Paris-based

composer Franjois-

Joseph Gossec. With its

dramatic “Dies Irae,”

in which the choir

imitates trembling

by singing in pulses,

Gossec's Grande Messe

des Morts launched

the requiem as con-

cert oratorio. The
work made such an impact in 1760, when
Gossec composed it at age 26, that in 1789,

in the month following the stormingofthe

Bastille, it was played three times around

Paris to commemorate the Revolution's

fallen.

Regularly played in France, the work
is largely forgotten in this country — or

was, until the Burlington choral society’s

artistic director, richard riley, discovered

it on YouTube. When the 90-member
BCS performs Gossec’s requiem with

the BURLINGTON CHAMBER ORCHESTRA this

Saturday, the performance will be the first

outside Europe since 1977, says Riley. It

will feature soloists mary bonhag, the so-

prano cofounder of Warren-based scrag

mountain music; Milton siblings melissa

and benjamin dickerson, soprano and

baritone; and tenor Matthew Anderson of

Boston.

Riley marvels that Gossec has been so

“enormously off our radar. He was abso-

lutely central to music at that time." Boldly

experimental, Gossec began composing

string quartets at the dawn of the genre

along with his contemporary Haydn,

though it was the latter who became
known as the form’s "father." Gossec’s

symphonies greatly impressed Mozart, 22

years his junior, who traveled to Paris to

visit the older composer.

“And I love the fact that [Gossec] be-

comes the house composer for the French

Revolution," Riley adds. Gossec's military

tunes, hymns and a funeral march became

CLASSICAL MUSIC

what the director calls “the soundtrack

that inspired the people ofFrance.”

The military tunes, written for wind
ensembles, have an early precedent in the

requiem. For its “Tuba Mirum,” Gossec

places a small ensemble of clarinet, trum-

pets and trombones offstage to evoke the

distant fires of hell. As Riley begins to

tell the story of how
Gossec managed to

stash this ensemble

beneath the floor of

the church for the

work’s premiere, he

drops the phone. “I

was getting excited

and starting to gestic-

ulate with the phone,”

he explains when
he comes back on.

“It’s an occupational

hazard.”

BCS president

and bass singer owen
brady became equally

enthused when he

heard the YouTube
recording of the

requiem that Riley

passed around to the singers. “It's pas-

sionate and playful, and there are a lot of

stirring moments and ... extended runs of

notes,” says Brady, 27.

An account representative at Vermont

Gas, Brady has never sung a requiem. The
University of Vermont grad joined BCS
just over a year ago and had begun singing

only six months before that; he studied

voice with victoria drew of Burlington

and then bill reed of South Burlington. “I

had wanted to be an opera singer since I

was young, but I thought I had no sense of

pitch,” Brady says, explaining his plunge

into lessons with professionals.

Gossec, who was born a peasant, wrote

music for just such aspiring amateurs.

He founded the orchestra Concert des

Amateurs in 1770 and directed it until

1773. He rewrote his “Hymne a l’etre su-

preme” when Maximilien de Robespierre,

then head of the Revolutionary govern-

ment, objected to its difficulty for amateur

singers.

“He was a true humanist who wanted

music to represent all possible aspirations

of society,” says Riley. The BCS is set to

accomplish that aim in its revival of this

beautiful work.©

ciety Spring Concert:

the Elley-Long Music
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WTF? What’s the story behind Vermont’s maple
penis sign?And the chocolate vaginas?

W ith spring’!

long-

awaited

arrival,

locals can finally follow

the steam to Vermont

sugar shacks, where

sugar makers have been

boiling down sap into

maple syrup for weeks.

As for tourists and other

New England newcomer
wouldn’t know a sugarhouse from an

outhouse, they can just look for the

handy maple sugar industry signs that

read, “State of Vermont Pure Maple

Syrup Sold Here.”

Perhaps you’ve noticed the logo?

It’s the one that bears a striking re-

semblance to a man in a pair of green

Johnson Woolen Mills trousers urinat-

ing into a red wooden bucket Tragically

for Caledonia and Essex counties, they

became the literal butt of that graphic

design joke. WTF?
Considering how often Vermont’s

maple industry has been pissed on in

the press lately, the folks at the Vermont
Maple Sugar Makers Association fielded

this sticky query with good humor and

grace. In the past month, they've already

handled gripes about the state’s new
syrup grading system and the April 3

RollingStone story titled “The New Face

of Heroin,” featuring the iconic image

of a flannel-clad Vermont sugar maker

mainliningsmack.

Matt Gordon, the VMSMA’s execu-

tive director, admits that no one in the

association remembers much about the

origin of the “Sold Here” sign, which

has been in use for at least a decade. For

obvious reasons, no marketing firm or

graphic designer has come forward to

take credit, or blame, for the phallic faux

Gordon can say, however, that the

sign was created for the exclusive use of

VMSMA members, of which there were

986 in2012. They make up only a fraction

of the estimated 2,000 to 4,000 sugar

makers in Vermont,

who collectively pro-

duce about 1 million

gallons of the sweet

stuff, or about 40 per-

cent of the nation’s

total maple sugar pro-

duction annually. But,

adds Gordon, no one

in the VMSMA ac-

tually goes out and

enforces that policy.

Gordon also

points out that Seven

Days isn’t the first media outlet to take

note of Vermont’s micturating Maple

Man. Business Insider included the

sign’s design in its January 2014 list of

the “15 worst corporate logo fails.” Other

notable design flubs include the London
2012 Olympics logo, which critics vari-

ously likened to a swastika, the word
“Zion” and Lisa Simpson performing an

So,how longbefore Vermont’s baggy-

trousered syrup dude gets a redesign?

Gordon can't say, but suggests that the

VMSMA will probably first give the

public time to get accustomed to the

new maple syrup grading system, which

includes such designations as “golden

color with delicate taste.” After all,

change comes slowly in these parts.

This isn’t the first

the concepts of

maple syrup and urine

have been paired:

Medical literature

informs us of a rare

metabolic disorder

known as maple syrup

disease. MSUD,
which gets its name
from the distinc-

tively sweet odor

of sufferers’ urine

and earwax, prevents

the body from breaking down certain

amino acids, and can be fatal. It should

be emphasized that MSUD is a genetic

disorder and does not result from eating

maple syrup or other maple products.

Whew!
Finally, lest readers wonder why it

took so long for anyone to spotthe wang-

like maple tap, consider the countless

millions of travelers who’ve studied the

official New York City subway map and

never noticed that Manhattan Island

was drawn to resemble a large schlong

hanging in the “face” of Brooklyn. Oh,

those dirty-minded designers!

Speaking of graphic imagery, for

more than a year, Montpelier-based

Liberty Chocolates has been marketing

its vanilla-rose-flavored chocolate bar

("state of
Vermont 1

PURE
MAPLE
SYRUP

SOLD HERE

with packaging that would

have made Georgia O’Keeffe

proud. However, unlike

the VMSMA's maple syrup

sign, this logo, sported by

the Sisterhood Bar, was

deliberately designed to be

vaginal.

As company founder

Katrina Coravos explains,

the Sisterhood Bar — one

of 12 varieties of Liberty

Chocolates now sold in

more than 200 stores nationwide — was

sold as a fundraiser for an interna-

tional nonprofit organization that she

also founded. Called Circle of Women
International, the nonprofit brings to-

gether female “wisdom keepers” from

different cultures to teach and share tra-

ditional women-centered ceremonies.

The group’s orifice-resembling logo is

featured prominently on Sisterhood Bar

wrappers.

Alas, Coravos says that her vanilla va-

jayjay bar will soon be discontinued, as

the company is undergoing rebranding

and product reconfiguration. Using the

slogan “The creation ofdreams,” Liberty

Chocolates will refocus its package

designs on telling the story of Coravos

herself, a 36-year-old single motherwho
launched the chocolate company in her

own home three years ago while home-

schooling her two kids.

Other bars' wrappers will feature

the stories behind local food busi-

nesses whose ingredients Liberty uses,

including the Vermont Peanut Butter

Company, Butterfly Bakery of Vermont,

Vermont Shortbread Company and

Vermont Coffee Company, to name a

One maple-flavored bar will tell the

story ofa Vermont sugar maker.We have

to ask: Will it contain nuts?©
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Dear Cecil
Psychology Today advocates multiple partners

and open marriages and offers "evidence" that

monogamy isn't possible. This bugs me. Why
are they doing this? Comparing man to animals

is just weird to me, because we're supposed to

be separated out by reason and morality, right?

The Good Wife, Austin, Texas

P
sychology Today, ever

on the cutting edge,

has had monogamy in

its crosshairs lately. A
casual search turned up at least

nine articles on the subject in

the last year, from “The Curious

Couple’s Guide to Occasional

Non-Monogamy" to “But

Honey, I Thought You Meant

’Socially’ Monogamous!” Here’s

a representative quote, from

“The Truth About Polyamory"

by Deborah Taj Anapol:

“Our cultural obsession with

monogamy is going the same

way as prohibition, slavery, the

gold standard and mandatory

military service. In other words,

while serial monogamy is more

popular than ever, lifelong

monogamy is pretty much ob-

solete, and for better or worse,

polyamory is catching on."

Let’s break this down:

Monogamy is on a par with

prohibition, slavery, etc. Spare

Polyamory is catching on.

Depends how we define the

term. If strictly, show me your

cites, lady. If more liberally, we
can talk. More below.

Serial monogamy is in, life-

long monogamy is out. True

beyond dispute. However, we
need to clarify what we mean.

Time for the straight dope.

Let’s start with those investi-

gations ofanimal mating habits

you take issue with. It’s often

said 9 percent or some other

low proportion of mammals
is monogamous. So? A puppy

reaches maturity in a year; a

human newborn needs 11 to 12

years. There’s an explanation

for monogamy right there.

Except it doesn’t hold up.

Among chimpanzees, the spe-

cies most closely related to

us, the young reach maturity

in 8 to 15 years, comparable

to humans. But chimps mate
promiscuously and never pair

off. Although the young remain

with their mothers, there’s oth-

erwise minimal family struc-

ture. Alpha males dominate,

and have sex more often than

males farther back in the alpha-

bet, but they don’t have harems

to organize and defend.

You may find that weird,

Ms. Good Wife (although no

doubt some guys are thinking:

the chimp’s life for me).

My point is, there’s nothing

in our biology that de-

mands monogamy. Sure, it

has practical advantages.

For humans, rearing the

young is a more labor- and

resource-intensive pro-

cess than for chimps, who
don’t have college tuition

to contend with. But I’ll

bet we could come up
with some free-love it-takes-

a-village kibbutz thing ifwe
put our minds to it.

A lot of Psychology Today

contributors think that, now
that we’ve arrived at our pres-

ent advanced state of civiliza-

tion, we’d be happier if we
abandoned the impossible

dream ofhappy lifetime pairing

and tried something else. The
question is whether we’re actu-

ally doingso insignificant num-
bers. Answer: Ofcourse we are.

It’s just not called polyamory,

or some other trendy term. It’s

called divorce.

Let’s look at monogamy al-

ternatives, from least to most
common (I’ll ignore celibacy):

Open marriage — that is, a

married couple who expressly

allow each other to have other

sex partners. I don’tdoubt there

are secure, stable individuals

who can handle this long-term

without tears. But not a lot. PT
contributor Michael Castleman

cites unnamed “sexologists"

as saying 1 percent of married

couples are “committed to

occasional non-monogamy,”

with "another percent or two

or swing clubs.” Self-report of

sexual activity is notoriously

unreliable, but never mind.

We’ll say 1 to 3 percent.

Adultery. American men
currently have a 28 percent

likelihood ofbeing unfaithful to

a partner by the time they reach

age 60, and women a 15 percent

chance. Possibly this is more
than in the past, but the change

isn’t dramatic.

Polyamory. In its purest

form, this term is apparently

used to mean having sustained,

emotionally intimate sexual re-

lationships with multiple part-

nerswho all understand they’re

sharing. Nothing persuades me
this is common on my planet.

However, if we expand the

definition to cover the behavior

of unmarried individuals who
juggle multiple lovers at times

(if only because of overlapping

lonogamous relationships),

iber obliged to fess up

surely be impressively

large. This pro-

vides useful con-

heart ofthe matter.

As of now, how
many Americans

will experience

lifetime monog-

amy? Answer: less than half. As

of 2011 for every 6.8 marriages

there were 3.6 divorces — a 53

percent rate. This is signifi-

cantly more than just 10 years

earlier, when the divorce rate

was 49 percent.

To this add an even more
striking statistic: according

to Pew Research, in 1968 the

number of unmarried U.S.

adults (including those wid-

owed, divorced and never

legally married) was just 28

percent As of 2010, it was 49

percent

In other words, halfofusare

single and free to play the field,

and a sizable fraction of the

other half will eventually shed

their partners and join the fray.

Conclusion: Lifetime monog-
amy has ceased to be the de-

fault American condition, even

if the time of first marriage is

whenwe start the clock.
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POD PSY ON THE PUBLIC USES AND ABUSES OF EMOTION BY JUDITH LEVINE

Justice for CecilyMcMillan

T
he masculine control of wom-
en’s bodies is a good cop-bad

cop game. The good cop is

the law, promising protection

and enforcing it with licit violence; the

quid pro quo is feminine weakness and
subordination.

Thebad cop ishumiliation orviolence

for unfeminine insubordination, which

might include flirting while drunk and

still not wanting to hook up, or snubbing

a street harasser. Every woman knows
how fast an irritated response to an un-

invited “compliment” from a stranger

can turn to insult or threat — or worse.

But the good cop and the bad cop

are partners. They can trade roles.

Sometimes one cop plays both roles si-

multaneously. I mean that literally: cops

can play both roles.

In a recent high-profile case, for

instance, two New York City police offi-

cers were charged with raping a woman
in her apartment — one did the act; the

other kept watch. The officers had es-

corted their victim home because she

was too drunk to make it alone.

In Detroit this month, an officer sex-

ually molested a woman while respond-

2
ingto her domestic-abuse call,

g At home, cops are all too frequently

> batterers themselves — driven by a

5 combination of stress and violence on
z the job and the trait that makes a lot of

S guys want to be police officers in the first

place: machismo.

Still, this has got to be a new low: A
2 cop grabs a woman's breast, the woman
<» reacts by elbowing him, and the woman
? is arrested and charged with felony

5 assault.

<t That woman's trial is transpiring

now in Manhattan criminal court. She

is 25-year-old, 5-foot-4-inch union or-

« ganizer, student and Occupy Wall Street

2 activist Cecily McMillan. Her “victim” is

5 NYPD Officer Grantley Bovell, 5-foot-ll,

w buff and, ofcourse, in possession ofgun,

club, tear gas and the legal right to use

them against civilians.

The scene ofthe“crime" wasZuccotti

Park, March 17, 2012, a St. Patrick’s Day
s- celebratory reoccupation of the park on

i Occupy Wall Street's six-month anniver-

g sary. According to McMillan, she had

n stopped by Zuccotti on the way to some

late-night St. Patrick's Day reveling

when police announced they were clear-

ing the park. As she was walking out,

she felt someone grab her breast from

behind and yank her hard. Reflexively,

she lurched from his grasp; her elbow

swung back into an eye. The eye turned

out to belong to a police officer, Bovell.

On the stand, the handsome, bespec-

tacled officer told it differently. He was

courteously "escorting” an agitated

McMillan to the periphery of the park

when she jumped up, assaulted him and

ran, at which point he had to subdue and

arrest her.

Like everything at Occupy, the

incident was recorded by multiple

cellphones. In a tape shown at trial,

McMillan, in a short green dress inap-

propriate for camping, indeed leaps

forward, her elbow swinging. She clips

Bovell; that much is clear. The jury saw

photos, taken by the police, ofhis shiner.

What happens next is less clear.

McMillan falls to the ground; cops

appear to set upon her. Bovell leans

over her. Someone is holding her down,

someone pullingat her arms.A woman’s

voice says, “That's Cecily. Are they beat-

ing her?” Then McMillan is rolling and

twitching; occasionally she goes immo-
bile. “She’s seizing!" onlookers scream

as the cops drag her to the curb and

watch her writhe. After a long time, an

ambulance comes.

Bovell says McMillan “laid on the

floor” and played dead — referring

either to nonviolent passive resistance

or her seizure-induced immobility.

What happened before McMillan’s

leap, though — the moment that might

show intent or its absence — is lost in

chaos and darkness.

There are signs that Bovell is morally

challenged. He was involved in a vast

ticket-fixing scandal in his Bronx pre-

cinct, where officers routinely “reached

out” to their union reps to disappear

their own and their loved ones' parking

and speeding summonses. In court, he

testified that it didn’t occur to him not to

participate; everyone did it.

And, though he appears calm and

genial in court, he’s apparently a hot-

head on the job. He has been disciplined,

for instance, for running a motorcyclist

off the road in an arrest. An Occupy

protester is also filing a federal law-

suit alleging that, on the same night as

McMillan’s arrest, Bovell and another

cop intentionally cracked the litigant’s

head against the seats while loadinghim
onto the bus transporting arrestees.

A friend who’s been observing the

trial theorizes that Bovell took his re-

sponse to the accidental elbowing as



far as he did because he just would not participate in the age-old violent m
stand getting a black eye from a girl.

But David Graeber, a writer and

Occupy participant, makes a cred- prosecutor with a robe" on lawyt

ible case that Bovell isn't the single bad judge-rating website therobingrc

apple. It’s well documented that the

line contest over women’s bodies.

Judge Ronald Zweibel — called “i

- has excluded Officer Bovell's i

NYPD were especially brutal in their torcycle incident, as well as the federal

treatment ofOccupiers. In three months lawsuit against him, from evidence in

they made more than 2,500 arrests; from the McMillan case. Also verboten is the

these, the district attorney could wring end of the videotape where Bovell and

only a handful of serious indictments. the other cops pummel McMillan. The
Furthermore, Graeber says the police jury won’t see the interview with Amy

have been using sexual humiliation as Goodman in which McMillan displays

a deliberate tactic, at least from that St. her bruised arms and face and winces in

Patrick’s Day on, when some Occupiers pain from injuries to her back and ribs.

set up camp in Union Square. “On March
17 there were numerous reported c

of breast grabs by police, he writes (

igle night (in o:officers

while another

blowing kisses)."

Other Occupy ac-

tivists told me about a

16-year-old girl whose

shirt opened in a con-

tretemps with police.

The cops picked her up

and carried her bare-

breasted through the

Graeber suggests

that getting rough with

women is an old tactic

of police brutality:

The mistreatment is

calculated to provoke

A COP GRABS A

WOMAN'S BREAST.

THE WOMAN REACTS

BYEEBOWINGHIM.

And every day the courtroom is filled

with supporters, women and men.

Their slogan might be; Keep your

at the police to call an ambulance. But

they didn’t fly to the rescue.

There were some Occupy men who
relished violent combat with the police, laws, and your paws, offour bodies.

But that night, the male protesters in

McMillan's vicinity were either liber-

ated enough to eschew chivalry or smart

enough to fear the swinging billy clubs.

You might say they were refusing to
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But the jurors will get a look at the

hand-shaped black-and-blue mark on

McMillan’s right breast, photographed

nakedcapitalism.com, “and in later by a concerned doctor. It’s pretty

nightly evictions from Union Square persuasive.

the practice became so systematic that Even without the handprint, though,

at least one woman told me her breasts McMillan's attorneys feel the absurdity

were grabbed by five different police of the prosecution’s case and the ambi-

guities in the videotapes will introduce

ugh reasonable
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doubt to acquit her. No
one quite knows why
the state is pursuing the

case at all. Maybe they

saw an opportunity to

redeem the cops’ be-

smirched reputation

after their conduct at

Occupy. Maybe they

thought a girl would be

easy to break.

But they picked the

wrong girl. The com-

mitted nonviolent ac-

tivist Cecily McMillan

has refused to be sexu-

the male protesters to intervene — and ally shamed; She posted pictures of her

create the kind of “riot” that justifies breast online. She won’t be undone by

bashing heads. McMillan’s battery trauma: Although she has wept at the

doesn’t look premeditated, but if it defense table, she strides through the

was, it didn’t work. Her male comrades halls bravely. She is angry, but she does

chanted, “Shame, shame,” and screamed not lash out.

story? Contai
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HappyHamper
A writer gathers a key spring ingredient by the roadside by ethan de seife

O
n a recent Tuesday, I clambered

down a hillside that had some-

how escaped the worst of the

rains that had engorged the

White River, which raced just a hundred

feet below me. The soil was, fortunately,

not too slippery, damp or crumbly, provid-

ing the ideal growing conditions for the

object ofmy quest: ramps.

I’d been introduced to ramps’ garlicky

zing about 10 years ago, when I lived in

Wisconsin. There, as in Vermont, these de-

licious, oniony plants were enthusiastically

celebrated notjust for their toothsomeness

but for their portending ofspring after the

too-long winter. Now, I crave them every

Ramps — also known as wild leeks (or

not; more on that later), ramson, wild garlic

and other names — smell like garlic and

taste like fresh, garlicky onions. They’re

fantastic in salads, omelettes, sauces and

all kinds ofsavor)' dishes. They’re also one

ofthe first wild edibles to ripen every year,

maturing rapidly in the late winter to beat

out even such early risers as asparagus.

Ramps grow in a wide range that en-

compasses most of the eastern U.S. and

Canada, but they do not grow just any-

where. To pluck these delicacies, you need

to find a "ramping ground": a site where,

when conditions are right, the ramps

will, if you’ll pardon the expression, run

rampant

That'swhy I found myselfon a roadside

hill in central Vermont on a meteorologi-

cally temperamental day in mid-April. I’d

gotten a good tip about where to find the

key ingredient for the dinner I’d planned

for that night. With my little green bucket

in hand, I was going ramping.

I

recently moved to Vermont from

Brooklyn, where gatheringwild edibles

is nearly impossible. (I did often spy

purslane — aka pigweed — a delicious

complement to salads and beans, growing

alongside fences and curbs, but I don’t like

my foods doused in dog urine, thank you

very much.) My wife, Laura, and I once

took an enjoyable foraging tour through

Central Park, where our guide, “Wildman”

Steve Brill, showed us how to recognize

and pluck a variety ofwild urban victuals.

Since that time, I’ve been more cognizant

of and interested in tracking down feral

That said, I’d never put much effort

into the task. The arrival of spring and my
residence in a far more rural area— not to

mention the pressure of coming up with

story ideas for this Food Issue —
were all I needed

earnest

Well, actually, I needed more

than that. I needed confirmation

that, by mid-April, after a long,

cold winter, the ramps would be

available for the plucking. Ramps
are easy enough to spot, and a

quick sniff will confirm their

identity. But before I could fill my
bucket with ramps, I needed

know where to look for the damn
things. So I called Nova Kim.

Kim and her husband, Les

Hook, are the eminences grises

of Vermont wildcrafting: the col-

lection and consumption of wild

(that is, not cultivated) foods. For

several decades, they’ve been the state’s

experts on where to find such comestibles.

Ifanyone would know where to find ramps,

they would. But would they share with me
the locations of their rampinggrounds?

They would, and they did. Kim and

Hook were most gracious, suggesting

two locations, each about 70 miles from

Burlington, that had reliably produced

ramps for as long as they could remember.

They also clarified a few misconceptions

forme, the first ofwhich has to do with the

word “foraging.”

Though she knew I meant no harm
when I used it in our conversation, Kim
said she finds this term “derogatory,”

preferring the all-encompassing "hunting

and gathering" or the somewhat more chic

“wildcrafting.”

For my own part, I think I’ll stick

with “gathering" or “collecting,” since

“wildcrafting” implies that something is



created in the process. I did cook dinner

with those ramps later, but, at the moment
of plucking them, I didn’t craft anything

from them. If anything, I unmade some-

thing in tugging them roughly from the

damp earth.

The other thing Kim and Hook pointed

out was the difference between ramps
and wild leeks. Ramps, Kim said, are "the

red-throated ones,” while the plants with

white throats are wild leeks. Though most

online sources seem not to differentiate

between the two plants, I submit that few

people know more about such things than

Nova Kim and Les Hook.

Here, then, I must confess that I’ve

used the term "ramps” inaccurately, and

for the sake of a crummy pun or two. I

was not ramping. I was leeking. But since

that sounds like grounds for consulting

a urologist, with apologies to Kim and

Hook, I’ll continue to refer to these plants

by the general "family” name, ramps.

I will not, however, betray the couple’s

trust by revealing the locations they

shared with me. I’ll say only that it took

me a little more than an hour to drive

there from Burlington, that the ramps
grow on a patch ofland near both the road

and the White River, and that the patch is

a bit tricky to find.

So tricky, in fact,

that I had to call Kim
from the roadside for

clarification. I felt like

an idiot — cellphone

in one hand, little

(empty) green bucket

in the other— but Kim
did not passjudgment

I reoriented

myself, crossed the

road and almost im-

mediately located

the happy ramping

ground. From that

point, it was easy. The
plants had arranged

themselves in neat

little clusters and

rows. They seemed

practically begging

me to pluck them.

These wild leeks,

a bit smaller than the

Wisconsin, offered

little resistance. I

needed no tools besides my hands to

uproot them. The soil's cold squishiness

and robust aroma were invigorating.

Within 20 minutes, my bucket was half

full, and that seemed like enough ramps

for one visit. Charlie Rich’s version of

“I Washed My Hands in Muddy Water”

played through my mind as I did just that,

stepping down to the riverbank to wash
the mud from my hands.

The White River, at that moment, was
not being particularly true to its name.

It was muddy brown and churned fast

with thousands of gallons of snowmelt.

It reminded me of the chocolate river in

Charlieand the Chocolate Factory. Though
I was in no danger, I had visions ofbecom-

ing the nextAugustus Gloop. Time to head

T
hat evening, after a laborious rins-

ing and derooting procedure (both

stalks and leaves are edible), the

wild leeks made their way from bucket

to plates. A couple of friends came over

for dinner and spoke highly of the pierogi

that I stuffed with potato, sausage, cheese,

sauteed onion and ramps; I also quickly

made up a sour-cream-and-ramp dressing

for the dish.

Ramps impart a zingy, leafy punch to

a great many dishes. I like them raw (in

salads and sandwiches) just as well as

cooked; they’re lovely sauteed briefly in a

little chili oil and then added to rice, soups,

sauces, omelettes and burgers, among
other foods. Fortunately, I picked quite a

lot of them, so the culinary rampage con-

tinues at home.

I had passed the bucket around the

office earlier that day. One colleague told

me she used ramps to, er, ramp up the

flavor ofeggs and rice; another gave a dish

ofcold peanut soba noodles some pizzazz

with raw ramp slices.

“They definitely liv-

ened tilings up,” she

emailed, “although

next time I think I'll

saute them briefly to

slightly temper their

garlicky bite.”

Local restaurants

are quick to get in

on the ramp act, too,

trumpeting their

emphasis on locally

sourced foods. My
colleague, food writer

Alice Levitt, writes

in an email, "Ramps
always start popping

up on menus just as

they poke out of the

ground. Despite a slow

start to the spring, I’m

starting to see them
hit fine-dining menus,

including several

featured for Vermont

Restaurant Week.”

Restaurants may have their sources

for wild leeks, but the ramp-hungry

home cook will have to find his or her

own ramping ground — or wait a while.

A quick check with the produce depart-

ment at Burlington’s City Market confirms

that ramps won't be on the shelves until

mid-May.

If you can get your hands on some,

though, you’ll find that ramps have an-

other benefit, beyond their versatility and

deliciousness: They signal that spring is

truly on its way.©
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Sweet Talk
Vermont author Eve Schaub speaks about
her family's year of living without sugar

BY ALICIA FREESE

few years ago, Eve Schaub, a SO: You blogged about the project from

l writer and resident of Pawlet, the beginning. Did that help keep you

k VL, became convinced that sugar and your family honest?

ES: Absolutely. I felt like I had this great re-

sponsibility to not only stayon the no-sugar

daughters to purge added sugar from their [diet], straight
it ill* fin

diet for all of 2011. The book she wrote and narrow, but
|| iJUn A

about the experience, titled simply Year of also to be com-

No Sugar:A Memoir, came out earlier this pletely up front

month. It has stirred interest as far away as with people

Ireland and Australia and garnered cover- when we made
age from outlets such as Time magazine, mistakes. I

Slate and NationalPublic Radio. In advance thought the

of Schaub’s talk next month at Phoenix most important

Books Burlington, Seven Days rang her up thing I could do

GIVEN A NEW PAIR OF

GLASSES AND COULD

SEE SUGAR EVERYWHERE.to talk sugar. was chronicle

the really tough EVE SCHAUB
parts and, in so

doing, question,
that someone had posted on Facebook, and shouH it be this hard?
in it Dr. Robert Lustig, a pediatric endo-

crinologist, made the argument that sugar SO: Did you know you were going to

acts in our bodies as a toxin. He makes the write a book about it?

connection between excessive sugar intake ES: I think from the very beginning,

and virtually every major health epidemic always hoped that it had the potential, but SD: You joked at one point about
- • - '

-
j. Then it became clear that having to tip more at restaurants after

there was more than enough information,

maple syrup has a long

and interesting history,

and it’s very symbolic and

resonant in a way that

other sugars aren't.

It’s a tough realization

to say all sugars are equal

regardless of their history and symbolism.

Whether it’s fruit juice or maple syrup or

honey orhigh-fructose corn syrup, they are

all chemically equal.

asking questions relentlessly. D
e are suffering from today — from

obesity and metabolic syndrome to diabe-

tes, heart disease, hypertension, liver dis- stories and recipes. It was a very natural experiment actually increase your food

ease and cancer. Itwas as i£ suddenly, I had transition. bills?

been given a new pair of glasses and could

:e sugar everywhere, and it was causing SD: You
'

ve addressed ad nauseam why

ES: They probably shouldn’L

book that I think I've used up my lifetime

supply ofunreasonable requests.

ES: Both the issue of expense and time —
because I did do quite a bit of cooking and

baiting— are big sticking points for people.

I did not, during our year ofno sugar, keep

track or compare my receipts from the

grocery store. But people often assume

that eating without added sugar in your

in the ES: That was perhaps the hardest of all food means you’re going to have to spend

all these terrible problems and nobody else Y°u decided dextrose was 0K to eat

could see it. I felt like I had to do something.
We " direct readers to Y°ur bl°* ’*

eveschaub.com for an explanation, but

Vermont, let's talk about

what’s so bad about maple syrup.

separate from. White sugar, molasses,

high-fructose corn syrup: Those are all

experiment. Remember when I said

I’d used up my quota of unreasonable

requests? My family went, “You want

to do what?!” But I said, “It’s only for

one week, I promise.”

I think it was the USDA that defines

a very tight budget for a family of four

for one week as $146, and so I said,

“That’s what we’re going to try to do,

and we’re alsogoing to eat no sugar.” The
conclusion I came to after it was all over

was that the real challenge wasn’t finding

things we could afford that didn’t have

sugar in them. The real challengewas that

it’s just a really small amount of money.

Part of the reason for that was because I

was sticking to things like produce.

But then you need time to prepare it,

and that’s how these two issues are con-

nected. If you’re talking about people who
don’t have time to actually make the food,

that’s when they are makingthedecision to

buy the convenience food.

5D: You're back to eating sugar in

moderation. Walk me through a week

in sugar for you.

ES: When I go to the store, I’m still very

stubborn. I’m still kind of mad about this,

and so therefore I refuse to buy the items

that have sugar in them that’s hidden. The
only thing I’ve made a concession on is I

do buy mayonnaise, because I don’t love

makingmy own. It’s really easy, but it lasts

about three days.

But I don’t buy the breads. I either

make my ownbread, or, ifI don’t have time,

we’re lucky because in the next town over

we have a baker who makes his bread with

four ingredients, and sugar’s not one of

I pack my kids’ lunches, but if there’s

something on the menu at school they

really want — they’ll say, “Oh, it’s Taco

Day!" — then they’ll get the tacos. And
I know for sure there’s sugar in them

somewhere.

Maybe once every couple weeks we will

have a sugar-containing dessert, and it will

be for some special occasion.

Bike Stfidp
Selling a bike? We accept road, mountain,

hybrid, & kids bikes Monday, April 28 - Friday, *ZSX£
May 2 during regular business hours.
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Buying a bike? Get to Langdon St.

early on Saturday, May 3. Swap is 9am - 12pm
The lines start before 8am, but we’ll have coffee!



SD: The book seems to

and there have been
some negative reactions. Why do you

think this sweet subject inspires bitter

responses?

ES: A couple of reasons, I think. We’re all

getting nutritional advice fatigue. Like,

“Oh,my God, ifyou tell me one more thing

I’m not supposed to eat, I’m going to ex-

plode.” [For examples, see sidebar.] People

don’t want to hear that anymore, and I

don't blame them.

And then you have people with specific

medical concerns. You’ve got people who
are diabetic and they come to me and say,

“You can’t use dextrose." I’m like, “Listen,

I'm not a doctor and I’m not a nutritionist,

and I'm fortunate that nobody in my family

suffersfrom any specific medical issue that

we were trying to solve or deal with.” I

definitely recommend that anybody who
does have diabetes or any other medical

issue consult their doctor and talk to them

about it I’m definitely not trying to give

advice on anything like that.

A third reason someone could have

a negative reaction is simply a misun-

derstanding. Sometimes people say you

couldn't possibly do a year of no sugar

because then you would die, and then I ex-

plain the difference. Glucose is fine, fruc-

tose is not. Ifwe tried to live ayearwithout

glucose, I wouldn’t like our chances. But if

I were to title the bookA Year ofNoAdded
Fructose, how many people do you think

would be interested in it?

SD: You've certainly helped propel

a conversation about sugar, and
I'm wondering if you have plans to

engage in any other type of anti-sugar

activism.

ES: No, I don’t see that. I’m happy to talk

all day long about itbecause I have a lot to

say, but I don’t intend to go on a crusade. I

hope people will read the book and enjoy

it, because I hope it’s written in a way
that’s relatable and interesting.

book where I write about

Ben & Jerry's. We’re in

Florence [Italy], and we
walk by aBen & Jerry's. Itwas like I was an

alien from another planet and I was peer-

ing into the window, curiously looking at

this American ice cream purveyor. The fla-

vors are insane. I was noting, at the time, a

real cultural difference in the way Italians

approach sugarand the wayAmericans ap-

proach sugar, and I was like, Do the Italians

think we are crazy, and are they right?©
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Dan Bolles (music editor]: Does

The
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SD: Now that the experiment is over ...

you're making pancakes. Are you going

to put maple syrup on them, or not?

ES: No. No maple syrup, but I’ll cut up

bananas and whatever fresh fruit I have

around, and I’ll sprinkle those on top.

point we all already kinda know” count

s something I'd willingly give up? I think

would be a dietary improvement for my

SD: You're sitting down to dinner. Wine

ES: Wine is fine! All those sugars are being

converted into alcohol, so — as long as

it's a dry wine — when you get to the end

product, the amount of fructose that’s left

is infinitesimal.

SD: Ben & Jerry's or the recipe for

banana "ice cream" you describe (one

ingredient: bananas frozen, then

blended]?

ES: Banana ice cream! There’s apart in the

Sunday Brunch Is Back!
Celebrating Restaurant Week with our two-course

Bluebird Brunch for $15, April 27 & May 4

Restaurant Week Brunch Menu

SELECT A START

Fruit in a Jar

Procecco-mint syrup

Cider donut holes

Vanilla sugar, milkjam

SELECT A MAIN COURSE

Eggs Benedict

House cured bacon, fat tire, hollandaise

Smokehouse Hash

Root vegetables, potatoes, poached egg

Cast Iron Baked Eggs

Spinach, mushroom, fontina

view full menu: bluebirdtavern.com

TAVERN

ELEVATED NEW ENGLAND CUISINE IN A MODERN DOWNTOWN TAVERN

802-540-1786 86 St. Paul Street

bluebirdtavern.com Burlington, Vermont
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Craft Versus Crap Beers
In defense of six nonlocal brews we’re not supposed to love by dan bolles

I

like Budweiser. There, I said it. And while

that statement might get me banned from

the roughly 4,583 craft breweries here in the

People’s Republic of Beer Snobs, I confess I do

feel unburdened. Blasphemy is fun! So let’s try this

on: While I think the Alchemist's Heady Topper

is a decent beer, I don’t get the frothing fever it

provokes in many local drinkers. Nor did I totally

understand the Switchback craze a few years back.

I’ve always found Long Trail to be overrated. And
Magic Hat Brewing Company's #9, on my palate,

simply sucks.

Man, I shoulda done this years ago.

Now, before righteous beer geeks start brew-

ing up outraged letters to the editor, seething over

why the paper’s music editor is editorializing about

suds, let me say this: I love beer. And I love craft beer.

I worked as a bartender at a beer bar in Boston in my
early twenties. More recently, I worked for several

years in various capacities at a Vermont brewer}'. And
I’m still close with several of my brewing pals from

those days, many ofwhom now brew for, or own, some
of the hot, new Vermont brew houses. In other words,

some ofmy best friends are black IPA brewers.

If you open the beer fridge in my house, you'll

typically find it stocked with local microbrews or

PBR’S MEDIUM-BODIED MIX OF

CORNY SWEETNESS AND MILDLY SHARP

HOPPY TANG IS DELICIOUS IN ANY FORM,

INCLUDING BOTTLES, TALLBOY CANS AND

IB PITCHERS ON A TUESDAY AT THE OP

offerings from the likes of Stone Brewing Company,
Lagunitas and Founders. But you know what else

you’ll find? Bud. And PBR. And, especially ifmy dad

is coming over to watch the Sox, Miller High Life.

You know what that says? I might have a drinking

problem. It also says that, while your bar should ab-

solutely “proudly not serve Anheuser-Busch prod-

ucts,” don’t look at me like I just dropped a racial

slur if I miss that sign and ask for a Bud Light. It

says that, while your 120 IBU, bourbon-cask-aged

Imperial Rye IPA looks lovely in that chalice and is

probably a beautiful complement to locally raised

rabbit roulade, sometimes I just want a regular ole

beer in a pint glass with my burger.

Most importantly, it says that, while the explo-

sion of craft beer in Vermont is a blessing, there is

still a shelf for straightforward “shitty” beer in our

collective beer fridge.

To expand on that thesis, I offer a six-pack of

familiar beers that for various reasons have become
unfashionable, bordering on sacrilegious, to drink

in the presence of craft-beer fanatics. I’m going to

tell you why you hate them, and why you maybe
shouldn’t. Bottoms up!



Budweiser
BeerAdvocate score: 56

Why You Hate It: You’re

a freedom-hatin’ pinko

commie terrorist.

Why I Love It: Budweiser is like the

Yankees of the beer world: It’s the beer

you love to hate. The thing is, much
like New York’s team, it’s consistently

good. There's a reason why the “King

of Beers" is the best-selling beer on the

planet, and it’s not just ubiquitous ad-

vertising. OK, that helps. But sometimes

there’s nothing like the crisp, sudsy,

beechwood-aged smoothness of Bud

Heavy from an ice-cold bar bottle to

renew your faith in America.

Narragansett
Lager
BeerAdvocate score: 77

Why You Hate It: Don’t

knock it 'til you’ve tried it.

Why I Love It: It’s local! Sort of.

Narragansett was a regionally popular

brew based in Rhode Island from the

late 1800s through the early 1980s.

The golden lager was given new life by

a group of RI investors in 2005, to the

delight of li’l Rhodie grandfathers ev-

erywhere — including my own. Though
the bulk of the brewery’s offerings are

contract-brewed elsewhere, ’Gansett is

a New England staple. And it’s actually

pretty good, with grassy and citric notes

that balance its faint corn sweetness.

=i PabstBlue
tj Ribbon

1
BeerAdvocate score: 69

|
, y

| Why You Hate It:

v Damn hipsters. 0
Miller High Life

BeerAdvocate score: 63

Why You Hate It:

You have daddy issues.

Why I Love It: It’s not like they just

hand out blue ribbons to anyone, guy.

As any self-respecting soldier in the

PB Army will tell you, PBR’s medium-

bodied mix of corny sweetness and

mildly sharp, hoppy tang is delicious

in any form, including bottles, tallboy

cans and 15 pitchers on a Tuesday at

the OP. And here's a free history lesson:

It was named “America’s Best" at the

1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in

Chicago, but the name actually comes

from the blue ribbons its makers used to

tie around the bottlenecks.

Molson
Canadian Lager
BeerAdvocate score: 67

Why You Hate It:

Damn Canadians.

Why I Love It: Mostly for the great ad

campaign a few years back with the

kitschy sayings on the label. (“Help! I’m

trapped in a beer bottling plant!" “Stop

staring at me.” “Guess where my tattoo

is.”) Molson Canadian is basically the

Canadian version ofBud, which is to say

polite, mild and sneakily funny. Also, if

you know a beer that goes better with

the NHL playoffs, I’d love to try it, eh?

Why I Love It: The “Champagne of

Beers” is literally my dad’s beer. (Isn’t it

everyone’s dad’s beer?) So I have a sen-

timental bias toward its sweet, feather-

light, soapy charms. Furthermore, if

you’ve never had a “man-mosa” — that’s

High Life and orange juice — you’re

missing out. It tastes just like Orangina,

by the way. And, yes, it’s a thing.

Coors Light
BeerAdvocate score: 50

Why You Hate It: The
Coors family is a bunch of

ultraconservative d-bags.

Why I Love It: I confess to feeling

a tinge of guilt every time I crack

a can of the Silver Bullet, thus in-

directly reaffirming the sanctity of

some Bible-thumping hetero couple's

third marriage. But that guilt is soon

washed away by a taste that, as the

tagline goes, is as cold as the Rockies.

Seriously, a Coors Light downed just

shy of freezing is a little miracle of

hops and barley. Because when those

mountains on the label turn deep blue,

this beer basically turns into water.

Delicious, buzz-inducing water. On a

hot beach day, there’s nothing better.

Praise Jesus. ®



CookingUp Bliss
Chef Courtney Contos shares her adventures in the kitchen

C
hefCourtneyContos, the owner of

Shelburne’s Chef Contos Kitchen

& Store, lives by a philosophy

attributed to Joseph Campbell:

“Follow your bliss.’’ Raised in Chicago’s

high-end restaurant scene, Contos

skipped a semester of high school to run

a small eatery in Mexico, talked her way
into a coveted internship at the legendary

Charlie Trotter’s restaurant and traveled

the country as a private chefbefore settling

in Vermont in 2006. For the chef, now 39,

following her bliss has always coincided

with making and serving fantastic food.

Contos’ warm, inviting kitchen store

in Shelburne, which opened last year, may
initiallyseem like a far cryfrom the upscale-

diningworld ofher youth. Visitors encoun-

ter tastefully arranged rooms with rustic

decor and well-worn antique rugs scattered

over hardwood floors. Contos and shop

manager LizBernier are always nearbywith

acheery smile. The shelves are stocked with

hard-to-find kitchenware, artisan-crafted

dishes and home items, along with small-

batch sauces and spices,which Contos finds

by scouring local and international markets.

Contos, who has been teaching since

2000, initially moved to Vermont to take a

job as executive chefofthe Essex Culinary

Resort & Spa’s Cook Academy, which she

held until 2011. She also writes a popular

recipe blog, makes regular appearances on

WCAX-TV and does a monthly food-news

segment on radio stationWVMT.A master

gardener, too, she brings her knowledge

of fresh produce to her cooking classes in

Shelburne.

In thebackroom,where Contosteaches

several days a week, a wide butcher-block

table dominates a well-stocked kitchen. A
tray of treats and a pitcher oflemon water

often sit on the table for shoppers and stu-

dents to sample.

Contos’ cooking classes don’t resemble

the strict training she experienced at

Chicago's Kendall College, a culinary and

hospitality school. She says she prefers to

cultivate a friendly, easy rapport with her

students; sometimes they call the store

for advice, and Contos or Bernier walks

them through recipes. But, while Contos'

instructional model feels relaxed, the

owner's commitment to top-shelf ingre-

dients and quality kitchenware remains

firm. "That’s my [culinary school] train-

ing,” she admits with a smile. “It was kind

of militant.”

Contos’ classes range from a workshop

in knife techniques to a popular series

called Cookthe Book, inwhich participants

prepare a meal from a specific cookbook.

She offers special sessions for children or

couples and seasonal classes such as April

in Paris or, for Easter, The Perfect Lemon
Tart. Later this year, Contos will lead a

group culinary trip to the Yucatan.

Her classes have attracted repeat cus-

tomers. “She is such a good teacher,” says

Bonnie Harris, 58, a Hinesburg resident

who says she’s missed only one ofContos’

classes since the store opened. “She laughs

with you, she cooks with you, and she has

so much passion.”

Harris is a trained cook herself, but

she keeps coming back for more. The
Shelburne venue, she says, is “divine,” and

Contos’ knowledge of specialty ingredi-

ents and international cuisine is a big draw.

“She taught me how to use some ingredi-

ents I’d never even heard of,” Harris notes.

On a recent Saturday afternoon, seven

students and a reporter cluster around

that butcher-block table in Contos’ store.

She's teaching a Cook the Book class using

Vegetable Literacy, a tome by chef-author

Deborah Madison, a 2014 James Beard

The
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Foundation award nominee. On the menu
are toasted millet, kale with fresh cheese,

chive-and-saffron crepes filled with fresh

greens and carrot-almond cake with

ricotta cream.

The instructor stands at the head of

the table and sets a number of dish preps

in motion, chopping nonchalantly while

keeping up a stream of chatter. Contos

is full of anecdotes (the crepe pan she

uses and sells comes from a Quebecois

buckwheat farmer who has experienced

trouble with his deliveries at the border);

trivia (saffron releases its flavor through

immersion in hot water, a process called

“blooming”); and helpful hints (“You can

skip toasting the millet ifyou just want to

get dinner on the table, but it does give this

amazing flavor").

Contos says her real mission is to

spread enthusiasm about cooking
—

"help-

ing [people] connect with the land, food

and each other.” During class, her zeal

for ingredients and flavors is contagious.

She insists that everyone try prep work or

tossing crepes. “It’s just these subtle little

moments in the kitchen that make the dif-

ference,” she says.

Contos also teaches studentshow touse

the products she sells in the store — where
they get a discount. "I'm just so passionate

about the inventor)', and it matches so well

with all the classes I teach,” she explains.

I

n an interview the week after the class,

Contos shares more of her story. Her

culinary cred is practically genetic; her

father owned restaurants in Chicago and a

nightclub in Acapulco. The best known of

the family’s establishments was Chez Paul.

That classic French eatery was named for

Contos’ grandfather, a Greek immigrant

who arrived in the United States in the mid-

1940s and started out in the food business

with a fruit cart. Paul worked his way up to

running an ice cream parlor, then seized the

opportunity to oversee a French restaurant.

“We’re a Greek family; we’re all entre-

preneurs,” Contos says. ‘It didn’t matter to

him [her grandfather] that he didn’t know
anything about French food ... You flew

your chefs in from France, and they were

the experts in that area. You just needed to

know how to run a business."

In its heyday, Chez Paul — which

Contes’ father, Bill Contos, eventually took

over — frequently catered to celebrities. It

was featured in films including The Blues

Brothers and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.

“Itwasso fungrowingup in that scene,"

recalls Contos. “Every Wednesday in



grammar school, I was allowed to take up

to four kids to Chez Paul for lunch. My dad

would send [the restaurant’s] Rolls-Royce

over, and we’d hop in, go to the restaurant.

We had one hour. Our food would be wait-

ing. We’d always have chopped sirloin and

hollandaise sauce, and on the side were

these potatoes that we always ordered

extra of, and we’d drink Shirley Temples."

Why didn't Contos ever open a res-

taurant of her own, as many of her James

Beard-winning classmates from Kendall

did? She has a simple answer: Her family

had a saying that the restaurant business

led to “gray hair, alcoholism and dying

young." While she always loved food and

wanted to share it, she says, she opted to

skip die most stressful route.

Early in her life, she got a taste ofa more

palatable path: cooking as bliss. At age 16,

Contos took five months offfrom school to

help a family friend run a small restaurant

in Zihuatanejo, Mexico. She remembers

spending her days on the beach and her

nights running the restaurant: ‘There were

no windows, [the space] was all open, and

it was literally on this cliff. It was probably

the size of this store, and there was always

Roy Orbison playing ... By the end of the

night there'dbe dancing. It was just so fun.”

Upon her return to Chicago, Contos

began working for her father in the office

steps for three days until the restaurant's

manager agreed to let her do a trial day. “I

just always wanted to be with the best, and

that was thebest place in the city,” she says.

After she graduated, Trotter offered her a

chef position, which she held for a year.

For the next phase ofher career, Contos

launched a private-chef business and

cooked for high-

end clientele at

parties across the

country. She re-

turned to Chicago

in 2003 to work
as chef at the

Chopping Block

Cooking School,

but a childhood

dream of living in

Vermont began to

beckon.

“I grew up in

the heart of down-

town [Chicago] in

a brownstone," she

says. “This whole

Vermont thing was

just really magical; I think it was [the TV
series ‘Newharf] that planted the seed ... I

knew thatmy nextstepwas going tobe here.”

And so it was, when she found work

at the Cook Academy. But after five years

of Chez Paul. “There were not very many
women in the restaurant business at the

time,” she notes— and just four in her class

at Kendall. Though she initially intended

to get a hospitality degree there, Contos

soon found herself attracted to the culinary

programming. Her restaurant background

gave her a leg up, she says.

Contos began staking out Charlie

Trotter’s, which had stopped taking interns

from Kendall because, she says, too many
burned out in short order. Contos was
undeterred; she camped out on the back

there, Contos began looking around for the

next thing. She says she had her eye on the

storefront at 65 Falls Road in Shelburne;

when a different kitchen store closed there

in early 2013, she jumped on it.

Chef Contos Kitchen & Store gives

her the opportunity to educate, cook and

be creative all at once. “I feel like every

morning I’m just shot out of a cannon,

there’s so much to do and so much to

learn,” Contos says. “I’m just so excited

about all ofmy projects.”

Contos keeps a reminder of her rigor-

ous background on a shelf in her shop: a

blue caviar tin that she spilled in Charlie

Trotter’s kitchen during her internship. “I

have this brand-new tin of caviar, worth

probably $1,300, upside down,” she re-

calls. “I mean, what do you do? Everyone's

looking. So the chef de cuisine, Matthias

Merges, who’s now one of the top chefs

in the country, came over with a spatula,

flipped it over ... and, when the tin was
empty probably a month later, he gave it

“Every day," says Contos, “I come
through here, I turn the lights on, I see

that tin, and it just reminds me to maintain

excellence.”®
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Alice's Table: 10am-2pm/The Foundry: 11am-3pm

Roasted Flounder, Herb CrustedPorketta, Beef Tenderloin.

Duck Confit Buckwheat Crepes, Eggs Benedict, Baked Brie,

Martini Pineapple Shrimp, Salads, Desserts and more.

FOR MENUS AND PRICES: jaypeakresort.com/MothersDay 5
TO RESERVE: Alice’s Table: 802.327.2323 The Foundry: 802.988.271 5 3
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Sunday, May 11th



Trickery at the Table
Talking presentation with Restaurant Europea chefJerome Ferrer

he server leaned forward, a wooden box in his

hands. “Madame, would you like a cigar?" he

asked. It was barely IS minutes into dinner.

Maybe this is a Montreal thing I’ve never en-

countered before, I thought. When I politely declined, the

server opened the box anyway; inside was a lone cheese

“cigar” that had been rolled in panko flakes and fried. I

took a bite; It was like heaven’s version of a mozzarella

Or was it? Halfway through the tasting menu at

Restaurant Europea in the heart of downtown Montreal,

I started to wonder how many of my perceptions were

shaped by the theatrical presentation. Everything about

the three-hour meal was dramatique, and my tasting notes

became superlatives: sublime, diaphanous, intoxicating.

On the eve of Vermont Restaurant Week, everyone at

Seven Days is focused on food and its provenance — as, no

doubt, are manyVermonters. With “local" and “fresh” as the

watchwords on everyone’s lips, presentation — how food

looks — can sometimes seem like a secondary concern. But

my meal at Europea, one I haven’t been able to forget, re-

mindsmethatstyleneednotsufferatthehandsofsubstance.

The restaurant is deeply rooted in its own Quebec ter-

roir, where chef-owner Jerome Ferrer has obtained most

ofhis ingredients over the past 12 years. At the same time,

Ferrer gives European-style attention to the pacing and

2 theatricality ofa meal. It’s a combination of freshness and

8 flair that’s slightly over the top, but it offers a lesson in

j» having fun.

5 Eat local this week — but after Vermont Restaurant

§ Week ends, head over the border for a surreal culinary

S experience withEuropea's tastingmenu. Here's apreview.

I

arrived at Europea in late February at the invitation of

the organizers of the Montreal en Lumiere Festival. The
sprawling music, art and theater event also has a gastro-

S nomic component: Dozens of restaurants host visitingchefs

2 or roll out tasting'menus to celebrate the province’s cuisine.

~ Though hotshotchefs were pullingofffoodie pyrotech-

° nics all over town, I went to Europea expecting to find an

excellentbut predictable Quebec-French dinner ofsauced

meats and impeccable desserts. The visiting chef for that

5 evening, Jean-Paul Hartmann, hailed from France, as does
° Ferrer. With multiple eateries in his stable, Ferrer is to

j|j

Montreal, I imagined, what Paul Kalian is to Chicago or

1/1 Mario Batali is to New York.

The restaurant itself buttressed my preconceptions.

Europea occupies a stately townhouse; velvetcovers many
surfaces, and elaborate red drapes frame brick walls. On

that night the tables were adorned with miniature inuk-

suit, as well as single red roses poking from silver vases.

The crowd skewed toward suits and pearls.

So the ensuingparade of tiny, trickster plates was quite a

surprise. Each one was delivered and removed with stealth;

each incorporated local produce, meat or cheese; and each

came with its own illusion. Ribbony shards of duck char-

cuterie were pinned to a miniature clothing line; truffle-

dusted popcorn was piled into a paper cone and perched in

rock salt; a “lollipop” of chewy goat cheese and pesto came

Just when I thought we were through with the amuse-

bouches, more appeared: breadsticks served with three

kinds of exquisite butter; a "mock egg,” or paper-thin flop

of scallop, its center anointed with a golden mango coulis;

and frothy, earthy, truffle-scented lobster “cappuccino"

served in a coffee cup.

Thewildest dish ofall was a faux-woodenbox that,when
opened, gave offa scent ofmaplewood smoke. Inside was a

dainty round ofpastry toppedbya smear ofsmoked salmon.

It was an hour or so before Hartmann's portion of the

night commenced. His dishes — all impeccably composed

and presented — seemed staid by comparison with our

starters. However, it was hard to find fault with scallop-

and-clam bouillabaisse in intense saffron broth, the clams

still clinging to their shells. Equally impressive were a

curl of halibut atop asparagus and silky squash puree,

with a nickel-size blot of caviar clinging to its side and

a vodka-star-anise-fish stock underneath; and a rack of

Appalachian deer in a Grand Veneur sauce punctuated by

intensely tart berries and sea buckthorn. Oh, and with a

seared, melting hunk of foie gras on top.

After four courses from Hartmann, Ferrer’s handiwork

emerged again in the form ofa Willy Wonka-esque metal

tree whose limbs were decked out in hanging candies and

bright-pink cotton candy, along with a cup of mock pina

colada (mango with coconut panna cotta).

The three-hour meal at Europea was designed to take

FOOD LOVER? ®^ YOUR FILL ONLINE—

r SEVENDAYSVT.COM/FOOD.
LOOK UP RESTAURANTS ON YOUR PHONE:
CONNECT TO M.SEVENDAYSVT.COM ON ANY WEB-ENABLED

CUISINE. FIND NEARBY EVENTS. MOVIES AND MORE.
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PHOENIX TABLE AND BAR
OPENS IN STOWE

For jack pickett, His new res-

taurant on Stowe’s Mountain

Road has been a long time

coming. “The plumber

finished last week,” says the

restaurateurbest known

for the now-closed Frida's

Taqueria and Grill. “He cut his

first pipe two years ago."

This Saturday, phoenix

TABLE AND BAR, PicketfS

collaboration with Frida's

co-owner and chefjoshua

bard, will finally open after

two and a halfyears ofwork.

The first night will be abenefit

for the MORRISVILLE FOOD co-op.

drinks on the fenced-in lawn,

along with games ofbocce.

While Phoenix will start

with just daily dinner service,

lunch will be served by the

end ofMay, says Pickett On
weekends, that will transform

into brunch.

At Frida’s, the menu was

restricted to Mexican fare By

contrast, Pickett calls Phoenix's

cuisine “regional American.”

“Everything is inAmerica— we

don't have to stay in those

tighter parameters of a strict

cuisine," he explains. “In

Louisiana there are tamales

everywhere, so we can serve

tamales 'cause we love tamales."

Other dishes on the starting

menu include chicken and

a project in which Pickett has

been instrumental. Phoenix’s

full menu will debut with

a normal dinner service on

Sunday, April 27.

The 1652 Mountain Road

buildinghas undergone major

changes in the past two years,

but Pickett emphasizes that

the Greek Revival former

home is now back to its erst-

while splendor, sans 1970s-era

touches.

Besides a 125-seat main

dining room, the restaurant

has a large function room that

will regularly host live music.

As warm days become the

norm, diners will be able to eat

on the sizable deck and enjoy

waffles with rhubarb jam and

root-vegetable slaw, lamb

meatballs with tzatziki sauce

and a banh mi sandwich.

Pickett says the “nice, bigbar”

will continue to serve after

Phoenix stops food service

for the night at 10 p.m. A large

cocktail list will attract some

drinkers, while craft beers on

tap will please others.

But Pickett is proudest

town itself: the small-batch

hard cider from stowe cider.

Paired with foods from all over

the country, that taste of the

ultralocal should keep guests

rooted in the Green Mountain

landscape.

Be Prepared
SCOUT& COMPANY STARTS SERVING IN BURLINGTON

Burlington's New North End has a fresh place to get coffee

and pastries, scout & company opened on Monday, April

21, at 237 North Avenue in the Packard Lofts apartment

building. The airy cafe is a collaboration ofthomas green

ofMOBILE ESPRESSO UNIT SCOUT COFFEE CO. and ANDREW BURKE.

a former misery loves co. line cook and current co-chefof

the hawker stall, one of the pop-up restaurants hosted by

ARTSRIOT KITCHEN COLLECTIVE.

Coffee specialist Green has started with a succinct menu
of single-origin coffees. Massachusetts company George

Howell Coffee provides the grind Green uses for espresso,

while drips

include roasts

from cult brands

Blue Bottle

Coffee, Coava

Coffee Roasters

and Heart Coffee

Roasters. Green

says he chose

those companies

for their flavors

and for their

ethic ofworkingwith small farms to make “better than Fair

Trade” single-origin coffees.

Tea drinkers aren’tbeing ignored. Green serves Harney
& Sons teas both hot and cold; the iced tea on offer uses the

brand's Russian Country smoked black tea blend.

For now, edibles come from mlc bakeshop in Winooski,

makingScout the bakery’s first wholesale account. On
Monday, the counter inside the first-floor storefront was
lined with cookies and croissants.

But Burke is known for crafting another treat: ice cream.

He's filed the necessary paperwork to make his own on site

and hopes that, by June 1, Scout & Company will become an

ice cream destination as well as a coffee stop. He mentions

his smoked maple with sea salt as a possible regular item.

Another ofhis recent favorites is a wintry flavor: vanilla ice

cream infused with oak chips.

By the time he begins serving ice cream at his own
business, though, Burke imagines creating summery flavors

such as fresh berry with burnt rose. “I definitely want it to

taste like Vermont on a flavor and emotional level,” he says.

So don’t expect the exotic durian ice cream Burke

perfected at the Hawker Stall. He says the stinky fruit won't

appear at his cafe, scout’s honor.

Cursive Cups
POP-UP COFFEE COMPANY
GOES BRICK-ANO-MORTAR IN

MIDDLEBURY

scoutcoffeecompany isn’t the

only caffeinated business find-

ing a stable home. In just a few

months, jim osborn and sam

clifton have gone from work-

ing as baristas at Burlington’s

UNCOMMON GROUNDS COFFEE AND

tea to opening pop-up coffee

stop cursive coffee to owning

their own cafe. Osborn says

he hopes to open Cursive’s

permanent space at58 Main
Street in Middlebury in June,

with a potential May soft

opening.

Osborn calls it “a stroke

of luck” that Middlebury

architect Anne Barakat

approached Cursive Coffee

about opening a storefront “as

the public fj^ade” ofBoo &
Roxy, her new design studio

with partner Jon Craine.

Construction began last week-

end on the space designed by

Barakat, thewoman behind

the look ofhip stores includ-

ing Anthropologie and Urban
Outfitters.

Explore the cuisine

of Italy here in Vermont

126 COLLEGE ST., 8URLINGTON

802.863.5200

WWW.LAMANTE.COM

n| Lp

Visit US for

Restaurant
Week!

WWW.LAMANTE.COM
for details

^ -III ^

BAR & SHOP
Drink Shop Learn

Live Music
Tuesdays

30% OFF
all bottles

of wine
in the bar on Wednesdays!

Sparkling
wines

S6 by the glass
on Thursdays!

126 College St., Burlington

vinbarvt.com
Wine Shop Mon-Sat from 1

1

Wine Bar Mon-Sat from 4
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Trickery at the Table

diners on a journey, and I was curious

about the path that brought this chef into

culinary theater.

Since Ferrer is fluent in French but

far from proficient in English, Europea's

publicist, Celine Kilidjian, translated his

answers to my questions.

SEVEN DAYS: When did you first tune

in to the power of presentation with

regard to food? Was it part of your

training?

JEROME FERRER: For me, gastronomy

has a special dimension. It ought to be

lived more as an experience than as a

meal. As much as a meal can be fabulous,

I feel it can sometimes become boring

when it is always served the same way. I

like a meal that has a certain twist to it,

like in a play or in a good movie. Going to

a gourmet restaurant is a short-lived plea-

sure. It is the experience as a whole that

has to be remembered, and not the bill.

SD: Can you recall the first dish you

found truly beautiful to look at. as well

as delicious to eat?

JF: In my oldest memories, it is not a meal

but actually a dessert that left a significant

mark. In fact, it was my grandmother's

candied-fruit rice cake. Not only was the

preparation perfect, it was truly an explo-

sion of flavors of vanilla, caramel and red

fruits. It’s a secret recipe that I will forever

SD: What was the concept behind

Europea? And how do you continue

to differentiate it from your other

JF: Personally, I believe more in a restau-

rant’s identity rather than its concept. Our
identity atthe beginningwas simple: agreat

product, a great price and a great service.

Europea has always wanted to put in evi-

dence Quebec products and producers, and

I consider akitchen to be the best ambassa-

dor for local products. To be honest, I have

never had the impression of wanting to be

different than others, but it seems like our

work indeed differentiates us from others.

SD: Many of the dishes at Europea
are startling and theatrical in their

presentation. Can you talk about the

creative process behind at least one of

the dishes — perhaps the salmon in the
smoke-filled book/box?

JF: I was lucky when I arrived in the prov-

ince ofQuebec, because it is here that I was
able to truly develop my signature, having

no landmarks on the province’s, Montreal’s

and Canada's culinary identity. I truly let

my imagination go loose.

As early as my first year here, I un-

derstood that the culinary habits came
from a varied influence due to the very

present multiculturalism. A trip across

Canada from east to west with little winks

to certain communities here and there is

something I try to incorporate [injto my
cooking. Cooking is a question of personal—

More food after the
classifieds section, page45

i

|
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Cheesemaking & Charcuterie Courses

May 27-June 6, 2014 June 23-July 3, 2014

Take two weeks to learn hands-on artisan food production. Courses on

artisan cheesemaking and charcuterie, featuring the Cellars at Jasper Hill,

Ivan Larcher, and Cole Ward.

www.sterlingcollege.edu/summer

Sterling College
Working Hands.Working Minds.
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As Osborn describes it, the new
Cursive Coffee will boast an ambience

that’s “very fluid and engaging and

dynamic.” That means no set point of

sale — customers will sit at the bar and

order from baristas wherever they might

be standing. “It is much more similar to

what you would expect walking into a

bar than an espresso bar," Osborn says of

the space, which will have limited seating

beyond the bar, too.

The coffee will be the same that

attracted an enthusiastic following in

Burlington when Cursive popped up

in the South End and at the Burlington

farmers market. Osborn and Clifton

roast the beans themselves to comple-

ment their inherent flavors. Osborn

says they'll consider stocking a few

snacks crafted by artisans whose pas-

sion for their businesses matches his

own for Cursive.

What will Burlington fans of

Cursive's cups do when it opens up
shop in Middlebury? Keep on drinking.

The busy baristas will continue to

serve at Pine Street's barge canal

market, next door to myer's bagel

bakery, from Friday through Monday,

as they have since December. In fact,

hours at the Burlington location will

expand next month.

taste, and the hardest thing to do as a cook

is to act as a unifier. Through my vision of

work, it is certainly something I express

with my dishes. The maplewood-smoked

salmon in a book expresses the beginning

ofa story. The salmon itself is a fish that is

part ofCanada’s culinary identity, and the

maplewood smoking is the pure evidence

ofQuebec’s richness.

SD: Do you think Quebecois or French

chefs pay more attention to presenta-

tion than in other parts of Canada, or

than chefs in the United States?

JF: A very interesting question ... Having

had the chance to visit many provinces

in Canada, I find that some of them are

well ahead ofQuebec. Ontario and British

Columbia made huge steps in valorizing

high-quality natural products. I find the

architecture of tastes more important,

in my opinion, than the architecture of

colors — because they don’tblend. I was so

impressed that I don't see Quebec as the

pioneer ofgastronomy in Canada.

SD: Where do you like to eat in

Montreal when you are not working?

JF: My work truly is my passion, and my
institutions becomemy home, considering

the great amount of quality time I spend

there. When it is time to take it easy and

relax, I always opt for friendly meet-

ings either at home or at a friend's place.

Whatever the quality of the food is, it is

always a pleasure, and I consider it as the

best table in town.©

INFO

Montagne, Montreal. 514-398-9229.

$329 2014/15 For20s Pass

$499 2014/15 Mt. Ellen 7 Pass

$1049 2014/15 All Mountain 7 Pass

Youth 12 and under FREE when a parent purchases an Adult 7 Pass.

Ski/Ride FREE this spring with select 2014/15 passes.

Hurry, prices increase after 5/7/14.

Call 800.53.SUGAR or visit sugarbush.com and get yours today.

Meet with a professional

makeup artist from Trish McEvoy

for a personalized lesson on

May 2nd, 3rd and 4th!

Call for details.

Comer of Main & Battery Streets,

Burlington, VI • 802-861 -7500

www.mirrormirrorvt.com

Trish McEvoy
Organize and customize your

beauty routine this summer!

Mirror Mirror
SERVICES FOOD!

GOGGLE TANS ARE
BETTER AT
SUGARBUSH.
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A Taste for Growth
How do prolific Vermont restaurateurs keep their pots from boiling over?

L
ast Wednesday, the Church Street

basement restaurant long known
as Three Tomatoes Trattoria was
abuzz. Pascolo Ristorante, the

latest member of the Farmhouse Group,

will open in that space in a few weeks. In

preparation, Farmhouse managing partner

Jed Davis kept busy on his laptop while

several men circled through the recently

renovated building.

Peter Chevalier and his team from

Chevalier Fire Protection made sure the

building was up to code. Burlington’s chief

building inspector, Ned Holt, toured the

space with Davis and his longtime gen-

eral contractor, Peter Smejkal of Merkur
Construction, and then signed off on the

project. In a few days, occupancy load and

fire alarms would have to be approved, and

then a liquor license.

It’s a lot to worry about in a short time,

compounded by food, staffing and all the

other details of opening a new restaurant.

Furthermore, this is Davis' fifth opening in

four years, not including that of the com-

missary butcher)' and bakery that supplies

all of Farmhouse Group’s restaurants. The
stress never seems to end, but he wears it

easily. “It is a lot easier than Farmhouse [Tap

& Grill] was,” Davis says ofopening Pascolo.

"Farmhouse was learning on the job.”

Davis isn’t the only Vermont restaura-

teur whose taste for expansion has kept

2 him busy.When Michel Mahe ofVergennes

H Restaurant Group recently opened the

g; Lobby in Middlebury, it was his eighth time

< starting a restaurant or bar from scratch

| since he debuted Starry Night Cafe in

jjj
1999. (SNC is now under different owner-

ship.) Sue Bette of Bluebird Restaurant

Group seems ever-present at her four

Bluebird-branded Burlington businesses.

How do these entrepreneurs do it? By

balancing relaxation time — including naps
— with an all-encompassing love of their

brutal business.

Those naps are Mahe’s trademark, a

nod to his French parents’ roots but also

a necessity, given that he rises at S a.m. to

begin the managerial portion of his day.

Those early hours reflect his origins: He
began his culinary career as a pastry chef.

Now, Mahe says, "When things start

moving around me, I automatically get up.”

That means his staff does, too, including

general manager Dickie Austin and execu-

tive chef Andrea Cousineau. "They’re the

ones that have their tentacles out,” Mahe
says ofthe younger staffers.

Once Mahe gets the numbers back from

the previous night's service at each of his

restaurants — the Lobby, the Bearded Frog

in Shelburne, Black Sheep Bistro and Park

Squeeze in Vergennes, and Bobcat Cafe &
Brewery in Bristol — he’s ready for a noon-

time nap. Far from being lazy, he’s prepar-

ing for the longworkday still ahead.

In the afternoon, Mahe begins visiting

each of his locations, malting sure that the

food looks the way he wants it to and that

“the flavors are there.” Currently, the restau-

rateur spends most ofhis time at the Lobby,

helping it take off smoothly. The burger-

focused restaurant will soon begin serving

an updated menu based on customer com-
ments and reviewers’ suggestions.

Mahe leaves Cousineau, who has been

with the company since she was a scrappy

teen working her way through the ranks at

Starry Night, to focus on upcoming reno-

vations and menu changes at the Bearded

Frog. Like each of Mahe's chefs, Cousineau

did her time in the tiny-but-busy kitchen of

the Black Sheep before she was promoted

to heading the Frog, then all of the compa-

ny’s restaurants. “If you can do more than

100 [orders a night] in that kitchen, you're a

mercenary,” says Mahe of the Black Sheep.

(That may make Cousineau sound more

like an assassin than a chef, but Mahe is

referring to her ninja-like culinary skills.)

Davis and Bette likewise rely on the

guidance of their strong executive chefs.

Phillip Clayton of the Farmhouse Group

boasts the title of “chef partner” for a

reason: He is the direct contact with all the
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restaurant’s kitchens, just as director of

operations Josh Palmer is with all of the

group’s managers. Bluebird executive chef

Matt Corrente is the guiding force behind

the food at the Tavern, Barbecue and both

Coffee Stop locations.

Bette may delegate some tasks, but

diners at her restaurants can attest that she

seems to pop up all the time, everywhere.

“I always remind myself Walt Disney had

a quote that his No. 1 objective was just to

spread fair)' dust,” Bette says. “You rec-

ognize that your presence matters." She

manages to stay present with a regular

schedule of driving from location to loca-

tion all day. It may sound overwhelming,

but Bette claims she never feels pulled in

too many directions.

two goats and is pressuring Dad to start a

small-batch goat-ice cream truck. “Those

are the kinds of things I want to do later,”

says the chef.

For now, he has his own projects on

his mind. Two months after opening his

latest restaurant, Mahe is workingon three

new concepts. “I’ve probably got 15 going

around all the time," he says.

The same flexibility he shows in mor-

phing his menus has made Mahe’s empire

successful as a whole. He’ll reshape the

restaurant concepts in his head to fit the

spaces where he plans to put them. For

instance, Mahe says he originally de-

signed the Lobby as an upscale cousin to

the Bearded Frog. After looking at other

menus in Middlebury and Brandon, he re-

Plenty experienced herself, Bette says

this year she and her team are working on

perfecting what they already do. Toward
that end, she recentlylaunched a newweb-
site, Bluebird Cares, devoted to customer

feedback.

In the wake of Farmhouse Group’s

rapid expansion, Davis likewise says he

expects no additional gifts from the res-

taurant stork for now. Instead, he’s focused

on working with chef Tom Deckman and

butcher Frank Pace to expand the Guild

Fine Meats brand. They anticipate getting

the Winooski meat-processing plantUSDA
certified by the summer, giving their wares

a wider audience.

When Pascolo opens on Church Street

with an Italian-inflected menu, the flashy

Bette’s sunny personality is no charade,

but she admits that giving customers an

excellent experience involves some theat-

rics. “There is a little bit ofshowmanship,”

says the Saint Michael's College grad, who
grew up in the Lake George, N.Y., restau-

Bette started her career as a college

lacrosse coach and athletic administra-

tor, but the fascination of food pulled her

to study cooking in California. Today, she

says the nourishment she hopes to offer

consists of more than calories. “I don't

think that the need we're satisfying for our

customers is hunger — we’re satisfying [a

need for] time away from stress — relax-

ation for people,” Bette says. "Something

special and memorable."

It’s no surprise that Bette says she

hires as much for enthusiasm as for skill.

Sitting with her at the Bluebird Coffee

Stop at the Innovation Center, it’s easy to

see how her cheerful disposition imbues

her restaurants. The friendly staff and

fun menus are unmistakable products of

Bette’s leadership.

Helping maintain those good spirits

requires a schedule of enforced relax-

ation. Just as Davis makes sure to be home
around 6 p.m. to see his two young daugh-

ters, Bette carves out time to spend with

her pups, a Chesapeake Bay retriever and

an Aussiedoodle.

For Mahe, who grew up in the business

with his chef father and server mother,

the ideas don't stop coming even at home.

His 10-year-old son, he says, plans to buy

MICHEL MAHE

alized the gourmet burger idea in the back

of his mind would be abetter fit.

Mahe no longer hopes to open a high-

quality casual restaurant in every town in

Vermont — as he told Seven Days last year

— but he has no plans to stop expanding,

either. It’s all part of living and breathing

the business. Even after the recent closure

of Next Door Bakery & Cafe in Shelburne

(next door to the Bearded Frog), Mahe’s

record is exemplary in an industry known
for fast turnover.

He’s a graduate of Cornell University’s

hospitality program — as is Davis — and

he believes that the right training goes a

longway toward ensuring success. “I think

there's such a high occurrence of failure

because you don’t wake up in the morn-

ing and say, ‘I'm going to open a family

health center’ and not bother to become a

doctor,’’ he says. By contrast, unseasoned

food lovers too often venture into Mahe's

realm without realizing just what opening

a restaurant entails.

new pasta machine will be the star of

the show. But Deckman’s newly state-

approved salami cotto and pepperoni will

be pivotal supporting players. Davis is es-

pecially excited about the latter, which will

grace pizzas that emerge from the same

oven installed when Three Tomatoes (then

Sweet Tomatoes) opened in the space 23

years ago.

The site has special meaning for Davis,

a family friend of Three Tomatoes’ co-

owner Jim Reiman. Around the time the

restaurant opened, he remembers, he sat

down with Reiman for a pie and realized

he wanted to open his own restaurant one

day. He points out the area where they

If Davis has dreamed in the space, he’s

also plied his trade there; he managed

Three Tomatoes when he returned to

his native Vermont after working for big

New York names such as Le Cirque 2000,

Daniel (as in Boulud) and Danny Meyer’s

Union Square Cafe.

Now Reiman and business partner

Robert Meyers are contracting the size

of their own mini-empire; they recently

closed two of their four restaurants. To
Davis, opening his own restaurant in their

original space represents the ultimate

torch passing. “I always felt like there

could be a time for Jim to wind his career

down where I could come in,” he says of

his time at Three Tomatoes. “I wondered,

Ifthis weremy restaurant, what wouldI do?

What would itfeel like and look like?”

Now he knows.©
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112 Lake Street • Burlington

www.sansaivt.com

Grab any slice & a Rookies Root Beer

for $5.99 + tax

Spring Special
1 large, 1 -topping pizza,

12 boneless wings

and a 2 liter Coke product



Doctor’s Orders
L During the Victorian era, women exhibiting

symptoms rangingfrom anxiety and insomnia

to shortness of breath and emotional

instability' received a diagnosis of hysteria.

Jk One of the various medical treatments

for the 19th-century ailment, the electric

A y-y vibrator was used to help afflicted patients

achieve orgasm and find release Acclaimed

gI .mjWji playwright Sarah Kuhl explores rai» carious

practice r. her comedy In the Wvr Rcon '.or

S. The Vibrator Play

)

head by director t'laudio

A’jl Vi’s'c'l Medeiros, Middlebury College students

J; ,ijjjjpl stage this imaginative work about a doctor

V.' pS ’
St) whose progressive methods lead his wife to

ivtt- d&viun reconsider her marriage and her own body.

IN THE NEXT ROOM (OR THE VIBRATOR PLAY)
1

In the Right Key
Since its 1958 inception, the Van Cliburn Piano

Competition has showcased top musical talent

from around the world. Held every four years,

the esteemed event attracts more than 100

entrants, from which six finalists are chosen.

Last year, Ukrainian pianist Vadym Khqj^HA
took top honors, winningthe covetedgoMRaaT
Of his performance, the Dallas News claims “this

was music-making as if from another world, far

removed from the calculated brilliance more

often heard today." The 27-year-old virtuoso

lends his talents to an equally compelling

program ofworksbyBrahms, Stravinsfcyfflandfcl.

Purcell and Nikolai Medtner. - .



Twang
dnesday, April 30. 6:30 p.m.. at Oi

iitorium, Life Sciences Building,

tmouth College, in Hanover. N.H.

L.603-646-2422. hop.dartmoutiii

MakingMemories
Sarah Jo Willey spent the summer of2012

listening to Diana Krall's album The Girl in

the OtherRoom. Featured on the celebrated

collection are two songs about the death of

the jazz singer's mother and the lingering

wake of her absence. Inspired by Krall,

Willey penned her own version of The Girl

in the Other Room. In this drama, the main

character, Alora, struggles to reconcile her

relationship with her mother, who suffers

from Alzheimer’s disease. Set to live music

by singer-songwriter Carol Ann Jones, this

meditation on self-discovery explores the

ways in which we must accept changing

family dynamics togrow and move forward.

THE GIRL IN THE OTHER ROOM'

F
or most, microbiology and contemporary classical music occupy opposite ends of

the intellectual spectrum. Composer Fay Wang feels otherwise. The rising talent

was commissioned by Dartmouth College to create a collaborative piece with

members of the school's biology department Known for arrangements that employ

changing instrumental combinations, Wangs style lends itself to an interpretation of

the life cycle ofhuman microbes. Inspired by a variety of sources— including images

she viewed on a microscope — the award-winning musician reflects this evolutionary

process in an untitled work based on perspectives of time and space.

5
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10% OFFS™,

GET THE KIND OF CLEAN THAI ONLY

COMES FROM AIEAM OF SPECIALISTS,

The Maids are professionals who, for maximum efficiency, split up to focus on their

areas of expertise: kitchen, bathroom, dusting or vacuuming. They follow a rigorous

22-step deep cleaning system and use back pack vacuums with HEPA filtration for

a far more thorough clean. Learn more at Maids.com.

PSYCHOLOGY
A rock-solid foundation in clinical theory, research, and practice.

Elective courses in play therapy, marital and family therapy, intensive

individual psychotherapy, and group therapy.

Preparation for a life-time of professional and personal development as

a clinical practitioner, and for licensure as a psychologist-master's in

the State of Vermont.

15% of graduates choose to attend and are admitted to doctoral

programs in clinical/professional psychology.

JOIN A NETWORK OF OVER 300 SMC GRADUATE PROGRAM
ALUMNI WORKING IN MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES AND
PRACTICES IN VERMONT.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE FALL.

Learn more/
B 654-2206 Saint A/Uchael’s
Q smcvt.edu/psych COLLEGE iwNDiD

Q psychftsmcvt.edu I graduate programs

802-652-2402

MARY HOLLAND: The author or Naturally Curious:

POEMCITY: LELAND KINSEY: Inspired by the

VERMONT HUMANITIES COUNCIL BOOK
DISCUSSION: 'UNDERSTANDING POST-COLONIAL

THU.24
agriculture
EDIBLE FOREST GARDEN: Green thumbs leam how

SQUARE-FOOT GARDENING: Master gardener

comedy
SHATNER'S WORLD': Filled with personal anec-

community
BURLINGTON WALK/BIKE COUNCIL MEETING:

environment
STEPHEN DANNA: The Former National Oceanic

GIRL DEVELOP IT ANNIVERSARY BASH: Tech-

fairs&festivals
mleres ECHO EARTH WEEK'S MUDFEST: See WED.23.

ange film
cry. 'BOYS AND MEN HEALING': Big Voice Pictures'

inro, food& drink
VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK: SWEETSTART
SMACKDOWN: Dessert lovers prep their palates Tor



LIST YOUR EVENT FOR FREE AT SE

health &fitness
A: THE SAMURAI SWORD WORKOUT:

Burlington, 6-7 p.m. SIO. Info, 578-9243.

STARTTHE CONVERSATION: HEALTH CARE
PLANNING: Franklin County Home Health Agency

Episcopal Church, Plattsburgh, N.Y., 10:30 ajn.

Free, Info. BS3-4214.

RACE MATTERS FORUM: Goma Mabika facilitates a

About Race and Racism With Your Family?'' O’Brien

seminars
POWERFULTOOLS FOR CAREGIVERS: K

Wiiliston Town Hall. 6-7:30 p.m. $30 suggested

donation: preregister. Info. 658-1900. ext. 3903.

talks
‘THE INESCAPABLE LEGACY OFTHE HOLOCAUST:

Feinberg Library. SUNY Plattsburgh. N.Y., 5 p.'m.

SPRING FORWARD CREATIVE WRITING

College. 7 p.m. $10-12. Info. 468-1119.

LUNCH & LEARN: Judy Rosenstreich details her

SOYO
CHOOSE BETTER
CHOOSE LOCAL

• Made with 100% non-fat Vermont dairy • Fresh, locally sourced toppings

• Low sugar with a tangy yogurt taste . Easy to get to, plenty ofparking

696 Pine Street, Burlington soyobtv.com

Join us on Friday, April 25

to celebrate Eartli Week!

In partnership with Cabot and Seventh Generation,

we’ll be offering our customers who need bags,

free-reusable Earth Day bags

(in place of our plastic and paper bags at the register).

Seventh Generation, Cabot and City Market,,

working together for a better Vermont.
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A ONCE A YEAR. *
ONE WEEK ONLY.

MEMBERSHIP SALE.

WANT MORE INFO?
r

info@edgevt.com
'

^ 4/23-4/30/14 W

SfORTSSWMSS
I PHYSICAL THERAPY
1KIDS8FITNESS

(jjood.
Your

favorite

local

|

compost
is back!

Green Mountain Compost
Topsoil • Compost • Pine Bark Mulch • Microbe Mulch

Your best choice for safe, tested, nutrient-packed,

soil-building compost!

it Available only at Green Mountain Compost
1021 Redmond Road, Williston. Mon-Sat 8-4 • Open every day in May!

Call or visit website for deliveries.

* New this year: Bag-your-own compost!

it FREE seeds with every purchase

www.GreenMountainCompost.com
LdPlPn ilttl Redmond Road • Williston • (802) 660-4949 •

FRI.25

INTERVALE CENTER TOUR: A stroll through green-

BALLROOM & LATIN DANCING: Samir Elabd leads

p.riL $14. Info. 862-2269.

CHA CHA SOCIAL: Dancers practice their steps

Williston. lesson, 7-8 p.m.; dance, 8-10 p.m. $8-14.

Info. 862-2269.

MAD ROBIN CONTRA DANCE: Folks in clean.

Burlington, 8-11 p.m. $5-10. Info, 503-1251, madro-

OUEEN CITY TANGO PRACTILONGA: Dancers kick

dancing, 7:30-10 p.m. $7. Info. 877-6648.

GEEKEND: Locals get their entertainment fix with

fairs &festivals

VERMONT MAPLE FESTIVAL: Bring on the syrup!

a.m.-8 p.m. Prices vary. Info. 524-5800.

BILL BURR: Spewing his own brand of logic, ti

MAGGIE'S KNIT NIGHT FORADULTS: Veteran

Free. Info. 6curly2@gmall.com.

BVOB. Info, 863-6713.

VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK: Foodies, take

864-5684.

VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK: PARENTS' NIGHT

YMCA. Burlington, 6-8:30 p.m. S12-20; preregister.

Info, 862-9622.

health &fitness

CRACK IN THE WORLD' & 'THE MAGNIFICENT
ROUGHNECKS': Preserved 16mm footage of the

WHITE RIVER INDIE FILM FESTIVAL: A cinematic

Info, 478-0191.

INTERNATIONAL DINNER SERIES: Tl

AVOID FALLS WITH IMPROVED STABILITY: A

a.m. $5-6. Info. 658-7477.

LAUGHTER CLUB: Breathe, clap, chant and ... gig-

Burlington. noon-1 p.m. Free. Info, 999-7373.

STRESS. BIOCHEMISTRY & FOOD: Jody McGrath

p.m. Free; preregister. Info. 223-8000, ext. 202.

YOGA CONSULT: Yogis looking to refine their

ACORN CLUB STORY TIME: Little ones up to

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Imaginative XP earners

EARLY BIRD MATH: Inquisitive minds explore

Free. Info' 434-3036.

MUSIC WITH ROBERT: Music lovers of all ages join

Fletcher Free Library, Burlington, 10:30-11 a.m.

SONGS & STORIES WITH MATTHEW: Matthew

SPRING VACATION BIKE RIDE: Pedal pushers in

Essex Bike Path, 2-3 p.m. Free; preregister. Info,

TEENADVISORY BOARD: Teens gather to plan

TEEN MOVIE: InSavfngMr. Banks. Walt Disney

music
CANTARE CON SPIRITO: The local ensemble



FIND FUTURE DATES + UPDATES AT

(SPORTS. CENTER.)

What’s your vision for

homeownership?
Perhaps we can help. We're a locally based non-profit offering |
Vermonters low-interest loans and the ability to choose a local

lender. So go ahead, dream big, and give us a shout.

vfcrfa

Directed by ( i Is I Inn Alicea

APRIL 23 -MAY 11, 2014 AT FLYNNSPACE
Wednesdays-Saturdays @ 7:30pm; Saturday & Sundays @ 2pm

MORE INFO@ WWW.VTSTA6E.ORG
FORTICKETS: 802-86-FLYNN OR WWW.FLYNNTIX.ORG

kT’IwI' BBBBcn

SAT.26

SAT.26» P.54
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environment

BURLINGTON GARDEN CLUB STANDARD FLOWER
SHOW: See FRI.25. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

CAN/AM CON: SCALE MODEL EXPO: U S. and

years.' Holiday Inn, Plattsburgh. N.Y., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

DIAMONDS & DENIM FUNDRAISING BASH: Folks

White River Junction. 6 p.m. Free. Info, 291-9009.

Valley Exposition, Essex Junction, 8:30 a.m, $9-10:

FENIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY CELEBRATION:

& 6:30 p.m. $10-15. Info. 644-2433.

GEEKEND: See FRI.25, 9 a.m.-ll p.m.

GOODS & SERVICES AUCTION: Locals bid on a

EVERYTHING EQUINE & CANINE: HORSIN'

LEARN SCRATCH: Coders get instruction in MIT's

25. Info, 476-8188.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT RUMMAGE SALE:

NORTH STAR BIKE SWAP: Pedal pushers pick up a

sale. North Star Sports, Burlington. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGTAKE-BACK DAY: As part of

Inro. 893-1009.

TECH GEEK JEANNIE: Walk-ins get user-friendly

UPPER VALLEY SPRING & SUMMER CLOTHING

VERMONT GEAR SWAP & SALE: Outdoor adventur-

follow. HogWild Barn. Johnson, 5-8 p.m. Free; bring

a dish to share. Inro, 644-8885.

Middlebury College. 3 & 8 p.m. Free. Info. 443-3168.

WHITE RIVER INDIE FILM FESTIVAL: See FRI.25. 10

ajn., 12:30. 2, 4. 6:45 & 9:15 p.m.

CAPITAL CITY WINTER FARMERS MARKET: Root

food. 60 State Street Montpelier. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Free. Info, 223-2958.

CHOCOLATE TASTING: Sweets lovers tap into the

HAM SUPPER & SILENTAUCTION: Neighbors

HEIRLOOM LUNCH WITH MARA WELTON: R.

MIDDLEBURY WINTER FARMERS MARKET: Crafts.

Middlebury. 9:30 a.m.-l pm Free. Info, 989-7223.

RUTLAND WINTER FARMERS MARKET: More than

VERMONT MAPLE FESTIVAL PANCAKE

Vermont St Albans City School.7

.

VERMONTRESTAURANT WEEK: See FRI.25. 11

health &fitness
CHAKRA WORKSHOP: Maryalyce Merritt leads par-

Hlnesburg. 3 p.m. S25: preregister. Info. 482-5189.

KINGDOM WELLNESS EXPO: Locals give their bod-

R.I.P.P.E.D.: See WED.23. 9-10 a.m.

CRAFTING WITH RAPTORS: Klddos and their adult



LIST YOUR EVENT FOR FREE AT SEVI

p.m. Sio-zo. Info. 775-0903. Town Hall Theater

Middlebury, 1 p.m. $10-24. Info. 382-9222. Lake

SUN.27
community
POTLUCK a COMMUNITY MINDFULNESS
PRACTICE: Vegetarian fare fuels attendees for

SACRED CIRCLE DANCING: Teens, adults and

environment
LAKE IROOUOIS ASH TREEAWARENESS WALK:

EVERYTHING EOUINE a CANINE: See SAT.26. 8:30

i SUMMER CLOTHING

fairs&festivals
ECHO EARTH WEEK'S MUDFEST: See WED.23. 10

VERMONT MAPLE FESTIVAL: See FRI.25. 10 a.m.-8

LE FESTIVAL ANTIQUES SI

film
CHANDLER FILM SOCIETY: Gene Hackman plays a

VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK: FOODIE FLICK:

CANTARE CON SPIRITO: COLCHESTER: See SAT.26.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE GOSPEL CHOIR: Walt

MIDDLEBURY BACH FESTIVAL: See FRL25, 3 p.m.

MUSICIANS AGAINST CHILD ABUSE: Bow Thayer.

ROLAND PIGEON a FRIENDS: Old-time country.

food& drink
SUNDAY BREAKFAST: Rise and shine! Pancakes.

Smokers with

asthma needed.
To participate in a research study.

Are you between the ages of 18 to 50?

Do you have physician-diagnosed asthma?

Do you smoke at least five cigarettes a day?

Participants will be compensated.

Please contact the Vermont Lung Center at 847-2103

or Stephanie.burns@vtmednet.org for more information.

You can also visit us on the web at www.vermontlung.org

Highlights
New lliis year “Everything

Canine" a celebration of our

canine friends

New England’s largest equine &

Champlain Valley Kennel Club

April 26 & 27. 2014
Over 150 Indoor Seminars,

Demonstrations, Merchandise &
Service Providers for both equine

Advance Discount

Tickets available at

Guy’s Farm & Yard,

Adirondack Tack

www.flynntix.org

• 4-H Kids Corner Activity Center

• Indoor Equine Breed Row

. Disc Dogs, Dog Agility, Dog
Obedience,Dog Shows and
Canine Breed Row

Sponsored by University ofVermont Extension,

Guy’s Farm & Yard, Horse Works,

Show Me the Biscuit, Poulin Grain Inc.,

Alltech, Equine [ournal, 4 Legs & a Tail,

Vermont Horse Council,

Equiscents/VT Equine Acupressure

fHAMPLAIlVv VALLEY
EXPOSITION

Champlain Valley Exposition

105 Pearl Street Essex Jet VT 05452

802-070-5545 / cvexpo.org

DON'T MISS!
"Horsin' Around on Saturday

Night-

Equine & Canine Variety Shnw
Saturday, April 26- at 6:30pm

Extreme Trail

Challenge
Sunday, April 27"1 at 9:30am

$2,700 in prize money!

To benefit the Vermont Horse Council
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EDIBLE PLANT WALK:

SPRING BLOOMS WALK: Localsembrace tire

Che Winooski Valley Park District. Ethan Allen

SPRING WILDFLOWERS OFMOUNT
INDEPENDENCE: Horticulturist Amy Olmsted

VERGENNES-TO-MIDDLEBURY BIKE LOOP: Cyclists

WALK IN THE WOODS: BRUNSWICK: Hikers learn

WORLD WAR I AND THE WOMEN'S PEACE
MOVEMENT: See THU.24, BCA Center, Burlington. 2

p.m. Donations. Info. 862-4929 or 644-5898.

words
POETRY UNPLUGGED: Lit lovers read their favorite

MON.28

CULTURAL HERITAGE PROFESSIONALS

language
ADVANCED SPANISH LESSONS: Proficient speak-

MONDAY NIGHT OUT!: Kitty Von Tease hosts this

ages 21 and up. Info. 860-9463, melissashahady@>

CHAMBER ENSEMBLES CONCERT Arrangements

Recital Hall. Redstone Campus. Burlington. 7:30-9

WALK IN THE WOODS: GOSHEN: See above listing.

a.m.-noon. Free. Info. 388-4362, mburbankSPfs.fed.

WALK IN THE WOODS: GRAND ISLE: See above

listing. Grand Isle State Park. 10 a.m.-noon. Free.

WALK IN THE WOODS: PEACHAM: See above list-

751-0118, neil.monteithi®state.vLus.

WALK IN THE WOODS: ST. ALBANS: See above

WILDFLOWER HIKE: A family-friendly, naturalist-

preregister; limited space. Info. 862-4150. ext. 3.

events@ldtorg.

sports
CYCLETHE CITY: Pedal pusherswelcome spring on

Perkins Pier. Burlington, meet up. 9:30-10 a.m.; ride,

10 a.m.-noon. Free. Info, 861-2700.

MERCHANTS BANK 150: Stock-car racers keep fans

free for kids 12 and under. Info. 244-6963.

WOMEN'S PICKUP SOCCER: Quick-footed ladles of

Info, 864-0123.

VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK: See FRI.25. 11

health&fitness
AVOID FALLS WITH IMPROVED STABILITY: See

MEDICINAL HERBS FORTHE KITCHEN GARDEN:

MONDAY NIGHT FUN RUN: Runners push past

meet-up. Peak Performance. Williston. 5:30 p.m.

RIPPED.

JUDITH EDWARDS: The local author explores

Conservation Corps. 2 p.m. Free. Info, 446-2498.

REBECCA RUPP: From tomatoes to potatoes, the

theater
BLEACHER BUMS': See THU.24. 2 p.m.

THE DROWSY CHAPERONE': See THU.24. 2 p.m.

'OUR TOWN': See THU.24. 2 p.m.

'THE QUARRY': See WED.23, 2 p.m.

'THE SPITFIRE GRILL': See WED.23. 5 p.m.

SPRING FESTIVAL OF PLAYS: See SAT.26.

SHAKTI TRIBAL BELLY DANCE WITH SUSANNE:

Fire Studio, Burlington, 5:30-6:45 p.m. $15. Info.

688-4464.

film
'DAZED AND CONFUSED': Texas high school stu-

Johnsbury, 7 p.m. Free. Info, 748-2600.

WHITE RIVER INDIE FILM FESTIVAL: See FRI.25.

5

Free; preregister. Info. 878-6955.

CARRIE 8R0WN: The local historian presents

Library. 6:30 p.m. Free. Info. 893-4644.

LINDA LITTLE: Burlington Discover Jazz Festival's

American Music or Museum Piece?" Faith United

MACMILLAN SYMPOSIUM: Scholars Neil Johnson

Davis Center, UVM, Burlington, 1-4 p.m. Free. Info,

633-4136.

kids
AUCE IN NOODLELAND: Youngsters get acquainted

Williston, 10-11 a.m. Free. Info. 764-1810.

MORETOWN PLAYGROUP: Tykes bum offenergy

MUSIC WITH PETER: Preschoolers up to age 5 bust

10:45 a.m. Free: limited to one session perweek per

family. Info, 878-4918.

READING BUDDIES: Eighth-grade mentors foster a

STORIES FOR PRESCHOOLERS: Little ones ages

Burlington, 11-11:30 a.m. Free. Info, 865-7216.

TUE.29
dance
INTRO TO TRIBAL BELLY DANCE: Ancient tradi-

WHISTLING AS INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC:

SWING DANCE PRACTICE SESSION: Twinkle-toed

p.m. $5. Info. 448-2930.

environment
NORTH COUNTRY PEOPLE'S SUMMIT ON ENERGY
& ENVIRONMENT: Eco-mlnded attendees celebrate

Plattsburgh. N.Y. 7 p.m. Free. Info. 518-963-7419,

'EAST OF EDEN': J

540-3018.

KNIGHTS OFTHE MYSTIC MOVIE CLUB: Cinema

River Junction. 8 p.m. Free. Info, 356-2776.

VERMONT COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS SPRING FILM

RESIDENCY: DEBRA GRANIK'S WORK: Movie lovers

preregister. Info. 828-8734.

VERMONT COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS SPRING FILM

RESIDENCY: 'WINTER'S BONE': Jennifer Lawrence

HEROES BREAKFAST: Locals share the first meal

Doubletree Hotel. South Burlington, 7:30 a.m. $35.

Info, 660-9130, ext 111.

games
GAMING FOR TEENS &ADULTS: Tabletop games

p.m. Free. Inro, 865-7216.

VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK: CULINARY PUB

VERMONTHUMANITIES COUNCIL BOOK
DISCUSSION: MEMORABLE MEMOIRS: Lit lovers

Ruth Picardle's Before I Say Goodbye. Barton Public

Library. 6:30 p.m. Free. Info. 525-6524.

health&fitness
INTRO TO YOGA: Those new to the mat discover

Studio Yoga & Body Therapy, Montpelier. 4-5 p.m.

Free; preregister. Inro. 272-8923.

B. Burlington,7 a.m. $13. Info, 522-3691.

SUSTAINABLE HAPPINESS: Ginny Sassaman or

VINYASA ATTHE VINEYARD: Susan Buchanan of

Vineyard. 6:15 p.m. $13. Info. 985-8222.



CREATIVETUESDAYS: Artists exercise their Imagi-

HOMEWORK HELP: See SUN.27. 4:30-7:30 p.m.

PRESCHOOL STORY TIME & CRAFTS: Books and

a.m. Free. Info. 878-4918.

STORY EXPLORERS: GREEN: Little ones learn

10:30-11 a.m. Free with admission. $9.50-12.50.

Info. 877-324-8388.

STORY TIME FOR 3-TO 5-YEAR-OLDS:

STORY TIME FOR BABIES & TODDLERS: Picture

Junction. 9:10-9:30 a.m. Free. Info. 878-6956.

YOGA WITH DANIELLE: Toddlers and preschool-

info. 764-1810.

YOUNG ATHLETES PROGRAM: Klddos ages 2

language
FRENCH CONVERSATION GROUP: Beginner-

p.m. Free. Info. 540-0195.

INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH

Street Burlington. 6:30-8 p.m. S20. Info. 324-1757.

PAUSE-CAFE FRENCH CONVERSATION: French

theater
'SO SHADES! THE MUSICAL': A

Flynn MalnStage. Burlington. 7:30 p.m. S39.25-

49.75. Info, 863-5966.

THE SPITFIRE GRILL': See WED.23.

words
POEMCITY: 'OLD FRIENDS'

Montpelier. 10 a.m. Free. Info. 223-3338.

POEMCITY: RAKING THE WINTER LEAVES: Award-

WED.30
community
WATERBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY ANNUAL
MEETING: Librarian Paul Carnahan discusses

p.m. Free. Info. 244-8069.

WELCOME BABY SOCIAL: Willistonand St. George

Memorial Library. Williston, 6-7:15 p.m. Free; pre-

dance
AFRICAN MUSIC & DANCE ENSEMBLE: V. Josselyne

music
COUNTERPOINT: The North Country Union High

Info. 540-1784.

NONET & POST-BOP CONCERT Music lovers get

p.m. Free. Info. 656-7776.

NOONTIME CONCERT SERIES: Pianist Kevin Ayesh

talks
HOWARD COFFIN: The local historian details

Battle of Cedar Creek during the Civil War. Fairfax

849-2420.

'ON THE GROUND IN SYRIA': Photojoumallst Diego

education
EDUCATORS APPRECIATION WEEKEND KICKOFF:

VALLEY NIGHT FEATURING THE GULCH: Locals

ies and live music. Big Picture Theater and Cafe,

THE HUMAN SCALE': Profiling groundbreaking

VERMONT RESTAURANT WEEK SALON: FARM-TO-

p.m. $5; preregister. Info. 864-0505,

WEDNESDAY WINE DOWN: Si

WED.30» P.58

BUGATTI

209 BATTERY STREET, BURLINGTON, VT 802 .652.9093
bugattibarbers.com

Mozart partied bard aud died young.

And bis music is still plaijed today,

ver220 years later. How many of

us will match that?

THE CLASSICAL STATION

101.7 fm
THEORIGINALPOPMUSIC

JOIN US IN

WELCOMING
BARBER,

CHRISTIAN

J. DUBRUL
TO OUR TEAM!

3Jje loMcb billtatbs

anii bit ty jokes.

3^e tnrote the most popular

music of all time.

jHo?art

c&cnuis is compliratcb.
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> STORE CLOSING! <

40% OFF
storewide

Thank you to all our loyal customers!

THE BLUE MALL, 150 DORSET STREET, S. BURLINGTON

NEW!
Jane Iredale

Mineral Makeup

Please ask for your

Complimentary
Finishing Touch
Makeover when
booking any service

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Your community needs you.
Help us develop a West Nile vaccine.

We are looking for healthy adults aged 50-65.

Most ofthe visits are concentrated within the
first and sixth months of the study. A
Volunteers are eligible for up to $2,300
in compensation.

VACCINE TESTING CENTER

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT UVMVTC.ORG,

CALL (802) 656-0013 OR EMAIL UVMVTC(S)UVM.EDU





classes

THE FOLLOWING CLASS LISTINGS ARE PAID
ADVERTISEMENTS. ANNOUNCE YOUR CLASS FOR AS
LITTLE AS S13.75/WEEK (INCLUDES SIX PHOTOS AND
UNLIMITED DESCRIPTION ONLINE). SUBMIT YOUR
CLASS AD AT SEVENDAYSVT.COM/POSTCLASS.

Drop-In Brewing. 610 Route 7

South, Mlddlebury. Info: Vermont
Technical College. Melissa Neilsoi

burlington city

arts

coaching
LIFE COACHING GROUP: Spring

communication

craft

SHELBURNE
^CRAFT
SCHOOL
985-3648

°° ^



= CLASS PHOTOS + MORE INFO ONLINE S

herbs
COMMUNITY HERBALISM

HERBAL FIRST AID WITH 7S0NG:

WISDOM OF THE HERBS SCHOOL;

LAUGHING RIVER YOGA; Highly



music
SCAN THESE PAGES

WITH THELAYARAPP
TO WATCH VIDEOS

OF THE ARTISTS

Burlington's Dwight & Nicole make sweet music together

BY DAN BOLLES

D
wight Ritcher and Nicole Nelson

are like a couple out of a Rich-

ard Linklater movie. Sure, they

love each other — they’ve been
together for nearly a decade. But hanging

out with them in their sunny Burlington

apartment overlooking a train yard and

Lake Champlain, even for just a couple of

hours, it’s hard not to get caught up in just

how much the couple, well, like each other.

It’s infectious.

Nelson is standing on the far side of an

island in their spacious kitchen.When she

unleashes her big, warm smile — some-

thing she does with frequency and ease,

often while gently teasing Ritcher — a

light swath of freckles wrinkles across the

bridge of her nose. Ritcher, meanwhile, is

seated on a stool opposite her, picking at

a tray of meats and cheeses furnished by

their neighbor, Muchacho Taco owner Ja-

mie Miller.

s Ritcher’s signature flat cap is slung low,

jh shielding his alert eyes. He speaks pur-

3 posefully, with just a trace of a brusque
< New Jersey accent. He has an understated

£ cool, a contrast to Nelson’s luminous pres-

§ ence. But to gauge his low-key demeanor
as aloofness is a mistake. As Nelson speaks,

he’ll nod at key moments, almost imper-

2 ceptibly. Or a wry grin will crease the

n corner of his mouth as he raises his gaze

? across the countertop. Ritcher is listening

^ intently, lovingly.

3 But you don’t need to visit them at their

home to get sense of the couple's connec-

tion to each other. All you really need to do

w is hear them play.

5 Ritcher and Nelson are better known
z to locals, and increasingly to those beyond

3 Vermont, as the roots-soul duo Dwight &
1/1

Nicole. They've just released a new album,

Shine On, and will play a release party at

ArtsRiot in Burlington this Friday, April

25. Even more than their 2010 debut,

'Signs, the new album suggests a musical

and emotional bond that would seem too

55 precious if it weren’t so damned genuine,

i Even the cover of the new record, which

Is features the two sitting on porch steps

grinning like fools, sunglasses shading

their eyes from a radiant sun, seems ripped

from the folk mockumentary A Mighty

Wind. It’s so gooey it almost has to be a

setup. Except that it’s not.

"There’s no real concept or theme,”

says Nelson of the new album. “However,

I think it represents a cross-section of our

lives. There’s an undercurrent of our love

in it; our love ofour lives and for each oth-

Indeed, the album’s lead cut, “I Need
Love" is a boisterous duet that finds the

duo splitting verses over an insistent, clas-

sic R&B strut, complete with exultant

horns. Ritcher’s reedy blues-tinged deliv-

ery is a balancing keel to Nelson’s gusty

diva waiL But when they join at the cho-

rus and repeat the title phrase, theirvoices

blend together and take wind as if they

couldn’t exist any other way. That union of

styles and eagerness to play off each oth-

er’s strengths is precisely what makes the

duo so compelling and almost impossibly

The album's next cut, "Tomorrow’s Not

Today,” is a stylistic about-face. It’s a sin-

ewy number with Ritcher taking the lead

against a smoky, late-night groove; the

song hints at affection for the sly work of

songwriter Joe Henry as well as for Ritch-

er’s own blues-club background. He and

Nelson met in the early 2000s when he

was a staple at Boston blues haunts such

as the Regattabar and the original House

of Blues in Cambridge. Before they were a

couple, they were friends who used to at-

tend and occasionally sit in at each other’s

shows. But they didn't get together until

after both had moved to Brooklyn, where
Nelson is from. After a stint in the city and

some bouncing around in New England,

they landed in Burlington, where Ritcher

had attended the University ofVermont in

the late 1990s.

“We used to come visit Burlington a

lot,” says Nelson, lightly running a hand

along Ritcher’s forearm. "And after every

trip we started to realize how much we
didn't want to leave.”

The duo is now based in Burlington,

though Boston still lays some claim to

them. Nelson won a 2012 Boston Music
Award for Best Female Vocalist, and they

were named among the “25 Most Stylish

Bostonians” by the Boston Globe in 2011.

The new record was recorded at Milt Re-

der’s Rear Window Studios in Brookline.

And Nelson's show-stopping appearance

on the NBC talent show “The Voice” in

2012 launched a national profile, too. Of
her delivery of Leonard Cohen's “Halle-

lujah” in the show’s opening round, judge

CeeLo Green said, “Nicole’s voice is like a

mother’s love.”

Shine On closes on a version of that

song. From a business standpoint, it’s a

savvy move, a reflection ofthe couple’s in-

creasingbusiness acumen.

“You have to love doing the business

side, too,” says Ritcher of striking the bal-

ance between art and commerce.

Nelson didn’t win “The Voice,” but

her rendition of "Hallelujah” tore up the

iTunes charts. While including the songon

the album could be viewed as opportunis-

tic, you only need to listen to the first few

bars — to Ritcher's gentle, hollow-bodied

guitar and Nelson’s aching croon — to un-

derstand why it’s there. Cohen’s moving

treatise on the frail magnificence of love

is a perfect benediction to the record. Be-

cause, when you listen closely it becomes

apparent that Dwight& Nicole aren't play-

ing the song for us. They’re playing it for

each other.

‘We’re in this in-between period," says

Ritcher. “We’re not playing 1,200-seaters.

But we feel a little momentum. It’s excit-

ing. I’m justglad I still like doing it”

With a teasingsmirk, Nelson adds, “I’m

glad I still like you.”

Ritcher nods, that wry grin dimpling

his cheek.

“Me, too."©

INFO

Takinga Shine to
Each Other



GOT MUSIC NEWS? DAN@SEVENDAYSVT.COM =

s@undbites

Busy Bees
Two of the area's most popular acts,

Dwight& nicole (see page 62) and waylon

speed (see page 67), are both releasing

great new records this week and

throwing release parties on Friday, April

25, at ArtsRiot and the Higher Ground

Showcase Lounge, respectively. This

despite my official, scene-wide decree

that multiple awesome things are no

longer allowed to happen on the same

night untilwe can clone local superfan

tim lewis. Yet this week is shaping up
to be one ofthe busiest ofthe year so

far. Think of it like spring training— a

warm-up for the near nonstop rocking

(and jazzing) to come as we eventually

head into the warmer part ofthe year.

Like, for example, Waking Windows IV.

More on that next week.

Point is, there’s a lot to get to

this week. So let’s dispense with the

nonsense and dig in with a rapid-fire

Soundbites.

Ifyou didn’t get enough from Record

Store Day last week, I’d suggest

dropping by the Speaking Volumes

Record Swap at Speaking Volumes

in Burlington this weekend, April

26 and 27. The annual two-day swap
is sponsored by WRUV and will

reportedly feature some 40,000

records, CDs and tapes and even more

music paraphernalia. There will be

live performances all day Saturday,

including sets from tooth ache., disco

PHANTOM, SNAKEFOOT, PRINCIPAL DEAN and

WRUV DJs. There will also be food and

maybe, just maybe, a raffle! I love a good

raffle.

On a semirelated note, several ofyou

have passed along a recentBurlington

Free Press article about Record Store

Day that includes a quote from dan

bowles, typically with a note to the

effect of, “Ha! They got your name
wrong! Stupid Freeps!”

No, they didn't. That wasn’t me.

Believe it or not, that was a local guy

named Dan Bowles. (’Sup, Dan!) And
based on a recent Facebook interaction,

I’m guessing it’s a fairly common
mistake. So cut it out. And ifchris valyou

has any ofthose "I’m Not dan solles”

T-shirts left, I’d like to send one to

Dan Bowles. Also, Dan, the next time

a band mistakes you for me, you have

my permission to promise them a Seven
Days cover story and demand payola up

Remember a few paragraphs ago

when I mentioned the impending

nonstop rocking this summer? Well, it’s

a-comin’.

Last week, the Lake Champlain

Maritime Festival announced the

headliners for the 2014 festival. As
usual, there are some marquee names
on tap for Burlington’s Waterfront Park,

including umphrey's mcgee on Thursday,

August 7, the avettbrothers on Saturday,

August 9, and buddy guy on Sunday,

August 10. But wait, there's more...

Not to be outdone, earlier this

week, grace potter and the nocturnals

announced the lineup for this year's

Grand Point North Festival, also at

Waterfront Park. In addition to the

usual smorgasbord of local acts — we’ll

dish on those in a future column, I

promise — the national names include

LAKE STREET DIVE, the WAR ON DRUGS,

TRAMPLED BY TURTLES and DR.JOHN, to

name but a few. Oil, and Grace Potter

and the Nocturnals. So ifyou gambled

on the “blind faith" ticket sale prior

to the lineup being announced, well

played, you.

Remember Geek Week? For the
unfamiliar,GW was an annual staple

at the dearly departed Langdon Street

Cafe in Montpelier. It featured all

manner ofgeeky goodness, from music

to epic Dungeons & Dragons games

to seminars on someday losing your

virginity. OK, I made up one of those.

Point is, it was a lot of fun.

I’m happy to report that the

organizers ofGeekWeek at LSC are

reviving it, albeit on a slightly smaller

scale. The Geekend is set for this

weekend, beginning this Friday, April

25, and running through Sunday, April

27, at Espresso Bueno in Barre. The
schedule includes, among other dorky

delights, aPac-Man tournament, a

seminar on DJingwith vinyl, something

called “Nintendo Nofriendo,” a Sunday

cereal bar and nightly themed dance

parties.

The geek shall inherit the Earth. Or

at least a cafe in Barre.

I knowhow you kids love the tribute

shows. And lucky for you, this week
there’s no reason you should have to go

see a band play any original music at all!

I’m being (a little) facetious. But

there does seem to be a wealth of

tribute acts on the books this week,

even more than usual. This includes

local electro-dance act plato ears

(mark daly, ex-CHAMBERLm), who are

doing michaeljackson's Thriller in its

entirety at Nectar’s on Thursday, April

24, which, frankly, takes some serious

stones. I might go just to see if he can

pull it off.

For up-to-the-minute news abut the

local music scene, follow (“DanBolles

on Twitter or read the Live Culture blog:

sevendaysvt.com/liveculture.
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WED.23
Burlington
CLUB METRONOME: Moe Pope, thye

barre/montpelier
GREEN MOUNTAIN TAVERN: Open

THE SKINNY PANCAKE
(MONTPELIER): Cajun Jam with Jay

stowe/smuggs area

PIECASSO PIZZERIA & LOUNGE:
Trivia Night. 7 p.m. free.

middleburyarea

northeastkingdom
THE PARKER PIE CO.: Trivia Night. 7

outside Vermont
MONOPOLE: Open Mic. 10 p.m. free.

Wake Up! deerhoofare one ofthose “your favorite band’s favorite band” kind ofbands.A

group that, despite the adoration ofmusic geeks and the influence they’ve had on, well,your favorite

bands over the past two decades, have never really garnered the popular acclaim they deserve.

That’s probably because their chaotic brand of pop is almost impossible to define, relying equally

on catchy melodies and challengingsonic experiments that defy easy categorization. Kicking offthe

Waking Windows 4 music festival — a four-day fest featuring scores ofbands that owe Deerhoofa

debt ofgratitude — the band plays the Higher Ground Showcase Lounge on Wednesday, April 30,

with British rapper awkwafina and Brooklyn's celestial shore.

middleburyarea
CITY LIMITS: Trivia Night 7 p.m„ free.

TWO BROTHERS LOUNGE & STAGE:

champlain islands/
northwest
TWIGGS— AN AMERICAN
GASTROPUB: Trivia & Wing Night. 7

northeastkingdom
THE PARKER PIE CO.:The Goodhues

outside Vermont
MONOPOLE: Lucid (rock), 10 p.n

HIGHER GROUND SHOWCASE
LOUNGE: Spring Break: Beach Party

THE MONKEY HOUSE: Death Pesos.

FRI.25
Burlington
ARTSRIOT: Dwight & Nicole

CLUB METRONOME: 'No Diggity' ’90s

Night 9 p.m. free/S5.

EAST SHORE VINEYARD TASTING

JUNIPER: Queen City Hot Club

MANHATTAN Pi:

RED SQUARE BLUE ROOM: DJ Con

Rl RA IRISH PUB & WHISKEY ROOM:

SIGNAL KITCHEN: The Basement

THE SKINNY PANCAKE
(BURLINGTON):TallGrass GetDown

ZEN LOUNGE: Salsa Night with Jah

chittenden county
BACKSTAGE PUB: RMX (rock). 9 p.m„

HIGHER GROUND BALLROOM: Di



s@undbites

Then, on Saturday, also at Nectar’s,

a trio of local tribute acts will rock you

like it’s 1994, including twenty year old

DOOKIE (green day), BURNING MONK (RAGE

AGAINSTTHE MACHINE) and 20 YEARS BLUE

(weezer).

Look, I get it Tribute acts are fun

and they fill a niche. And I really don't

have anything against them, except that

it seems far easier for local musicians to

pack a club playing covers than playing

their own stuff, which fundamentally

bothers me. So let’s make a deal: I’ll

stop bitching about the growing tribute

trend ifyou promise to seek out one

original local band for every tribute

show you see. Such as...

MICHAEL CHORNEY AND HOLLAR GENERAL With

the dupont brothers at Signal Kitchen on

Sunday, April 27. That’s two bands, so

you’ve already banked one tribute act.

See how this works?

Anyway, in a recent email, Chorney
writes that his band is getting to

work on a new record. No details on a

release date yet, but the saxophonist

and composer says the suite ofsongs

HG recently played at the FlynnSpace

will serve as the record's centerpiece.

Chorney also writes that he’ll be

producing maryse smith’s new record,

which may hit our ears this summer.

Stay tuned.

Speaking of live local music, I’ve

been rather enamored ofthe curious

sounds emanating from Windsor-based

sorta-label What Doth Life for a few

years now. But I haven’t been able to

see many oftheir bands live because ...

Windsor. Fortunately, a trio ofspunky,

punky WDL bands will make their

way to the Monkey House in Winooski

this Thursday, April 24. These include

devil rockers death pesos, carton, who
are wrappingup a new record, and the

pilgrims, whom I've seen live and really

enjoyed. Burlington-based prog-rockers

bravethevertigo willjoin the out-of-

towners. (You're up three bands now,

tribute fans!)

Finally, we close this week’s column on

a sad note. Early last week, wayne beam,

54, passed away due to complications

from diabetes. Your average scenester

might not have known Beam by name.

But ifyou frequented clubs such as 135

Pearl and Club Toast in the 1990s, or

more recently the Monkey House and

Higher Ground, you knew him. He was

the super nice guy with the big, goofy,

gap-toothed grin who probably checked

your ID or served you a drink or 50.

Beam wasn't a star performer. But,

like so many ofthe folks who make
Burlington’s little scene work, he was

an integral piece ofthe larger puzzle;

a friendly, familiar face behind the bar

that makes a nightclub feel like a second

home and a scene feel like a community.

We’re gonna miss him.

Rest in peace, Wayne.®

Listening In
A peek atwhat was on my iPod,

I

turntable, eight-track player, etc.,

I this week.

I SLINT, Spiderland

© POSITIVE
PIE™

MONTPELIER

4. 26 GRUNDLEFUNK

5.09 WOMEN OF SDNG-W/-RBBY JENNE,

ELLE CARPENTER S SRRfl GRACE

5.1° apex

5,i6 THEMRIN SQUEEZE

5.” SOULE MONDE

5. 22 RFINQUE

PLAINFIELD
5.° 2 THE HOUSE BRNO

FARM-TO BOTTLE

716 PINE ST.BURLINGTON

VeryFnt federal

spirits industries. Free samples from our

sponsors and lighthors d'oeuvres

available beforethe discussion.

vei-montrestaurantweek.com
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Once More, With Feelings douc paisley favors

understatement. Witness his description of his new record, Strong Feelings, which he

says is "just 10 new songs.” While that’s true, the Canadian’s songwriter’s latest suite of

tunes is by far his most musically rich and adventurous, and features a terrific backing

band and guest players including the Band’s Garth Hudson. Despite the newly muscular

sound, the record retains the warm intimacy and subtly rendered observations on love

and life that characterized his earlier works. Paisley plays Signal Kitchen in Burlington

on Monday, April 28.

stowe/smuggs area
northeastkingdom
THE PARKER PIE CO.: Summit of Thieves. Victory

mad river valley/ioaterbury
THE RESERVOIR RESTAURANT & TAP ROOM: Gong

middlebury area

TWO BROTHERS LOUNGE & STAGE: Aaron Audet

SUN.27
burlington
CLUB METRONOME: Sundae Sounddash: Goretek.

LUNCH!
New Spring Menu
Monday - Friday, 11 :30 AM - 3 PM

Restaurant Week Lunch Special

April 25 - May 1

$ 1 5 Snack &. Sandwich
1 1

- go tohotelvt.com/dinmg-dnnkmg
mHB
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REVIEW this

Waylon Speed,
Kin
(CROW ON TEN RECORDS, CD. DIGITALDOWNLOAD)

A few months ago, I was at the release

show for Kelly Ravin’s last solo record at

the Higher Ground Showcase Lounge.

With a spare backing band and a

collection of lovely, even sparer songs,

it was a treat to see the lanky, inked-up

guitar slinger in a role other than as the

co-front man of local rockers Waylon

Speed.A couple of months after that

show, I caughtWaylon's other front man,

Noah Crowther, at a solo gigof his own,

this time at the Monkey House. Similarly,

it was fascinating to see the man stripped

of his band’s rumbling ferocity and laid

emotionally bare.

What struck me in both cases is how
terrific, and terrifically different from

one another, Crowther and Ravin are as

songwriters. Especially amid the thunder

ofWaylon Speed's trademark hybrid

metal-country— country-metal? — it's all

too easy to overlook the nuances of their

writing. Rifling through the band’s back

catalog of releases, it occurs to me I've

been guilty ofdoingexactly that, seduced

and sated by their ragged aplomb. After

listening to the band’s latest, Kin, it’s a

mistake I won’t make again. Nor will, I’d

wager, anyone who hears it.

A creeping darkness pervades Kin.

Both Ravin and Crowther, in their own
disparate styles, touch on themes of loss

and desperation. On Crowther’s “Coming

Down Again," that takes the form ofthe

highs and inevitable lows ofa life spent on

the road away from friends and family. On
“Tally-Ho,” he evokes the image of“Two

dirty needles and ajunkie in the pines” to

spin a yarn ofbackwoods apathy.

Ravin wades in similarly murky waters.

On “Smooth the Grain," he howls a lament

toward a faithless lover. “Days Remain

the Same," a holdover from Ravin’s solo

NYIKO,
AlwaysAlways
(SELF-RELEASED, VINYL, DIGITALDOWNLOAD)

By day, Nyiko Beguin is a credit analyst at

a Burlington bank. By night, he is NYIKO,

a multifaceted artist with agentle voice

whose recent mixed-media release,

AlwaysAlways, has been a year and a half

in the making While taking a break from

the stage, NYIKO wrote and carefully

produced these five stylistically diverse

songs. The EP was then shared with visual

artists, and the work it inspired became

the 40-page art book thataccompanies

the vinyl release.

The songs that make up the musical

halfofAlwaysAlways represent the

union ofinfluences NYIKO has had

since he started writing hip-hop songs in

elementary school. Each tune is in touch

with its times yet suggests a catchy classic.

The result is a delectable smorgasbord of

songwriting and production aesthetics,

which is held togetherby NYIKO’s voice.

The singer’s intonations are part Ben

Gibbard (Death Cab for Cutie) and part

Avey Tare (Animal Collective). Or maybe

they’re partWesley Miles (Ra Ra Riot)

and part Chaz Bundick (Toro y Moi).

In any case, what he delivers onAlways

Always is an honest, and a trained, vocal

performance. NYIKO matches the color,

style and emotion ofeach of his five

unique songs, so that the pure pop of

the EP’s opening title track, for example,

doesn't feel out ofplace next to the New
Wave of“Island I Would."

The presence oflive drums (Dan

Smith) and electric guitar (John Flanagan)

on “One Way” lends the song an organic

sound that recalls the Cure. NYIKO
channels Robert Smith here lyrically as

well, crooning melancholic romance with

the songs final lines, “I could be anything

© GET YOUR MUSIC REVIEWED:

record, winds tightly around a country

shuffle with swirling pedal steel licks from

Burlington expat Mark Spencer.

Spencer also helped produce the

record. The Son Volt guitarist likely

deserves some credit for the album’s

perfect balance of rough grit and chrome

gleam. Ravin’s and Rev. Chad Hammaker’s

guitars overwhelm with crunchy tone.

Noah Crowther’s bass thumps and

brother (and occasional Seven Days

freelancer) Justin Crowther’s drums pop

with dynamic precision and force. All of

which makesKin a brilliant distillation of

Waylon Speed’s Waylon Jennings-meets-

Motorhead aesthetic that stands as the

band’s finest record to date and one ofthe

finest local albums in recent memory.

Waylon Speed celebrate the release

ofKin with a show at the Higher Ground

Showcase Lounge in South Burlington

this Friday, April 25. Locals Rough Francis

and Sideshow Tragedy open.

you need, pushing down the sun for the

At a walking tempo, “SayWhatYou
Mean” has an oddly soulful and groovy

feel hidden within its spacey synth sounds

and its reverberated cry to “dance ’til the

nightbecomes your dream."

An uplifting, dancey tune, “Once One,”

looks back on a spent relationship and

bringsAlwaysAlways to a liberating close.

Finding comfort in closure, the singer

advises to “keep singing your song."

NYIKO meets the challenge of liberally

changing styles within a single release

by doing so with subtlety. His voice goes

through nuanced changes that allow for

movement between genres while retaining

his artistic identity. AlwaysAlways is the

kind ofelectro-pop that should be on the

radio. Step down, Bieber.

AlwaysAlways byNYIKO is available

at nyiko.com. Catch him live at oak45 in

Winooski on Friday, May 2, as part of this

year’s WakingWindows 4 festival.

MITCHELL MANACEK

Move anrl

the way

will open.

Sa426: 6 PACK VARIETY ACT (Live Comedy)

has led by Caimen La gala 9PM

ELECTRIC TEMPLE with DJ ATAK 10PM

Pizza
B

f$°
197 n. winooski avenue

863-8278 • visit us on Facebook
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FRANNY O'S: Kyle Stevens

NECTAR'S: Ml YARD Reggae

Chittenden county
BACKSTAGE PUB: Karaoke/

HIGHER GROUND SHOWCASE
LOUNGE: OCD: Moosh & Twist.

HINESBURGH PUBLIC HOUSE:

THE MONKEY HOUSE:The

PENALTY BOX: Trivia With a

barre/montpelier
BAGITOS: Eric Friedman (folk). Ti

stowe/smuggs area

Hail tO the ICHl^On his latest EP, Kingof

Brooklyn, maino turns on some high-wattage star power.

The EP, a follow-up to his 2012 full-length The Day After

Tomorrow, features guest appearances from the likes

of Raekwon, T.I. and Jadakiss, to name a few. But, as on

his earlier works, the Brooklyn-based rapper is the star

of the show, delivering blunt, unflinching rhymes about

his perilous journey from the streets to burgeoning hip-

hop mogul. Maino plays Venue in South Burlington this

Friday, April 26, with locals patron pone, vt union, dj

DAKOTA and DJ CHIP.

stowe/smuggs area

TUE.29
burlington
CLUB METRONOME: Dead Set

FRANNY O'S: Revibe (rock). S

LEUNIG'S BISTRO & CAFE: Mike

Chittenden county

Night 7 p.m.. free.

barre/montpelier
BAGITOS:The People's Cafe

WED.30
burlington
HALFLOUNGE SPEAKEASY:

JUNIPER: Patricia Jullen

LEUNIG'S BISTRO & CAFE: Paul

Asbe II. Clyde Stats and Chris

MANHATTAN PIZZA & PUB:

chittenden county
HIGHER GROUND SHOWCASE
LOUNGE: WW4 Pre-Party:

THE MONKEY HOUSE: Winooski

barre/montpelier
BAGITOS: Game Night. 5 p.m..

GREEN MOUNTAIN TAVERN:

THE SKINNY PANCAKE
(MONTPELIER): Cajun Jam with

SWEET MELISSA'S: Wine Down

stowe/smuggs area

PIECASSO PIZZERIA & LOUNGE:
Trivia Night 7 p.m.. free.

middlebury area

northeastkingdom
THE PARKER PIE CO.: Trivia

Night. 7 p.m.. free.

outside Vermont
MONOPOLE: Open MIc. 10 p.m.

3AYSIES WINNERS 2013; BEST LUNCH • BEST RESTAURANT, IF YOU'RE PAYING • BEST RESTAURANT & BEST DELIVERY



Apple’s latest & greatest?

Check.

Come see what's new! The entire Apple line is on

demo— visit us for up-to-the-minute inventory

and in-store exclusives. We've also got hundreds of

mom-approved products in-stock, so finding the

perfect gilt will be easier than ever!

Small Dog
ELECTRONICS

S. Burlington - Waitsfield - Rutland

yuORI-h/

WOODS
SCAN THIS PAGE

WITH LAYAR

TO WATCH A VIDEO

SEE PAGE 9

and answer 2
Go to sevendaysvt.'

Or, come by Eyes of the World (168 Battery, Burlington).

Deadline: 05/04 at noon. Winners notified by 5

Sunday, May 11

Higher Ground

Showcase Lounge
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Going Green
Polly Apfelbaum, BCA Center

W allpaper isn’t exactly making a come-
back in the average home, but it is a

major component of the latest exhibit

at the BCA Center in Burlington, an

installation by Polly Apfelbaum titled “Evergreen

Blueshoes.” Every wall of the gallery, front room and
back, is covered with a repeat-

ing pattern on wide sheets of

paper. When you walk in, you

immediately get the sense of be-

ing hugged by green, owing to the

paper’s depiction of lush foliage. It makes the gallery

feel cozy. So do the two large, hand-woven rugs — one

green, one blue — on the floor ofeach room.

Then you realize that the repeating pattern on the

walls includes naked people. Rows and rows of them.

They are young, beautiful flower children frolicking in

nature like happy pagans. Stoned as newts, you might

think if you’re old enough to know what “flower child”

Apfelbaum did find inspiration for this work in a late

'60s artifact: the album cover of an LA folk-rock band

called, yes, Evergreen Blueshoes. She even modeled her

graphics after its psychedelic typeface. But the New York-

based artist didn’t aim to induce a green-blue druggie

haze, or even necessarily to invoke nostalgia for a hippie

heyday. Rather, Apfelbaum associates this image ofa hal-

cyon time with “my idea ofVermont,” she said last Friday

in an interview before the exhibit's opening. Whether
warranted or not, her conception of the state is a place

where the social and political ideals of the 1960s actually

came to fruition. Plus, it's green.

“I wanted to focus on a sense of place,” the artist said,

noting the renewed momentum of “back-to-the-land,

food, farming ... there is a serious alternative movement

Apfelbaum has lived inNew Yorksince 1978, and spent

time in Rome, Italy, including at the American Academy
as the 2012-13 recipient of the coveted Joseph H. Hazen
Rome Prize. But she is not just a city dweller with a rhap-

sodic view of Vermont. She spent a number of summers
here in her youth, including stints at Plymouth’s Farm &
Wilderness camps — “That had a real impact on my life,”

she said — as well as duringher college years.

Some viewers may still find Apfelbaum's artistic idyll

a bit naive, her concept too narrow or dated. But they

would do well to remember that this show isn’t really

“about" Vermont or the swinging ’60s; it’s about art mak-

ing and the dialog it evokes. And if this installation seems

simple at first glance — just wallpaper and rugs — in fact

it was labor intensive. But in this case, the artist admitted

it was mostly someone else’s labor. “My energy went into

the thinking rather than the working," she said.

Though Apfelbaum attests to a love of craft, including

ceramics and weaving, the wool rugs at BCA were dyed

and hand woven, over five months, in Mexico. She con-

ceived the idea for the wall covering, scanned and ma-

nipulated the image — and then turned it over to a manu-

facturer.

Hanging the paper was the hard part. When you peer

closely to find the seams, you appreciate just how diffi-

cult it is to match one sheet exactly with the next, and the

next — and you understand why wallpaper isn't making
a comeback. Apfelbaum gave due credit to the BCA staff

for an impeccable installation. And, in keeping with both

her crafty notions and cheerful spirit, she keptbusy in the

gallery by threading beads onto string, making necklaces

for all comers. “I like the idea of visitors getting a souve-

nir," she explained.

Apfelbaum noted that the work in “Evergreen Blue-

shoes" is a bit of a departure for her. “I think of myself

as an abstract artist,” she said. At the American Academy,

for example, she focused on formal explorations of color

in works on paper and fabrics. But there, too, she showed

the pieces by laying them on the floor, melding form and

function, gallery and home, fine art and craft.

“Evergreen Blueshoes” is in line with Apfelbaum’s

long-held interest in pop and color-field art. That man-
ifests in her use of almost hypnotic repetition — mul-

tiple nudes in a sea ofgreen, like a visual mantra — and

THEN YOU REALIZE THAT

THE REPEATING PATTERN ON THE WALLS

INCLUDES NAKED PEOPLE.

ROWS AND HOWS Of THEM.

in the large rectangles of color on the floor. Apfelbaum
considers the rugs to be paintings in their own right. As

such, they are paintings that invite you to sit on them,

perhaps even lie down, and contemplate the trippy

wallpaper.

Asked what captivated her about that album art, Ap-

felbaum paused thoughtfully and then replied, “I thought

it was funny. It's joyous but also very odd.” She also liked

the color and the attitude. “There really is a narrative

here,” she added. “I like thinkingabout that story.”

Two notes to visitors: This exhibit requires that you

remove your shoes at the door, so you can walk on the

rugs. And the naked-people photography is so dreamily

unfocused that no offending sexy bits appear, so parents

with youngsters need not stay away. Indeed, at the open-

ing reception last Friday, clusters of kids romped on the

carpets just as happily as the “children” on the walls. The
outbreak of youthful, unfettered exuberance seemed to

be exactly what Apfelbaum intended.

PAMELA POLSTON

INFO



NEW THIS WEEK
burlington
‘CAKE CAN MEAN A LOT OF THINGS’: The first

p.m. April 26-May 2. Info. 299-9790. Generator in

KINSHIP: ART & POETRY': A juried show of artwork

5:30-8 p.m. April 24-26. Info. 985-3091. BCA Center

chittenden county
HARALD AKSDAL: Landscapes in watercolor that

Info. 899-3211. Emile A.Gruppe Gallery in Jericho.

barre/montpelier
9TH ANNUAL NORTHFIELD ART SHOW: Twenty

rutland area
KEN LESLIE: Top of the World,’ 360-degree pan-

Friday. May 2. 6-8 p.m. April 30-May 31. Info. 468-1266.

northeast kingdom
STERLING COLLEGE 37TH ANNUALART SHOW: In

April 24, 6:30-8 p.m. Info. 586-7711 Simpson Hall.

outsideVermont
THE ART OF WEAPONS': Selections from the

May 17. 2-3 p.m. April 26-December 21. Info.

603-646-2808. Hood Museum, Dartmouth College,

ART EVENTS
LIFE DRAWING CLASSES: I

Supply, Burlington. Thursday. April 24. 6-9 p.m, $15.

Info. 860-4972.

ACRYLIC PAINTING CLASS: Classes including

Thursdays. 6:30-9 p.m. $25/30. Info. 775-0356.

LEARNING THE ART OF SELF-PUBLISHING:

WATERCOLOR WITH LYNN D. PRATT: The gallery

required. RSVP at least one day before. Chaffee

ONGOING SHOWS

May 18. Info, 865-7166. Vermont Metro Gallery. BCA

'ALICE’S WONDERLAND: A MOSTCURIOUS
ADVENTURE’: A touring, interactive exhibit for

Through May 11. Info, 864-1848. ECHO Lake

'ANONYMOUS: CONTEMPORARY TIBETAN ART:

AND HERB VOGEL: ON DRAWING’: A collection of

past40 years. EAT: THE SOCIAL LIFE OF FOOD’:

THE ART OF THE CENTER FOR CARTOON STUDIES':

2020. Bailey/Howe Library, UVM. in Burlington.

CATHERINE HALL: ’Hunting Lodge.’ subversive

CHE SCHREINER: ’’Shadow Between Two Worlds.'

COLLEEN MCLAUGHLIN: Climate Change Happens/

Info, 578-2512. Studio 266 in Burlington.

CREATIVE COMPETITION’: Artists contribute one

DEIDRE SCHERER: "Finding Center: Paperand

30. Info, 859-9222. SEABA Center in Burlington.

ESSEX ART LEAGUE SPRING ART SHOW: Members

Through April 26. Info. 660-9005. Art's Alive Gallery

GROUP SHOW: On the first floor, works by Brian

Teresa Davis. Curated by SEABA. Through May 31.

Info. 859-9222. The Innovation Center ofVermont

INTIMATIONS OF SELF: A FIVE-POINT
PERSPECTIVE': Burlington College students Bianca

JAMES VOGLER: Sophisticated abstract paintings

862-1001. Left Bank Home & Garden in Burlington.

May 31. Info. 859-9222. RETN in Burlington.

JEAN LUC DUSHIME: 'Focus/ Instagram images by

UVM Dudley H. Davis Center, in Burlington.

JESSICA REMMEY: Photographs that capture the

859-9222. The Pine Street Deli in Burlington.

JUNE IVY: ’30 Days Past September,’ collage works

KASY PRENDERGAST: Minimal abstract paintings

by the local artist Through May 2. Info. 578-7179.

KATE TESCH: 'Aging Beauty/ gigantic acrylic

April 30. Info, 724-7244. The Gallery at Main Street

LEAH WITTENBERG: 'At Witt's End/ cartoons by

June 12. Info. 343-1956. Nunyuns Bakery & Care in

Vermont artists. Through May 27. Info. 735-2542.

MANIPULATED.ALTERED AND DESTROYED’:

elKtPgmail.com. S.P.A.C.E. Gallery in Burlington.

MARCIA HILL & CINDY GRIFFITH: Landscape

Curated by SEABA. Through May 31. Info. B59-9222.

VCAM Studio in Burlington.

MIDORI HARIMA: 'Roadside Picnic. Chapter Two."

MILDRED 8ELTRE: "Dream Work/ abstract construc-

piant growth and sports. Info, 865-7166. POLLY
APFEL8AUM: 'Evergreen Blueshoes/ an installation

fo, 865-7166. BCA Center in Burlington.

MORE THAN FIVE SENSES': Members ofUVM’s

2. Info. 656-4150. Living/Learning Center. UVM in

summer
VERMONT TECH

I Benefit from dual

enrollment for high

school students

RN to BSN Transition

VERMONT Learn moreat

IEOH vtc.edu/summercourses

SSWoTcfSlffiSKSS or call 802.728.1217

® VISUAL ART IN SEVEN DAYS:

SHOWS IN TRULY PUBLIC PLACES.

GET YOUR ART SHOW LISTED HERE!

SEVENDAYSVT.COM/POSTEVENT OR GALLERIESffSEVENDAYSVT.COM

Pregnant?
Or worried you

might be?

We offer:

• Unconditional

love and support

• Free pregnancy tests

• Practical assistance

• All services free

8irthright

289 College Street • Burlington

802-865-0056 • 800-550-4900

www.birthright.org

REACH Bi
FOR HOPE
You are

not alone. Si
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PATRICIA BRAINE: Colorand black-and-white im-

SHAUNI KIRBY: Personal images by the Middlebury

photographer. Through April 30. Info. 318-2438.

SHOW OF HANDS' SILENTAUCTION: A display of

Diverse Seniors. Through April 30. Info. 864-7S28.

August First Bakery & Cafe in Burlington.

TELEPHONE’: Since March 7. artists have invited

Through May 31. Info, 57B-2512. The Soda Plant in

TERRI SEVERANCE: "According to Terri," mixed-

SEABA. Through May 31. Info. 859-9222. Speeder &

TODD LOCKWOOD: "One Degree of Separation.'

Through April 29. Info. BBS-7166. Burlington City

Hall Gallery.

VERMONT ARTISTS GROUP SHOW: Nearly 60

489-4960. Silver Image Studio in Burlington.

WORK IN PROGRESS': A show ofhandmade pieces

Chittenden county
GLORIA REYNOLDS: "Power of Color.' an exhibit

ICE STORM. DECEMBER 2013': An exhibit of

Info, 893-7860. Milton Municipal Complex.

JASON DUROCHER: Five paintings from the

Leah Wittenberg Cartooning — for pleasure, not

profession — for the past 15 years, Burlingtonian Leah Wittenberg says the

cartoons in her current exhibit at Nunyuns “have been languishing on my

website and in my basement, waiting for a chance to come alive.” The cafe at

the cornerofNorth and North Champlain streets has given her topical images

the opportunity todojustthat “Lotsofthem express myenvironmental hopes

and fears," Wittenbergcontinues in her artiststatement “and some simply my

slant on the world around me.” Theworks are available for reprint or sale. “At

Witt’s End" is on view through June 12.

SALLY HUGHES: Original floral and

1. Info, 985-9511. T
- •

Kernel of Truth

SUPERCOOL GLASS': An exhibit that spans two

national artists. Through June 8. JOHN BISBEE:

Through May 26. Info, 985-3346. Pizzagalli Center

MICHAEL STRAUSS: Landscapes and still-life

864-8001. Barnes& Noble in South Buriington.

PETE 80ARDMAN: Paintings and sculptures

Info, 658-2739. The ArtSpace at the Magic Hat

PRESERVING THE PAST: An exhibit of artfully

Main Floor Gallery. Through May 9. TANGENTS:
FIBER DIVERSIFIED': Innovative textile art in a

talks, Saturday, April 26, 3-4 pan. Through May 31.

2014 SILENT AUCTION EXHIBITION: A variety of

p.m. $20. Through May 9. Info. 479-7069. Studio

Place Arts in Barre.

ANA CAMPANILE: 'Lapins Agiles." studies in

'ARTISTS OF GRACE 2014': A group show of works

SHANLEY TRIGGS: T/iew From

985-8222. Shelburne Vineyard.

barre/montpelier
1864: SOME SUFFER SO MUCH':

31. Info, 485-2183. Sullivan Museum & History

ITS BLACK AND WHITE': A whopping 34 artists

BARBARA LEBER: 'Birches: Twists and Turns."

Blinking Light Gallery in Plainfield.

DIANE DONOVAN: Paintings of Northeast

DIANNE SHULLENBERGER: 'Re-envisioned,"

EVIE LOVETT: Large-scale, black-and-white

GRETCHEN BASIO: Hand-dyed and uniquely sewn

Through April 30. Info. 223-1981. The Cheshire

INTERPRETING THE INTERSTATES': Compiling

A thought-provoking workshop in

WDRKSHOP FDR ADULTS 5 TEENS

ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE

Fridays, May 2 & 9 from 5:45-7:45 pm,

Flynn Center Studios

'.flynncenter.org or call 802-86-flynn today! m
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Ninth Annual Northfield Art Show The Paine

Mountain Arts Council throws a three-day arty party this weekend. In it, 17 artists

from the Northfield area show works in an array of media, from paintings to baskets,

photography to fiber art. Though theevent is free, the works are for sale. Meet the artists

at a reception on Friday, April 25, 7-9 p.m., and take in the artwork through Sunday,

April 27, at the Brown Public Library Community Room in Northfield. Pictured: “Still

Standin"' by Pamela Druhen.

JUDITH VIVELL: Monumental and arresting oil

'A VOICE FOR THE VOICELESS': A traveling exhibit

that highlights the connection between domestic

stowe/smuggs area
ANNELEIN BEUKENKAMP: In ’A Body of Work.'

HARLAN MACK: 'Draughts for Every Passing

'KICK AND GLIDE: VERMONT'S NORDIC SKI

Shelburne Museum presents

O N m
|>

y« April isJazz Appreciation Month~
I l\ /I (JAM). Start your weekends off

Ij_
I #% I V I with coolJazz all month long.

5-7 p.m. Tickets: $15; Members $12. Tickets at the door.

Eight 02
SHELBURNE
MUSEUM

'VERMONT
|

SYMPHONY
1 ORCHESTRA

JT 2013/2014

Masteri
works

DEBUSSY
Prelude to the

Afternoon of a Faun

RAVEL
Piano Concerto in G

MAHLER
Symphony No. 4

Anna Polonsky,

Hyunah Yu,

soprano

Saturday, May 3, 2014
8:00 pm at the

Flynn Center for the Performing Arts,

Burlington

Vv
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Umiak Outfitters New Store
1203 Williston Rd. South Burlington

(Across from Higher Ground)

Mm fl@ir » ©ttiki
Stowe & South Burlington store locations

©5SSS
GOEBOCHiSasQUf©

Vermonts Largest Selection of

Canoes, Kayaks & Stand-Up Paddleboards

849 S. Main St.

RT 100 Lower Village
Stowe, VT

(802) 253 2317

MlUMIAK >,

St’®'-
' J Outdoor* Outfffteno

1203 Williston Rd.
S. Burlington, VT
(802) 651 8760

Formerly Canoe Imports

Help us double
our donation!
Last year, withyour help, we raised more than $6000

for theVermontFoodbank. This year, the Vermont

Community Foundation's Food and Farm Initiative

will match our total donation up to $5000.

mad river valley/uiaterbury
BONNIE BARNES. CAROL BOUCHER & LYNN
NEWCOMB: Black-and-white photograph/ of

26. Info. 244-7801. Axel's Gallery & Frameshop in

Waterbury.

CAROL MACDONALD: "Spiritual Threads." prints

May 3. Info. 767-9670. BigTown Gal lery in

middleburyarea
BRETT SIMISON: "The Pane in Empty Rooms:

Middlebury.

'GUERRILLA GIRLS: ART IN ACTION': Museum-

'ONE ROOM SCHOOLS': Photographs from the

1980s by Diana Mara Henry Illustrate the end

‘KINship:
Art& Poetry’
For this juried exhibit, more than 40

artists submitted work that was inspired

by a poem in Daniel Lusk’s 2013 book,

KIN. The wildlife-inspired collection

was published by Shelburne-based Wind

Ridge Books of Vermont, which presents

an exhibit, reading and “inaugural

celebration of National Poetry Month"

PAT MUSICK: The Instant of It All.' an explora-

THE PLACE OF DANCE': Ten Images from faculty

this Thursday, April 24, 5:30-8 p.m. at

the BCA Center, second-floor gallery, in

Burlington. The works by selected artists

Linda Di Sante, Kathryn Jarvis, Terri

Severance, Vanessa Compton, Ashley

Kapelewski, Raven Schwan-Noble, Nancy

Hayden and Lisa Sheridan will be on view

more. Through April 25. ANNUAL STUDENT ART
EXHIBIT: A showcase of works by students K-12

in area schools and homeschooled.Through May

in Rutland.

BRANDON ARTISTS GUILD MEMBER SHOW: ’Still

form. Through April 29. Info. 247-4956. Brandon

‘FABRI-CATIONS: FABRIC & FIBER ART': Nine area

dolls.Through June 15. Info, 247-4295. Compass

Price Gallery, Castleton State College.

through Saturday, April 26. Pictured:

“Meditation” by Schwan-Noble, inspired

by Lusk's poem "Beaver.”

KEVIN DONEGAN: "Lock Is Key and Other

May 24. Info. 438-2097. The Carving Studio &
Sculpture Center Gallery in West RuUand.

LESLIE BERNS AND SHELLEY WARREN: "Stream."

'BODIES ON PAPER': Figurative prints by
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DAISY ROCKWELL: 'Girls, Girls, Girls.' paintings

in the news. Through June 15. Info, 356-2776.

Main Street Museum in White River Junction.

JOY RASKIN. MIRANDA HAMMOND & KIM

Through June 30. Info. 457-1293. Collective —

'MAKING VISIBLE*: New works by Valery

season. Through April 26. Info. 457-3500.

-SIERRA CLUB WILDERNESS 50 EXHIBIT:

Through July 6. Free. Info, 359-5000. Vermont
Institute of Natural Science in Ouechee.

-SUSTAINABLE SHELTER: DWELLING WITHIN
THE FORCES OF NATURE': An exhibition that

brattleboro area

254-2771. JIM GIDDINGS: ‘Out of the Shadows ’

northeastkingdom
JAY HUDSON: An exhibit of landscape photo-

Parker Pie Co. in West Glover.

POINTS OF VIEW: Watercolors. oils and

outside Vermont
-EVOLVING PERSPECTIVES: HIGHLIGHTS FROM
THE AFRICAN ART COLLECTION': An exhibition

20. IN RESIDENCE: CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
AT DARTMOUTH': This exhibit celebrates the

Scottish artist. Through May 4. Info. 514-285-

CALL TO ARTISTS
THE ARTISTS CHILDHOOD: The experience

of childhood is what binds us all. The Rose

June 6 to July 3. Info. 488-4501 or joymad-

ART IN THE ROUND BARN: Artists are invited

Round Barn. Deadline: May 18. Exhibit:

September 22 to October 13. For more info

583-2558 or email fayston@yahoo.com.

IMPROMPTU: The Darkroom Gallery in Essex

4TH ANNUAL JERICHO PLEIN AIR FESTIVAL:

10. Registration: $20. Deadline: May 15. Info

split to CHT and to the artists. Yc

FLORA: A CELEBRATION OF FLOWERS IN

CONTEMPORARY ART: Vibrant floral works by 13

regional artists. Through June 22. Info. 254-2771.

Through April 30. Info. 859-9222.

CHAFFEE'S 7TH ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST: This years theme is "Farm & Food,"

contest is June 27 to July 25, Amateur

hours. $10 entry fee. Deadline: June 14. by 6

FLORAL SEDUCTIONS: The Chandler Gallery is

on the website. $10 fee. Deadline:May 23. More

Randolph. Through May 23.

MILTON ARTISTS’ GUILD: The Guild Is

Milton. VL. on Saturday. May 17. Artists are

May 17. Info. 831-224-5152.

Activities include:

Swimming

Parisi Speed School

Foreign Language

Climbing Wall

Essex I 879-7734 ext. 1113 So. Burlington I 658-0080

alexandrad@edgevt.com heatherh@edgevt.com

Williston 1 864-5351

michel!er2@edgevt.cc

m
front porch forum com

KIDS & FITNESS INFANTS TODDLERS PRESCHOOL

BE SOCIAL,
JOIN THE CLUB!
Social Clubbers like to go out, shop, meet new
people and win things — doesn't everyone?

Sign up to get insider updates about local events,

deals and contests from Seven Days.

Ml LIKE/FAN/STALK IIS sevendays.socialclub

Qrnrnr
-Eu(iE

J" sporm&FirNESs
"m PHYSICAL THERAPY
WKIDS& FITNESS
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NEW IN THEATERS
BRICK MANSIONS: An undercover cop end en

action hit District 13. starring Paul Walker in one

ERNEST& CELESTINE: A bearand a mouse become

through April 27 only)

THE OTHER WOMAN: Three women who discover

Waldau. (109 min. PG-13. Bijou Capitol. Essex.

Majestic. Palace. Roxy, Welden)

THE QUIET ONES: A professor (Jared Harris)

(Quarantine 2: Terminal). With Sam Claflin and
Olivia Cooke. (98 min, PG-13. Essex. Majestic)

NOW PLAYING

ratings

* = could've been worse, but not a lot

it = smarter than the average be

DIVERGENT**1/2 In a future society where

Theo James. Kate Winslet and Miles Teller. (139

DRAFT DAY**1/2 Kevin Costner plays an NFL

Burstyn. (109 min. PG-13)

GOD'S NOT DEAD* Nietzsche begs to differ.A

I. (113 min, PG)

more. (100 min, R)

A HAUNTED HOUSE2 1/2* America, you bought

directed. (87 min, R)

HEAVEN IS FOR REAL**l/2 Greg Kinnear plays

Green star. (102 min. R)

BEARS***1/2 Disney brings us this family-friend-

and Keith Scholey directed. (77 min. G)

CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER***

bestseller. With Kelly Reilly and Thomas Haden
Church. Randall Wallace (Secretariat) directed.

(100 min, PG)

THE LEGO MOVIE****A lowly Lego figure

featuring the voices of Chris Pratt Wil l Arnett and

Elizabeth Banks. (100 min, PG)

LE WEEK-END: A long-married British couple (Jim

With Jeff Goldblum. Hanif Kureishi scripted. (93

Nimrat Kaur star. (105 min. PG)

directed. (130 min, PG-13)

N0AH***l/2 Darren Aronofsky (BlackSwan)

and Anthony Hopkins also star. (138 min, PG-13)

WEALTH CARE

14™ ANNUAL YOUTH
RUNNING FESTIVAL
1/2, 1, and 2 Mile Runs

The MVP Health Care YAM Scram is open

to children 4-14 years old. All participants

receive a finisher's medal and t-shirt.

Parents are welcome to run with their

child in the V2 mile run only.

Preregistration is required!

No race day registration.

For more information and to register

visit runvermont.org/yamscram

<© RunVermont EVENT

Slow the Flow

Rain water from strong storms sheets over roofs and driveways,

picking up debris along the way. Stormwater can pollute our

streams and Lake Champlain. You can help slow the flow of

stormwater and help keep our waterways clean.

SMART
WaterWays

www.smartwaterways.org
A program ofthe Chittenden County

Regional Stormwater Education Program

READ MOVIE REVIEWERS.



CUSTOMER
LOYALTYMONTH

30-50 off
Each week we will be giving

away a different item.

movies

LocALtheaters

BIG PICTURE THEATER

Wednesday23 — thursday 24

The Other Woman

CAPITOL SHOWPLACE

Wednesday23— thursday 24

Winter Soldier 3D

Winter Soldier 3D
The Grand Budapest Hotel

MAJESTIC 10

Winter Soldier3D

The Other Woman

The Lunchbox (Dabba)

The Raid 2

Under the Skin

Le Week-end
"The Other Woman

Under the Skin

ESSEX CINEMAS &T-REX
THEATER
21 Essex Way. 3300, Essex, B79-

wednesday23 — thursday 24

Winter Soldier 3D
Draft Day
God's Not Dead
The Grand Budapest Hotel

THE SAVOY THEATER

Winter Soldier 3D

Draft Day
The Grand Budapest Hotel

Winter Soldier 3D

Draft Day

Draft Day
A Haunted House 2

‘The Other Woman

Wednesday23— thursday 24

The Grand Budapest Hotel

The Lunchbox (Dabba)

friday 25 — thursday 1

The Grand Budapest Hotel

'The Amazing Spider-Man 2 in 3D

Winter Soldier 3D
Draft Day
The Grand Budapest Hotel

A Haunted House 2

Winter Soldier 3D

Winter Soldier 3D
The Grand Budapest Hotel

WELDEN THEATRE

Winter Soldier 3D

friday 25 — thursday I

The Grand Budapest Hotel

Le Week-end

IB LOOK UP SHOWTIMES ON YOUR PHONE!



= MOVIE CLIPS =

TRANSCENDENCE**Johnny Depp plays an

THE RAID 2**** In the sequel to the brutal

With Iko Uwais. Yayan Ruhian and Arifin Putra. (150

mln.R)

RIO 2**1/2 A macaw family explores the wilds

UNDER THE SKIN: ScarlettJohansson plays an

NEW ON VIDEO
BAREFOOT*A wealthy, alienated fellow takes

THE TRIALS OF MUHAMMADAU***l/2 Director

VEF

ulture More movies!
Film series, events and
festivals at venues other

than cinemas can be found
in the calendar section.

MOVIES YOU MISSED
BY MARGOT HARRISON

Did you miss: Rectify

In the weekly Movies You Missed S. More
feature. I review movies thatwere too

weird, too cool, too niche or too terrible for

Vermont's multiplexes.

Should you catch up with them on DVD
orVOD. or keep missing them?

WHAT I'M WATCHING

READ THESE EACH WEEK ON THE LIVE CULTURE BLOG AT
sevendaysvt.com/liveculture

NOW THERE’S A
CMADTCDU/AVTfl MITSUBISHISMARTER WAY TO Mm fi fi~.trk--

COOL ANY ROOM. cool, no . heat , n0

Schedule a new system by Memorial Day and get $100

<SiNOURE.

8647156

34 Commerce Ave.

South Burlington, VT 05403
802-864-7156 • benoure.com

APRIL 2014



fun stuff MORE FUN! STRAIGHT DOPE (P.31). CALCOKU & SUDOKU (P.C-4), & CROSSWORD (P.C-5)

EDIEEVERETTE DAKOTA MCFADZEAN



NEWS QUIRKS ' ROLAND SWEET \

Capitalizingon Disaster
Protesting Beijing’s choking air

pollution, artist Liang Kegang returned
from a business trip to France with a

glass jar ofclean, mountain air, which
he auctioned offfor 5,250 yuan ($860).

The month before, tourism officials

in smog-free Guizhou province

announced plans to sell canned air

as souvenirs. Tourism authorities in

Henan province distributed bags of air

from a mountain resort in Zhengzhou,

the provincial capital, to attract

visitors. Finally, recycling tycoon Chen
Guangbiao began selling fresh air in

cans online for $3 each. (Associated

Press)

Patient, Heal Thyself
When Rose Preston experienced

symptoms ofa stroke at her home
in Washington, D.C., she called 911.

An ambulance arrived promptly.

Once Preston was inside, however,

the two D.C. Fire & EMS responders

began “constantly bickering back and

forth with one another,” she said. “I

didn’t feel safe being transported by

the vehicle.” Preston got out ofthe

ambulance and returned to her home,

noting that the paramedics didn't

seem to care and didn’t ask her to sign

a formal patient refusal. Later that

day, she took a subway to the hospital,

where she was diagnosed with Bell's

palsy, which requires immediate

medical care. ChiefKenneth Ellerbe

said D.C. Fire & EMS was investigating

the “unacceptable” incident, which

Y HARRY BLISS

occurred two months after the death

ofa 77-year-old man who collapsed

across the street from a fire station.

When his daughter pleaded with a

firefighter to help the man, she was
told to call 911 instead. (Washington’s

WRC-TV)

Recycling t ycoon

ohen guangbi ao began

SEUING FRESH AIR IN CANS

Is There AnythingBacon
Can’t Do?
Authorities accused Cameo Adawn
Crispi, 31, oftrying to set fire to her

ex-boyfriend’s home in Naples, Utah,

by leaving a pound of bacon burning on
a gas stove. A police officer responding

to a complaint by the ex-boyfriend

discovered the fire in time to stop it

from spreading. Accordingto charging

documents, Crispi “stated she was
attempting to start a fire in the house

to get back at [the ex-boyfriend].” (Salt

Lake City’s DeseretNews)

Sound Barriers
Philadelphia schools eager to keep

teenagers from loitering during off

hours are counting on high-frequency

sonic waves emitted by a device

known as “the Mosquito.” Adults over

25 generally cannot hear the sound,

but teenagers find it “extremely

annoying and will leave an area within

a couple ofminutes,” said Michael

Gibson, president ofMoving Sound
Technologies, which sells the device.

(Philadelphia’s KYW-TV)

2ndAmendment Meets the
21st
Wilshire Gun, a new state-of-the-art

indoor firing range in Oklahoma City,

has applied for a liquor license. “We
wanted to build a place, the first one
in Oklahoma, where you could go in,

shoot, enjoy the retail area and then

go to the cafe,” owner Jeff Swanson
said, insisting that shooting complexes

that offer customers more thanjust a

place for target practice “is where the

shooting sport is headed." Swanson
explained that Wilshire Gun’s staff

intends to scan the driver’s license

ofcustomers who order drinks to

assure that none would be allowed to

enter any of the shooting facilities as a

spectator or shooter for the remainder

of the day. (Oklahoma City’s KOKH-
TV)

Anti-Social Media
When British graphic designer Edd
Joseph bought a video game console

online but the seller failed to deliver

it, Joseph copied the entire works of

William Shakespeare and texted them
to the seller. Although he sent them as

one text, without paying extra because

his calling plan allows unlimited

texting, the seller can receive them
only in 160-character chunks, meaning
the 37 works arrive successively in

29,305 individual messages. Despite

receiving abusive replies from the

seller, who still hasn’t refunded his

money, Joseph said he’d continue

sending the texts. “I’m not a literary

student, and I’m not an avid fan of

Shakespeare," he pointed out, “but I’ve

got a new appreciation you could say,

especially for the long ones." (Britain’s

BristolPost)

Creature ofHabit
Christopher M. Miller, 40, spent 15

years in state prison for robbing a

Stride Rite shoe store in Toms River,

N.J. Immediately after his release,

Ocean County police said Miller

boarded a bus from the prison to

Tom’s River, where he robbed the

same Stride Rite store. Police located

the suspect a few blocks from the

store and recovered the stolen money.

(Baltimore’s WBFF-TV)

First Step to Gun Control
Kentucky Rep. Lesley Combs admitted

accidentally firing her Ruger semi-

automatic handgun in her Capitol

office while unloading it “I'm a gun
owner. It happens,” she explained,

adding that she intends to replace the

weapon. “It’s an automatic. I need

to stick with revolvers.” (Louisville’s

WHAS-TV)

TED RALL
HIGH SCHOOL KID GOES BERZERK

,
STABS 19 CLASSMATES II Pennsylvania .

KNIVES ARE TOO CHEAP
AND EASY TO BUY.
THERE SHOULD BE
BACKGROUND CHECKS

IT'S THE CUTLERY
LOBBY THE NKA
OWNS CONGRESS.

(GUNTHER WILHELM )
WILL ALWAVS HAVE A

|

WE NEED KNIFE
CONTROL A BOWIE
KNIFE IS ENOUGH FOR
HOME DEFENSE. WHY
DO YOU NEED A BUTCHER
KNIFE”? TO F16WT BEARS 7

l PAL IN MtfTHANK YOU, 1

1 'SL
THE CULTURE
GLORIFIES KNIFE
VIOLENCE.

YOU CAN'T IGNORE
the video games
FACTOR

} 61 STABBWtSS "7
9 > IS HEWIHSS ’ VM c n WNCTUReS- >
Vfd 61NSW A
if "rLmaster 'Hi

NO MATTER WHAT WE'LL 1

MAKE SURE NOTHING
LIKE THIS EVER
HAPPENS AGAIN.

'unfortjnatccA a
THE BILL TO

DULLl FV 1*16 L / ^ JtoS
ofjchnes

^
H

"His name is 'Corben'— we rescued him from the sewer."



RED MEAT mirth’s marshmallow* morass
^tomthe M«ettUesof^

iPAO COMix
Comics orawn ON my IPad

TAMES KOCHALKA
©2014 ,



happen very soon. Right?

ARIES (March 21-April 19): If for some inex-

plicable reason you are not simmering with

new ideas about howyou could drum up more
money, I don't know what to tell you— except

that maybe your mother lied to you about

exactly when you were bom. The astrological

omens are virtually unequivocal: If you are a

true Aries, you are now being invited, teased

and bolster your financial know-how. if you

can't ferret out at least oneopportunity to get

richer quicker, you might really be a Pisces or

Taurus. And my name is Jay-Z.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Here's an ex-

cerpt from "Celestial Music," a poem by Louise

Gluck:Tm likethe child who buries / her head

in the pillow / so as not to see, the child who
tells herself / that light causes sadness." One
of your main assignments In the coming

weeks, Gemini, is not to be like that child. It'S

making him both your role model and your

anti-role model for the foreseeable future.

You have the power to achieve something

approaching his levels of excellence In your

own field — especially if you double-check to

make sure your shoelace is never untied and

especially ifyou don't celebrate victory before

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In his un-

published book The Dictionary of Obscure

Sorrows, John Koenig coins new words that

convey experiences our language has not

previously accounted for. One that may apply

to you sometime soon is "trumspringa," which

he defines as "the temptation to step off

your career track and become a shepherd in

the mountains, following your flock between

pastures with a sheepdog and a rifle, watch-

ing storms at dusk from the doorway of a

small cabin." To be overtaken by trumspringa

doesn't necessarily mean you will literally

run away and be a shepherd. In fact giving

yourself the luxury of considering such wild

won't resemble any turning points you've

seen before. They may come in the form of

a lucky accident, a blessed mistake, a happy

breakdown, a strange healing, a wicked gift or

a perfect weakness.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): if you

happen to be an athlete, the coming week

will not be a good time to headbutt a referee

or take performance-enhancing drugs. If you

hate to drive your car anywhere but in the

fast lane, you will be wise to try the slower

lanes fora while. Ifyou are habitual ly inclined

to skip steps, take shortcuts, and look for

loopholes, I advise you to instead try being

thorough, methodical and by-the-book. Catch

my drift? In this phase of your astrological

cycle, you will have a better chance at produc-

ing successful results ifyou are more prudent

than usual. What?! A careful, discreet, strate-

gic, judicious Sagittarius? Sure! Why not?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Your body con-

tains about four octillion atoms. That's four

with 27 zeroes after it. Believe it or not, 200
billion ofthat total were once inside the body

of Martin Luther King Jr. For that matter; an

average of200 billion atoms ofeveryone who
has ever lived and died is part of you. I am not

making this up. (Seethe mathematical analy-

sis here: tinyurl.com/atomsfromeveryone.)

As far as your Immediate future is concerned,

Pisces. I'm particularly interested in that

legacy from King. Ifany of his skills as a great

i alive within you, you will

n them. Now is a time for

you to express high-minded truths in ways

that heal schisms, bridge gaps and promote

unity. Just proceed on the assumption that

it is your job to express the truth with extra

clarity, candor and grace.

CAPRICORN (Oec. 22-Jan. 19): My in-

terpretation of this week’s astrological data

BREZSNYS EXPANDED WEEKLY AUDIO HOROSCOPES & DAILY TEXT MESSAGE HOROSCOPES: REALASTROLOGY.COM 0 1-877-873-4888

Retirement Strategies
for Women
How do you plan for quality of life in the

future if you’re not planning for it today?

Join us for a workshop

Wednesday, May 7, 5:30PM & learn

the importance of saving for retirement.

Jo Ann Thibault, CDFA™, FSS
RSVP: 861-7988

|
JoannThibault.com

354 Mountain View Dr., Colchester

You can get there

from here -

on your bike!



SEVEN DAYS

pER§W\lnl§

DANCING. SPIRITED N SEMIWILD

Introducing:

Vermonters
For relationships, dates and flirts: dating.sevendaysvt.com

WSIVIEIM WolVIEIM

SMART. OUTGOING. ADVENTURE
SEEKER. LIFE-ENTHUSIAST

HAPPY CHANCE

ina ceramic studio, stargazing. 30.

GEEKY HIPPIE FUNNY EMPATHETIC
AQUARIAN

eventually. Vthippiegrl802 24. Q

HONEST. CARING AND FRIENDLY

INTROSPECTIVE, CURIOUS ABOUT
EVERYTHING

that. I like you already. sublimel2 66

W5MEN Aeebi^liSEW

BEAUTIFUL. SMART, FUNNY. SEXY.

ENERGETIC

tunny. SEXY and a I

comes about If you aren't OK with

TIME TO ENJOY LIFE!

to go after it Ijg72251. 52

SECURE. CONFIDENT. SERIOUS.

ABSURD. WITTY

PETITE, ATTRACTIVE. INDEPENDENT
WORLD TRAVELER

ADVENTURER. HI

LETS DANCE AWKWARDLY AND BADLY

with. Preferably someone with some

as is intelligence. MUST LOVE TO
LAUGH! LaughingBoots. 32 CD

BADASS BIKER MOMMA

CURloUs?
You read Seven Days.

these people read

Seven Days— you

already have at least

one thing in common!

All the action is online.

Browse more than

2000 local singles with

profiles including photos,

voice messages, habits,

desires, views and more.

It’s free to place your

own profile online.

Don't worry, you'll be

in good company,

| 1 See photos of

this person online.

R, LOOKING FOR

snow ... who doesn't?! But I also like

INTELLECTUAL INDEPENDENT.
LAUGHTER

PASSIONATE. SEXY. ADVENTUROUS

WACKY ONE LOOKING FOR MAGIC

SWEET. SENSITIVE NURSING STUDENT

FULL-FIGURED. SWEET. HONEST LOVER

MEN Aeekv^W5ME!M

CONSCIENTIOUS GENTLEMAN WITH
WILD SIDE

GYPSY SOUL

with. Hit me up! Brezzy1982 31

KIND HEART SEEKS TRUE LOVE

RT. KIND AND WITTY

being with.

Wdn802. 24.

CANT RELATE TO YOUNGER PEOPLE

I get REALLY PISSED OFF! I stopped

SIMPLE. HONEST. HARDWORKING
VERMONTER

SENSITIVE, LOVING. FUNNY. PATIENT

LOOKING FOR LOVE

HANDSOME. GENUINE AND ACTIVE

JUST HAVENT MET YOU YET!

ACTIVE, SNOWBOARDING,
SKATEBOARDING. HIKING

there Boarderdude7264. 29.

EASYGOING. POSITIVE

QUIETAND SINCERE

DOWN TO EARTH, QUICK WITTED





EPIC GREY BLUES

stud. When: Saturday. January 18. 2014. Where:
Hardwick. You: Woman. Me: Woman. 2912133

YOOPER FROM VIRGINIA

Shelburne Road. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912132

EMMA AT WATERFRONT DOG PARK

Monday. April 14, 2014. Where: Waterfront

Dog Park. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912131

GEORGE AT CITY MARKET. TAKE2I

salad bar. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912130

LADY MACBETH

Burlington. You: Woman. Me: Man. 0912129

SATURDAY AT SONOMA STATION

When: Saturday, April 12. 2014. Where: Sonoma
Station. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912128

ONE BOWL BAKING IN MONTPELIER

April 2, 2014. Where: Bear Pond Books,

Montpelier. You: Woman. Me: Man. 0912127

isPb
I W Mv Ifyou'vebeen

spied, go online^ to contact your

admirer!

dating.sevendaysvt.com

WALLFLOWER AT SWEET MELISSA'S

again? When: Saturday. April 12. 2014. Where:

Sweet Melissa's. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912126

HOTTIE ATUPPER DECK PUB

When: Friday. April 11. 2014. Where: Upper
Deck Pub. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912125

SAGITTARIUS STUD

When: Friday. April 11. 2014. Where: Bern
Gallery. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912124

A READING IN WOODSTOCK

Wednesday. April 2. 2014. Where: Woodstock
Library. You: Woman. Me: Man. 0912123

CITY MARKET POLITE WOMAN

GIANTTEDDY BEAR SHORTS?

Square. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912120

BLOND BEAUTY 0 BURLINGTON BAGEL

Road. You: Woman. Me: Woman. 0912118

TURQUOISE & PURPLE HAIRED GODESS

Monday. April 7. 2014. Where: Dirty Heads 0

HIGHLAND LODGE HOTTIE

ski trail. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912116

VINTAGE INSPIRED ON FLYNN AVENUE

i. Me: Woman. 0912115

SHOPPING SUNDAY, SHAW'S BERLIN

Berlin. You: Woman. Me: Man. 0912113

ON THE RISE SUNDAY BRUNCH

Richmond. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912112

SWEET MEETING OVER NECTAR

coffee? When: Friday, April 4. 2014. Where:

WOMAN BEING FOLLOWED

When: Friday, March 28. 2014. Where: 8erlin

Street. Montpelier. You: Man. Me: Woman. 0912110

CURloUs?
You read Seven Days, these

people read Seven Days —
you already have at least

one thing in common!

All the action is online.

Browse more than 2000 local

singles with profiles including

photos, voice messages, habits,

desires, views and more.

It's free to place your own
profile online. Don't worry,

you'll be in good company,

| I See photos of

this person online.

\
Dance Workshop forAdults & Teens

A A ENHANCING MOVEMENT

t 4 /*1
|

POTENTIAL G EXPRESSION

1 INTITIATIDN 6 SEQUENCING

m t*
Friday, May 2 from 5:45-7:45 pm,

Flynn Center Studios

with

Sara McMahon

V fww.flynncenter.org or call 802-86-flynn loday!



Hey Guys!
We’ve got you covered

for Prom!
shoes

cufflinks

bow-ties suspenders

vests

/r%
jackets

pants

shirts

tuxedos

ties

vintageANDnew

— ©Id geld —
180 Main Street Burlington • 864-7786 • M-Sa 10-6, Sul 2-5

oldgoldvermont.com • Instagram/oldgoldvt • Facebook/Old Gold

Sunday Noon-9pm
Monday-Saturday 1 1 am- 1 Opm

Let Papa
Frank’s Cater
Your Party
or Event!

1 0% off with this coupon

802-655-2423
www. papa-franks.com

HQ @papafranksvt

AdirondackAudiology.comn» fludigyCertifie

Don't Miss
Another

Moment

Better Hearing

Offices in:

Colchester, VT
Plattsburgh, NY
Saranac Lake, NY

Malone, NY
Potsdam, NY

Space is limited. Call today to RSVP!

802.316.4602

Adirondack
Audiology

Hetrina and Balance Centers

New patients

welcome!

Accepting NYS
Empire Plan

S most other

insurances

Spring forward to a

beautiful summer!
Spring Open House

Saturday, May 3rd, 9:30 am to 3:3cTpm

it great deals on services & productienjoy exciting product dem
from industry representatives & win one of our raffle prizes.

SPECIALS: COMPLIMENTARY DURING
UPEN HOUSE ONLY:BOTOX only S

1 0/unit for up
to 30 units Tata Harper mini-facial

20'* off ALL products & services” Laser Hair Removal spot testing

25% off ALL Laser Hair Removal
packages

Neotensil" first-of-its-kinc

leaofliarance of under-eye

JS A CALL at 802-787-1236 on Fr

-oduct or sends and receive the

iMD Cosmetics :§S
Medical Spa



Local, affordable,

and on your side.

Thinking about buying a home?

NEFCU is a great

place to start!

vfcrfa 1=}
derally Insured by NCUA

• Call us before you go house hunting

• We'll help organize your "Game Plan" to get

the best terms for your mortgage

Our experienced mortgage officers will get you

pre-approved at no cost and with no obligation!

i New England
' Federal Credit Union
800-400-8790 • nefcu.com

Local, affordable, and on your side?


